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1.0

INTRODUCTION

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and the Sabine Neches Navigation District (SNND)
(formerly the Jefferson County Waterway Navigation District [JCWND]) developed a public
involvement plan to be used during the feasibility phase for the Sabine-Neches Waterway
Channel Improvement Project (SNWW CIP). The goal of this public involvement plan was to
ensure that USACE and the SNND were responsive to the needs and concerns of all stakeholders
and to ensure public involvement through an open, interactive process. Stakeholders include all
the various publics that could be affected or are interested in the project. The plan helped
USACE and the SNND provide information to, and obtain information from, the stakeholders.
Coordination with resource agencies was conducted primarily through Interagency Coordination
Team (ICT) and technical working group meetings. Resource agencies and the study team meet
regularly throughout the study process. Over 30 workgroup meetings and 10 ICT meetings were
held.
1.1

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
a. Enhance public understanding of the study, the range of alternatives studied, and the
recommended plan for the project.
b. Identify all stakeholders and the best ways to communicate with each.
c. Learn the public's desires, needs, and concerns and make them known to decisionmakers.
d. Explain the planning process and study progress.
e. Provide for consultation before decisions are reached.
f. Provide information about the results of environmental studies.
g. Obtain views and concerns on proposed beneficial use areas, and mitigation features.
h. Solicit the public's views and comments for consideration in the decision-making
process.
i. Disseminate study information and results in a wide variety of formats.

1.2

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

To this end, a pro-active outreach program was initiated to ensure that the public, resource
agencies, industry, local government, and other interested parties were informed about the
project and that any concerns were identified and addressed.
Each of activities listed here is described individually below. The program included:
• scoping meetings
• public workshops to obtain ideas for ecosystem restoration and the beneficial use of
dredged material
• media trips by boat down the waterway
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•
•
•
•
•

presentations at the Gulf of Mexico Fisheries Management Council’s Texas Habitat
Protection Advisory Panel
presentations at regular meetings of Southeast Texas Waterway Advisory Council
(SETWAC)
meetings with Sabine Pilots
presentation at the 2007 SETX meeting
meetings with SNWW industries

2.0

PUBLIC SCOPING MEETINGS

2.1

PUBLIC SCOPING MEETING IN 2000

2.1.1

Meeting Summary

A public scoping meeting was held May 24, 2000, commencing at 7:00 p.m. The meeting was
announced in local newspapers and with a public notice dated April 20, 2000. The location of the
meeting was:
John Gray Center Auditorium
Lamar University
855 E. Florida Ave, Beaumont, Texas
The purpose of the meeting was to inform the public about the initiation of the feasibility study
and to solicit comments on navigation concerns, alternatives to be addressed, and environmental
issues and concerns. The meeting was attended by 43 persons, as well as representatives of
SNND and USACE.
The meeting was conducted by Colonel Nicholas Buechler, Commanding Officer, USACE,
Galveston District. Paul Beard, Chairman of the SNND, gave the welcoming address. Col.
Buechler explained the purpose and procedures of the meeting and introduced the speakers. Tom
Jackson, General Manager of SNND, presented an overview of the development of the SabineNeches Waterway and explained the navigation needs that gave rise to the feasibility study.
Richard Tomlinson, Project Manager with the Galveston District, presented an overview of the
study process.
The meeting was then opened to comments from the public and resource agencies. The issues
raised by the speakers that they would like to see addressed in the context of the Draft EIS are as
follows:
1. Salinity intrusion, particularly into marshes on the east side of Sabine Lake, the
Sabine National Wildlife Refuge (NWR), and upstream on the Sabine and Neches
Rivers
2. Effects on wildlife and fisheries which are associated with marsh loss
3. Project effects on tidal amplitude
4. Potential increases in inland reach of storm surges
5. Potential increases in erosion along the channel and along the coast
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6.
7.
8.
9.

Beneficial use of dredged materials to restore marsh
Beneficial use of dredged materials to restore beaches and dunes
Establishment of a lock at Sabine Pass as an alternative to the project
Deepening through to Sabine Pass and then establish a pipeline distribution center at
Sabine Pass as an alternative to deep draft channel improvements to Beaumont.
10. Potential decreases in marshes because of increased needs for placement areas.
11. Potential decreases in sports and shrimp fisheries
12. Effects of relocating approximately 70 pipelines
13. Overall cost of project as it relates to benefits, and the potential to increase taxes
14. Potential impacts to facilities on Pleasure Island such as the TPWD Wildlife Coastal
Research Facility and the Corps of Engineers Port Arthur Area Office
15. Potential for restoring the historical hydrology and ecological diversity of the Sabine
estuarine system
16. Socioeconomic effects of not improving the channel
17. Identify direct and indirect socioeconomic benefits of channel
18. Evaluate need for new turning basins, berthing areas, and passing zones
19. Who will be responsible for the local cost, both for construction and maintenance of
channel improvements and placement areas?
20. Effects on navigation safety
The major concern of the participants was the potential for the project to increase salinity
intrusion and further accelerate the decline of existing marshes.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:04 p.m.
2.1.2

Post-Meeting Comments

Several written statements were received by USACE in the month following the meetings.
Additional issues that were not raised in the meetings include:
1. Salinity intrusion, particularly into Tony Houseman State Park and Wildlife
Management Area (WMA), Lower Neches WMA, J. D. Murphree WMA, and Sea
Rim State Park and other habitats of concern such as Sabine Lake, intertidal and fresh
marshes at Taylor Bayou, along the GIWW, swamps and bottomland hardwoods, and
the Sabine and Neches Rivers
2. Potential impacts to the Sabine Pass Battleground
3. Need for 3-dimensional hydrodynamic modeling of potential salinity and circulation
changes
4. Mitigative measures should not adversely affect ingress and egress of marine
organisms that use the estuary as part of their life cycle.
5. Studies should incorporate anticipated changes in fresh water inflow
6. Potential impacts to oyster reefs and Blue Buck Point
7. Consistency determination with the Louisiana Department of Natural Resources
8. Cumulative and secondary effects of hydrologic alterations to the coastal ecosystem
9. Beneficial uses of dredged material should be considered for the following areas:
Bessie Heights marsh, backdune marshes at the Texas Point NWR, beach
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nourishment at Holly Beach and Texas Point, marshes in McFaddin NWR, and
marshes within the Lower Neches WMA and J.D. Murphree WMA.
10. Impacts to endangered sea turtles
11. Effects on Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) for postlarval, juvenile and adult red drum,
brown shrimp, white shrimp, pink shrimp, postlarval and juvenile Spanish mackerel;
categories of habitat that could be affected include estuarine emergent wetlands,
estuarine water column, and estuarine mud/sand bottoms.
12. Potential effects to nursery and foraging habitat for economically-important marine
fishery species such as spotted seatrout, flounder, Atlantic croaker, black drum, Gulf
menhaden, striped mullet and blue crab.
13. Consideration of a submerged sill or constriction at the mouth of Sabine Lake, and
water control structures in the wetlands east of Sabine Lake
14. Concern that the Sabine-Neches waterway is close to reaching its capacity for vessel
traffic movement
2.2

PUBLIC SCOPING MEETINGS IN 2003

2.2.1

Meeting Summaries

Two public scoping meetings were held in late May 2002. The meetings were announced in the
Notice of Intent to Prepare a Draft EIS for Improvements to the Sabine-Neches Ship Channel
near Beaumont and Port Arthur, Texas (Federal Register, Volume 67, No. 98, Tuesday, May 21,
2002). A copy of the Notice of Intent is located at the end of this introductory section, before
Appendix A-1. The meetings were also announced in local newspapers and with a public notice
which was mailed to all persons on the study mailing list.
2.2.1.1 Public Meeting on May 28, 2002
Best Western Hotel
2600 Moeling Street, Lake Charles, LA
Commencing 7:00 pm
The purpose of the meeting was to inform the public about study progress and to solicit
comments on environmental issues such as changes in salinity and circulation, changes in fresh
and saltwater marshes, water and sediment quality, erosion along the channel, threatened and
endangered species impacts, and beneficial use of dredged materials. The meeting was attended
by 20 persons, as well as representatives of the non-Federal sponsor (the Jefferson County
Waterway and Navigation District or SNND) and USACE.
The meeting was conducted by Dr. Lloyd Saunders, Chief of Planning, Environmental, and
Regulatory Division of the Galveston District. Paul Beard, Chairman of SNND, gave the
welcoming address. Dr. Lloyd Saunders explained the purpose and procedures of the meeting
and introduced the speakers. Tom Jackson, General Manager of SNND, presented an overview
of the development of the Sabine-Neches Waterway and explained the navigation needs that
gave rise to the feasibility study. Lizette Richardson, Project Manager with the Galveston
District, presented an overview of the study process, including the way in which the study is
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responding to issues raised in the May 2000 public meeting. Janelle Stokes, Environmental Lead
with the Galveston District, explained the Draft EIS as a component of the feasibility study and
the ICT that was formed to promote effective teamwork on the EIS among state and federal
agencies.
The meeting was then opened to comments from the public. The issues raised by the speakers
that they would like to see addressed in the context of the EIS are as follows:
1. Consistency determination with the Louisiana Department of Natural Resources.
2. Coordination with the Louisiana Coastal Restoration program.
3. Coordinated planning with Calcasieu Ship Channel.
4. Greater consideration for Louisiana interests and concerns.
5. Increased participation of private sector on ICT.
6. Additional opportunities for the public to express opinions on the project.
7. Beneficial use of dredged materials for beach restoration.
8. Consideration of beneficial use recommendations from workshops.
9. Marsh preservation and restoration.
10. Shoreline and channel erosion.
11. Saltwater intrusion.
12. Potential for increased storm surges.
13. Impacts to endangered species.
14. Impacts to migrating birdlife.
15. Potential for pollution of water-bearing sands because of increased dredging.
16. Potential toxicity of dredged materials.
17. Effects of dredging on water quality and fisheries.
18. Loss of shallow-water habitat through dredged material disposal; effects of ocean
dredged material disposal sites.
19. Expropriation of land in Louisiana for placement areas, particularly land suitable for
economic development.
20. Potential for changes in state boundaries because of spoil disposal in Sabine Lake.
21. Consideration of project alternatives such as a pipeline to an offshore oil port.
22. Establishment of a lock at Sabine Pass to stop saltwater intrusion.
23. Effect of a lock at Sabine Pass on ingress and egress of estuarine species.
24. Restoration of access to Sabine Lighthouse.
25. Establishment of a collision control system on the channel.
The major concern of the participants was the potential for the project to further accelerate the
decline of the marshes in Louisiana and the smallness of the population in the coastal area to
speak for those marshes.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:05 p.m.
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2.2.1.2 Public Meeting on May 29, 2002
John Gray Center Auditorium
855 E. Florida Ave, Beaumont, Texas
Commencing 7:00 pm
The purpose of the meeting was to inform the public about study progress and to solicit
comments on environmental issues such as changes in salinity and circulation, changes in fresh
and saltwater marshes, water and sediment quality, erosion along the channel, threatened and
endangered species impacts, and beneficial use of dredged materials. The meeting was attended
by 34 persons, as well as representatives of the SNND and USACE.
The meeting was conducted by Lloyd Saunders, Chief of Planning, Environmental, and
Regulatory Division of the Galveston District. Paul Beard, Chairman of SNND, gave the
welcoming address. Lloyd Saunders explained the purpose and procedures of the meeting and
introduced the speakers. Tom Jackson, General Manager of SNND, presented an overview of the
development of the Sabine-Neches Waterway and explained the navigation needs that gave rise
to the feasibility study. Lizette Richardson, Project Manager with the Galveston District,
presented an overview of the study process, including the way in which the study is responding
to issues raised in the May 2000 public meeting. Janelle Stokes, Environmental Lead with the
Galveston District, explained the Draft EIS as a component of the feasibility study and the ICT
that was formed to promote effective teamwork on the Draft EIS among state and federal
agencies.
The meeting was then opened to comments from the public. The issues raised by the speakers
that they would like to see addressed in the context of the EIS are as follows:
1. Beneficial use of dredged materials to restore marsh.
2. Beneficial use of dredged materials to restore beaches.
3. Beneficial use of dredged materials to create bird islands in Sabine Lake.
4. Salinity intrusion, particularly into freshwater marshes.
5. Potential for increases in storm surges.
6. Potential contaminants in dredged materials.
7. Cumulative impacts of sediments, circulation, and salinity on marshes.
8. Erosion along the channel.
9. Effect of project on operating procedures for the saltwater barrier.
10. Decrease in marshes because of increased needs for placement areas.
11. Maintenance of remaining nursery areas in existing placement areas in Sabine Lake.
12. Establishment of a pipeline at Sabine Pass as an alternative to the project.
The major concern of the participants was the potential for the project to further accelerate the
decline of the marshes.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:42 p.m.
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2.2.2

Post-Meetings Comments

Several written statements were received by USACE in the month following the meetings.
Additional issues that were not raised in the meetings include:
1. Potential effect of project on Jefferson County Drainage District No. 7 Hurricane
Flood Protection System.
2. Effect of project on human populations, particularly downstream water supplies, air
quality, water quality and quantity, wetlands and floodplains, hazardous materials and
wastes, non-hazardous solid waste and other materials, noise, occupational health and
safety, and land use and housing.
3. Cumulative impacts of all past, present, and proposed projects in the area in relation
to the proposed project.
4. Harmful effects of “beneficial use” proposals, particularly the creation of islands in
marine or brackish environments.
5. Consideration of mitigation costs in project feasibility assessment.
6. Effect of project on floodplain development.
7. Potential for increased tidal amplitudes.
8. Impacts to neo-tropicals, wading birds, waterfowl, terns, skimmers, brown pelicans,
and sandpipers.
9. Impacts on 404B1 areas such as wildlife reserves, management areas, rookeries,
wetlands, oyster reefs, mud flats, sandbars, and beaches.
10. Socioeconomic impacts on sport and commercial fisheries, hunting, crabbing,
shrimping, tourism, oystering, and other recreational activities.
11. Determine dredging risks to sea turtles.
12. Elevate dredged material disposal areas above sea level and use plantings to create
wildlife habitat.
13. Make dredged material disposal areas subject to public servitude.
14. Determine gulf shoreline impacts from possible changes in near-shore currents and
wave patterns.
15. Impacts to paddle fish, sea turtles, oyster reefs, Western Sand Darter, and Western
Hill Splitter Mussel.
16. Impacts to flora, particularly loss of wetlands from plant community changes.
17. Potential toxicity of dredged materials in beneficial use projects.
18. Potential for introduction of exotic species.
19. Increased national security costs from increased shipping traffic.
2.3

PUBLIC MEETING SUMMARIES

Two public meetings were held in late January 2010. The meetings were held in Beaumont,
Texas, and Lake Charles, Louisiana. The meetings were noticed as “Notice of Public Meeting
and Availability of Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for Sabine-Neches Waterway
Proposed Channel Improvement Project, Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Texas Ocean
Dredged Material Disposal Sites Designation and Draft General Conformity Determination” in
local newspapers.
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A notification mailer was mailed to all persons on the study mailing list. The mailing list
contained a wide array of elected officials, environmental organizations, historic resource
organizations, commercial groups, recreational groups, public bodies, fishermen, hunters, and
landowners. Over 400 notices were sent out.
Additionally, letters of invitation were mailed and emailed to public officials.
2.3.1

Public Meeting on January 26, 2010
The Beaumont Civic Center
701 Main Street
Beaumont, Texas 77701

The purpose of the meeting was to inform the public about the release of the Draft EIS, Draft
EIS for Ocean Dredged Material Disposal Sites Designation, and Draft General Conformity
Determination, and solicit comments. The meeting was attended by 51 persons. The meeting was
hosted by the non-Federal sponsor, the Sabine-Neches Navigation District (SNND) and the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Galveston District.
From 5:30-7:00 P.M., an informal open house was open to the public. Members of the public
viewed displays and spoke with the USACE and PBS&J employees who were available at the
display stations. There were four display stations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Recommended Plan-Navigation Improvements
Alternatives Evaluated
Technical Studies
Environmental Impacts and Mitigation

All display materials were sourced from the Draft EIS and the Draft Feasibility Report.
The formal public meeting was conducted by Colonel David Weston, Commanding Officer of
the Galveston District, and commenced at 7 P.M. Randall Reese, General Manager of SNND,
made a brief introduction of SNND members present and then introduced Colonel Weston.
Colonel Weston introduced USACE employees and provided a brief overview of the project and
the study. Byron Williams, Project Manager with the Galveston District, explained the purpose
and procedures of the meeting and introduced the speakers. Clayton Henderson, Assistant
General Manager of SNND, presented an overview of the development of the Sabine-Neches
Waterway and explained the navigation needs that gave rise to the feasibility study. Sheri Willey,
Project Manager with the Galveston District, presented an overview of the study process. Janelle
Stokes, Environmental Lead with the Galveston District, presented the environmental portion of
the study.
The meeting was then opened to comments from the public. The issues that the speakers would
like to see addressed in the context of the Draft EIS are as follows:
1. Potential impacts on pipeline operations and cost estimates for pipeline relocations
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Request for an extension of the comment period to at least April 26, 2010
Request for an extension of the comment period for at least 120-days
Potential problems of proposed dredge sites and respective impacts on fisheries
Increased salinities and unnatural increased water flow in coastal marshes and
wetlands and Sabine Lake, as well as the impacts on the proximate wildlife habitats
6. Increased marketability and accessibility for larger ship traffic and concurrent
increased safety margins
7. Increased economic stimulation through job creation
8. Permitting issues for relocation or removal of existing pipelines
The major concerns of the participants were the environmental impacts (increased salinity) and
pipeline relocation.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:07 P.M.
2.3.2

Public Meeting on January 27, 2010
The Lake Charles Civic Center
Jean Lafitte Room
900 Lakeshore Drive
Lake Charles, LA 70601

The purpose of the meeting was to inform the public about the release of the Draft EIS, Draft
EIS for Ocean Dredged Material Disposal Sites Designation, and Draft General Conformity
Determination, and solicit comments. The meeting was attended by 19 persons. The meeting was
hosted by the non-Federal sponsor, the SNND and the USACE Galveston District.
From 5:30-7:00 P.M., an informal open house was open to the public. Members of the public
viewed displays and spoke with the USACE and PBS&J employees who were available at the
display stations. There were four display stations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Recommended Plan-Navigation Improvements
Alternatives Evaluated
Technical Studies
Environmental Impacts and Mitigation

All display materials were sourced from the Draft EIS and the Draft Feasibility Report.
The formal public meeting was conducted by Colonel David Weston, Commanding Officer of
the Galveston District, and commenced at 7 P.M. Randall Reese, General Manager of SNND,
made a brief introduction of SNND members present and then introduced Colonel Weston.
Colonel Weston introduced USACE employees and provided a brief overview of the project and
the study. Byron Williams, Project Manager with the Galveston District, explained the purpose
and procedures of the meeting and introduced the speakers. Clayton Henderson, Assistant
General Manager of SNND, presented an overview of the development of the Sabine-Neches
Waterway and explained the navigation needs that gave rise to the feasibility study. Sheri Willey,
Project Manager with the Galveston District, presented an overview of the study process. Janelle
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Stokes, Environmental Lead with the Galveston District, presented the environmental portion of
the study.
The meeting was then opened to comments from the public. The issues that the speakers would
like to see addressed in the context of the Draft EIS are as follows:
1. Formation of an ICT for the development of the final Beneficial Use sites and
mitigation plan
2. Potential costs of relocating pipelines
3. Potential flooding impacts from storm events if the channel is deepened
4. More spoil used beneficially
5. Potential impacts of problems caused by deepening channels
6. Increased salability of the waterway
7. Compatibility with the world’s largest LNG carriers
The major concerns of the participants were the effects of deepening the channel and pipeline
relocation.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:00 P.M.
2.3.3

Pre-Meeting Comments

Written comments were received by the USACE in the months leading up to the release of the
Draft EIS, Draft EIS for Ocean Dredged Material Disposal Sites Designation, and Draft General
Conformity Determination.
1. Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF) will not concur in plans to
mitigate in Texas for wetland impacts occurring in Louisiana. Additional mitigation
measures should be implemented to offset the current 318 AAHU deficiency.
2. New work material from the Sabine Pass Channel and Sabine Pass Jetty Channel
should be used beneficially to create, restore, or nourish emergent marsh in the
vicinity of the project.
3. No fill material shall be dredged from state-owned water bottoms in Louisiana
without a license issued by LDWF.
4. Adverse impacts to the public oyster area in Sabine Lake from the mitigation areas,
including any access channels, must be addressed.
5. Potential creation of hypoxic conditions in dredged water bottoms and increased
shoreline erosion rates through increased wave energy or sinking of the shoreline to
fill the excavated trench.
6. Further justification of the ‘no change’ determination for Further Without Project.
7. Commitment of the local sponsor and interagency coordination.
8. Potential negative impact on marine life in the dredge containment compartments
used for the dredging in the deepening and widening of the waterways.
9. Identification of location for Natural Resources Conservation Services to evaluate the
proposed areas as required by the Farmland Protection Policy Act
10. Potential economic impacts on coastal low-income communities
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2.3.4

Post-Meeting Comments

Written comments were received by USACE in the month following the public meetings. They
were received as emails, comment forms, and letters.
1. Placement of spoil in relation to jetties in Texas and Louisiana
2. Potential bias in the research because it was conducted by USACE. A nonaffiliated
research team should be implemented
3. Need for the project
4. Any deepening or widening will make our waterway more competitive for business
that uses larger ships and automatically adds additional safety margins for the existing
shipping already present.
5. Potential impacts on pipeline operations, pipeline relocations, and the costs associated
6. Request of an extension of the comment period to April 10, 2010, at the earliest
7. Need for the project
8. Any deepening or widening will make our waterway more competitive for business
that uses larger ships and automatically adds additional safety margins for the existing
shipping already present.
9. Potential impacts of placement of spoil near the Sabine Jetties
10. Identification and location of the 42 pipelines that may require relocation
11. Potential costs of relocating pipelines and cost sharing between pipeline owners and
project sponsor
12. Request of an extension of the comment period to no earlier than April 10, 2010
13. Potential relocation of pipelines and actual costs to a pipeline owner regarding
relocation
14. Request of an extension of the comment period to May 10, 2010
15. Potential concerns about modeling for storm surges, bar channel deepening, salinity,
the proposed mitigation for unavoidable impacts to wetland habitats, and the potential
impacts to extant energy
16. Increased economic shipping efficiency
17. Recommended literature regarding geoarchaeology in the Sabine Lake area
18. Coordination request with pipeline owners and operators
19. The relocation of a significant number of pipelines must be preceded by a
comprehensive and coordinated planning process regarding the relocation.
20. The project may impact pipeline operations in other ways besides relocation.
21. Request identification of the pipelines that will be impacted by the project, the owner
of each such pipeline, and the costs for removing or relocating each such pipeline
22. Request for additional documents to understand the proposed project’s impact on
pipeline operations, including a projected timeline from when the relocations may
actually be needed
23. Request confirmation of the cost-sharing requirement that half the pipeline relocation
costs must be borne by the pipeline owner and the other half by the local sponsor of
the project
24. Request a 60 day extension of the comment period
25. Potential costs, safety and environmental risks, and interruption of gas/diesel
supplies, as a result of relocation and removal of pipelines
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26. Deepening will potentially increase damage done by storm surges
27. The Draft EIS fails to provide: (1) the project’s economic value to the State of
Louisiana; (2) resolution to conflicting modeling results and how much marsh
could/would be lost or adversely affected by the project due to higher salinity levels
than projected; (3) full mitigation plan or compensation for projected losses of
intertidal marsh in most of the Louisiana portion of the study area including Cameron
Meadows; and (4) resolution to the conflict between navigation needs in Texas, the
project’s acknowledged detrimental impacts to Louisiana marshes, and ongoing
publicly supported and funded coastal restoration efforts in Louisiana.
28. Request for the list of the 42 deep-draft utilities designated for relocation
29. Request for a cross-section where a 10-inch diameter hydrogen pipeline crosses the
Neches River (292+00). Additionally requests the GPS coordinates of both existing
Neches River centerline and the proposed Neches River centerline
30. Request for further description of the hydraulic pipeline dredge process
3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION / BENEFICIAL USE WORKSHOPS

3.1

PURPOSE

One of the purposes of the study is to maintain and restore the natural environment in the Study
Area. A series of public workshops was held in late 2001 and early 2002 to secure suggestions
for environmental restoration and beneficial uses of dredged material from interested
organizations and individuals. This section will describe the procedures that were used to initiate
and conduct the workshops and their outcome.
3.2

RESTORATION WORKGROUP

The ICT created a Restoration Workgroup (RW) to gather, evaluate, and recommend ideas for
environmental restoration and beneficial use. At its first meeting in June 2001, the RW identified
the brainstorming workshops used by the Beneficial Users Group (BUG) in the HoustonGalveston Navigation Project as the appropriate format for the SNWW Workshops.
The RW also identified a number of environmental organizations, historic resource
organizations, commercial groups, and recreational groups in Texas and Louisiana that should be
invited to participate in the workshop process and stipulated that this list should be expanded. A
contact list was developed identifying the addresses and telephone numbers for many of these
organizations. Recommendations were given on how various groups should be approached to
achieve efficiency in the workshop process. Organizations were not to be mixed in the
workshops in recognition of their differing goals and interests.
A draft letter was mailed to organizations which described the study: the purpose, procedures,
and restrictions of the workshops, and what would be done with the workshop results. To insure
adequate geographic coverage, workshop notifications appeared in newspapers in Baton Rouge
and Lake Charles, Louisiana, and in Beaumont, Port Arthur, and Orange, Texas. A draft notice
was prepared for newspaper and website use. A number of small communities in Texas and
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Louisiana were identified for potential workshops if meetings with organizations did not produce
adequate geographic coverage.
The workshops were intended to solicit suggestions for environmental restoration and
beneficial use throughout the Study Area, producing recommendations that could be used in the
SNWW feasibility planning process, but also providing a database of recommendations that
could be used by other studies and organizations. Recommendations were later evaluated for
economic and technical feasibility by the Habitat Evaluation Workgroup (HW).
3.3

CONSULTING FIRM

Gulf Engineers & Consultants, Inc. (GEC), a Baton Rouge consulting firm experienced in public
involvement, USACE procedures, and water resources projects, was secured to organize and
conduct the workshops. This was done because of the time-consuming nature of the effort and
the short timeframe for completion. GEC secured the services of a local contact in Texas to
avoid any possibility of perceived geographic bias. USACE control of contractor activities was
secured through the establishment of a close working relationship between the Contracting
Officer’s Representative and GEC, through continuous reporting by GEC, and through
attendance at all of the workshops by Galveston District personnel or their representatives.
3.4

PRELIMINARY ACTIVITIES

Preliminary efforts were devoted to document review, an internet search, attendance at a public
meeting concerning the Bessie Heights Marsh, and a visit with the SNND. The principal
documents reviewed were the plan of action designed by the Restoration Workgroup, the
SNWW reconnaissance report, the scoping meeting minutes, the project study plan,
correspondence that had been sent to the Galveston District in connection with the feasibility
study, and Louisiana’s Coast 2050 report. An internet search was used to check information on
the contact list, to identify additional potential participant organizations, and to identify local
chapters. The search also produced information on how the two states were approaching coastal
planning, on some of the significant issues, and on some of the specific proposals that had
already been developed for coastal restoration. The Bessie Heights Marsh public meeting was
attended because it was concerned with an environmental restoration project in the study area in
Texas and in order to gain a sense of procedural difficulties that might be encountered in the
workshops. The visit with the SNND resulted in an extensive tour of the study area’s navigation
and environmental features, including site visits to some of the existing dredged material
disposal areas.
3.5

CONTACTS

The initial list of potentially interested parties prepared by the RW included 11 organizations in
Texas and 5 in Louisiana. GEC added to this list five organizations and groups in Texas and six
in Louisiana, all of which were approved for contact by the USACE. The final list contained a
wide array of environmental organizations, historic resource organizations, commercial groups,
recreational groups, public bodies, fishermen, hunters, and landowners.
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The organizations were contacted by telephone in November. Telephone logs were kept of all
contacts. The contacts were used to explain the nature of the workshops and the function of GEC
in relation to the Galveston District and to determine whether the organization was interested in
participating in the process and wanted more information in the form of a letter from the
Galveston District. The response to the telephone contacts was highly favorable.
On receiving confirmation from an organization or group that it would like to have a workshop,
information on date, time, place, and composition was transmitted by e-mail from GEC to
USACE, which transmitted the information to the Restoration Workgroup members.
3.6

NEWSPAPER NOTICES

The RW identified the Beaumont Enterprise, Orange Leader, Port Arthur News, Lake Charles
American Free Press, and Baton Rouge Advocate as daily newspapers in which public notices of
the workshops should be placed. GEC identified the weekly Beaumont Examiner as an additional
suitable placement medium. The draft workshop notice that had been prepared by the Restoration
Workgroup was placed in these newspapers during the week of November 12, 2001 (one day in
the Baton Rouge Advocate, two days in the Beaumont Examiner, and three days in the others).
During its November 16, 2001 meeting, the RW indicated that the notice should also appear in
the newspaper of record for Cameron Parish (the Cameron Pilot), which was done during the
week of November 19, 2001 (3 days). The notices achieved the objective of giving everyone an
opportunity to participate in the process.
3.7

WORKSHOP ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURES

Most of the workshops were organized by the responding organizations or groups; that is, GEC
did not need to call a number of people to establish attendance at most of the workshops. Most of
the workshops were held in conjunction with regular organizational meetings. The Galveston
District prepared electronic files of recent aerial photographs of the study area, a constructed
hardcopy map showing the study area boundaries and the channel, Mylar-covered hardcopy
older topographic maps of the east and west portions of the study area, and four Mylar-covered
hardcopy maps of recent aerial photographs of the immediate vicinity of the channel.
Suggestions were numbered, beginning with one at the first workshop and continuing
sequentially through the last, to avoid the difficulties that participants would have in recording
large numbers on the Mylar-covered maps. The suggestions were later compiled by GEC into
one master list.
Suggestions were hand recorded and the locations of suggestions were recorded on the Mylarcovered hardcopy maps, of which the two topographic maps proved most useful (with the west
portion used in Texas meetings and the east portion used in Louisiana meetings). The electronic
maps were used in the workshops to provide greater clarification for specific suggestions and
their locations when needed. Tape recorders were not used because of the emphasis on
anonymity of suggestions.
In addition to the GEC facilitator, all of the workshops were attended by at least one USACE
representative, almost all were attended by at least one RW representative, and some were
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attended by the SNND. At each workshop, GEC gave a brief presentation on the project, the
purpose of the workshop, how the workshop results would be used, and the ground rules. It was
stressed that the workshop was not for expressing opinions on the merits of the project, that the
suggestions made by the workshop participants could refer to any place in the study area, that the
suggestions did not need to be limited to problems and opportunities related to the SNWW
project, that the suggestions should not be limited by concerns of technical or economic
feasibility, that all suggestions would remain anonymous with respect to the person making the
suggestion and the meeting at which the suggestion was made, and that the suggestions would be
used to create a database that would be used in conjunction with the project but also by a wide
variety of agencies, organizations, and groups.
3.8

WORKSHOP RESULTS

Sixteen workshops were held, attended by a total of 168 persons who participated in the making
suggestions. A number of organizations declined to participate; the major reason for
nonparticipation in the process was insufficient interest on the part of organization members. Of
the 16 workshops, 10 were held in Texas and six in Louisiana. One meeting in Texas and one in
Louisiana was attended by participants from both states. The discrepancy between the number of
meetings in Texas and Louisiana was the result of organization availability and response. The
total number of Louisiana participants was actually about the same as the number of Texas
participants.
The participants produced 244 suggestions, which were concerned with marsh restoration, beach
and dune restoration, chenier restoration, hydrologic restoration, salinity control, erosion control,
island construction, land restoration and development, road restoration, recreation and cultural
development, use of sediment sources, use of placement areas, and nonstructural measures.
There were a number of repeated suggestions, which provide some idea of the preference for
various proposals. The 244 suggestions, listed below, are presented in no particular order.
Specific locations related to each suggestion are labeled with the suggestion number on figures
1–3.
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Deposit dredged materials in open water areas within the marshes (affected by
subsidence, erosion, and saltwater intrusion) at Texas Point NWR.
Deposit dredged materials at Lafitte’s Landing 1 and 2 (south end of Pleasure
Island, lakeside, along shoreline and by marina) to provide shoreline erosion control
and wetland creation.
Deposit dredged materials at Pleasure Island Marina for shoreline erosion control
and marsh creation.
Construct a salinity control structure at the Keith Lake Fish Pass/SNCC intersection
to reduce saltwater intrusion while allowing for unhindered navigation and marine
organism ingress/egress.
Construct a system (depending on hydrologic model) of berms or levees (terraces)
north of Pleasure Island in the gap and restore the island along the Sabine-Neches
Canal to protect the lake from higher salinities in the channels.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24.

Restore the hydrologic connection (freshwater sheetflow) at Salt Bayou between the
marshes north and south of the GIWW.
Construct a structure on the east part of Salt Bayou to restore freshwater flow to
marshes south of the GIWW.
Deposit dredged materials, particularly those with higher sand content, linearly
along the shoreline from Texas Point NWR westward through McFaddin NWR.
Deposit dredged materials, particularly those with higher sand content, linearly
along the shoreline east of the entrance channel.
Create gaps in both entrance channel jetties to increase sediment transport to Gulf
shorelines.
Stabilize the shoreline on the east edge of Texas Point NWR at gaps in the jetty
north of pilot station and repair the jetty.
Construct a two to six acre bird island or islands, at least five feet high with a
sheltered lagoon, in the north part of Sabine Lake near Sidney Island at least one
mile offshore.
Establish salinity controls, including the restoration of historic flow volumes, in
Texas Bayou and associated channels connecting to the SNWW on Texas Point
NWR through such things as low-level rock weirs, plugging man-made channels,
water control structures, and/or other channel modifications.
Deposit dredged materials in open water areas and degraded marshes in the east part
of the Salt Bayou watershed north and south of Keith Lake.
Stabilize the shoreline in any reaches of the GIWW projected to have increased
salinities as a result of the project.
Establish erosion control on the Taylor Bayou outfall canal shoreline, primarily on
the south bank.
Stabilize the banks of the GIWW in Louisiana, particularly the south bank, because
the north bank has been largely stabilized through two coastal restoration projects.
Protect the cypress swamp area south of the Neches River Saltwater Barrier from
possible excessive salinities by installing structures, terraces, or other hydrologic
components.
Use high sand content dredged materials from offshore, including existing disposal
areas, for beach enhancement purposes.
Implement the East Sabine Lake Hydrologic Restoration Project to protect
approximately 35,000 acres of brackish to intermediate marsh in the west part of the
Sabine NWR and adjacent lands from elevated salinities by such things as water
control structures at major bayous and canals and earthern terraces in existing
shallow-water areas.
Construct a gate on the Sabine Pass Channel or a sill offshore to establish
hydrologic control.
Restore the interior hydrology of Salt Bayou marshes south of the GIWW on
TPWD land.
Construct a low-level rock weir or similar structure at the causeway to prevent
excessive salinities from entering the lake.
Construct salinity controls in the brackish marsh regions east of the intersection of
Lighthouse Bayou and the Sabine Pass Channel.
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25.

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

Deposit dredged materials from the SNWW in large, shallow, open-water areas in
the west part of the Sabine NWR north and south of the Willow Bayou Canal and in
the Greens Lake area.
Deposit dredged materials from the SNWW on the east shoreline of Sabine Lake at
the Sabine NWR and adjacent lands.
Deposit dredged materials from the SNWW in the open-water areas of the Greens
Lake area to create marshes.
Establish salinity control between the GIWW and the Sabine River to protect the
Louisiana side.
Establish salinity control west of the Hwy. 87 bridge and the GIWW to protect the
Texas side.
Use new work materials one-time offshore that would degrade to feeder berms.
Establish topographic relief offshore.
Establish nearshore feeder berms for shoreline protection.
Protect and stabilize the Middle Marsh Drain Ditch.
Restore the saltwater guard lock at the north end of Pleasure Island.
Establish salinity control at the mouth of Cow Bayou.
Establish salinity control at the mouth of Adams Bayou.
Establish salinity control on the Old Ferry Road Borrow Ditch.
Establish salinity control at Old River Bayou.
Create terraces in the Entergy Power Plant Marsh.
Isolate the Entergy outfall canal by recreating the historic canal berms.
Use dredged materials to create terraces and mounds and backfill canals in the
Bessie Heights Marsh.
Restore the natural hydrology of the Bessie Heights Marsh by restoring the natural
bayou and closing the two canals.
Divert some of the stormflow in Anderson Gully into the Bessie Heights Marsh.
Restore the cypress swamps in the Rose City Oilfield through hydrologic
restoration, salinity control, and beneficial use of dredged materials.
Plug the Hwy. 87 borrow ditch to restore flows to Nig Bayou.
Protect the shoreline on the north side of Old River Cove.
Use dredged materials to create mounds and terraces in Old River Cove.
Use dredged materials in the Old River Unit of the Lower Neches River WMA.
Use dredged materials in the open-water areas of the Burton Canal Marsh east of
the Sabine River and the Burton Canal.
Use dredged materials in the open-water areas of the marsh east of Phoenix Lake.
Protect and restore the north shore of Keith Lake.
Construct a structure in the Sabine River at Orange to protect the cypress-tupelo
swamps upstream if Sabine Compact withdrawals are implemented.
Use dredged materials to create a bird island north of the causeway.
Use dredged materials to restore marsh elevations in the interior of the Salt Bayou
Marsh south of the GIWW.
Divert the Neches River through the Bessie Heights Marsh into Sabine Lake by
leveeing the channel.
Create a substrate for oysters in south Sabine Lake to restrict salinity and flow.
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57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

74.
75.
76.
77.
78.

79.
80.

81.

Construct a navigation lock at Sabine Pass, which would resolve many of the
problems, particularly saltwater intrusion, in the Sabine Lake area.
Construct a low-level rock weir constriction at the mouth of Sabine Lake at the
causeway to reduce saltwater intrusion.
Implement the East Sabine Lake Hydrologic Restoration Project (a CWPPRA
project) to provide salinity control on the east shore of Sabine Lake.
Implement the NRCS Public Law 566 rock weirs along the length of Black Bayou.
Construct a salinity control structure at the mouth of Black Bayou.
Use dredged materials between Pleasure Island and Sabine Island to create an
earthen barrier that would protect Sabine Lake from saltwater intrusion from the
channels.
Use dredged materials to restore the marsh in the Old River Unit south of Bridge
City.
Remove Placement Area 11 at the north end of Pleasure Island to restore the
estuarine bottom and reestablish public access to state waterbodies.
Remove Placement Area 8 at the south end of Pleasure Island to restore the
estuarine bottom and reestablish public access to state waterbodies.
Use dredged materials to restore the marshes north and south of Keith Lake.
Use dredged materials to restore the marshes in the Greens Bayou area.
Use dredged materials to restore the marshes in the Willow Bayou area.
Establish an earthen barrier with water control structures along the entire east edge
of Sabine Lake to protect the marshes from salinity intrusion and wave action.
Use dredged materials to restore the marshes north of Lighthouse Bayou.
Construct a structure at the mouth of Lighthouse Bayou to reduce salinity intrusion.
Use dredged materials to restore the marshes south of Perry Ridge.
Provide greater opportunities for fishing (for example, piers) to compensate for the
decline of boater access to Sabine Lake from Louisiana that has been brought about
by hydrologic restoration projects.
Stabilize the shoreline on the east side of Sabine Lake using boudin bags (geotextile
tubes filled with dredged materials).
Use dredged materials to restore the marshes northwest of the Black Bayou Oil and
Gas Field.
Maintain Sabine River freshwater flows into Sabine Lake in keeping with the Coast
2050 strategy.
Establish a navigation lock on the GIWW at Gum Cove Ridge to reduce saltwater
intrusion to the east.
Use dredged materials to enhance the existing marsh strip and refurbish the
deteriorated rock barriers on the south side of the GIWW in the Gum Cove Unit 13
area.
Use dredged materials to restore the marshes and establish a bird island south of the
GIWW in the Gum Cove Unit 13 area.
Provide shoreline protection and hydrologic restoration for the fresh marsh east of
the Sabine River and between the GIWW on the south and the Sabine Island WMA
on the north.
Create terraces and use dredged materials to restore marshes between Perry Ridge
and the Sabine River.
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82.

83.

84.
85.
86.

87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.

Protect the marshes between the Sabine NWR and Sabine Pass by protecting the
shoreline of Sabine Lake and establishing salinity controls on Madame Johnsons
Bayou, Forge Bayou, Greens Bayou, and Johnsons Bayou in keeping with the East
Sabine Lake Hydrologic Restoration Project.
Use dredged materials to restore marsh in all open-water areas east of Sabine Lake
where it is feasible to pump them, and construct terraces to restore marsh in all
open-water areas east of Sabine Lake where it is not feasible to pump dredged
materials (note: not location specific).
Use dredged materials and construct terraces in the open-water areas of the Black
Bayou Cutoff Canal area.
Restore the hydrology and prevent saltwater intrusion at the oil field ditch and
lateral ditches running west from the Black Bayou Cutoff Canal.
Establish a state park in the area east of Lighthouse Bayou and south of Hwy. 82
(contingent on private property donation and not necessarily including the
lighthouse).
Use dredged materials to restore eroded beaches in the vicinity of the 15-mile
marker from the Louisiana line (that is, in the Dunn Beach and Martin Beach areas).
Construct an earthen barrier on the east bank of the Sabine River from the GIWW
to Sabine Island to eliminate saltwater intrusion.
Use dredged materials to restore the marshes in the area north of the GIWW and
west of the Gray and Vinton drainage canals.
Use one-time placement of dredged materials in various areas to create coastal
forest and chenier habitat (note: not location specific).
Use dredged materials to create cheniers on the high marsh from Louisiana Point to
Holly Beach.
Use dredged materials to restore marshes in the Bessie Heights Marsh area.
Provide erosion control along the channel on the north portion of Pleasure Island.
Provide erosion control along the channel on the extreme south portion of Pleasure
Island.
Use dredged materials to restore the north end of Pleasure Island where Sabine
Lake is breaking through.
Use dredged materials to restore the southern tip of the peninsula north of the
northern tip of Pleasure Island.
Provide erosion control using concrete revetment on the west side of the Port Arthur
Canal across from Placement Area 11 in the vicinity of the vessel repair facility.
Use dredged materials to close the gap between the channel and Sabine Lake north
of Pleasure Island.
Use dredged materials to close the gaps between the islands at the north end of
Sabine Lake.
Elevate Hwy. 87 with dredged materials near Sabine Pass.
Provide erosion control along the channel on the south portion of Pleasure Island in
the vicinity of Placement Area 8.
Use dredged materials to restore the marsh on the south end of Humble Island.
Use dredged materials to restore the marsh on the south side of the GIWW below
Taylor Bayou.
Use dredged materials to restore the marshes north of the GIWW in Louisiana.
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105. Restore access to the Sabine Lighthouse and stop erosion in the immediate area.
106. Use dredged materials to build developable land on the north side of the Neches
River from Beaumont downstream.
107. Use dredged materials to build up the area near Hwy. 82 and the causeway so that a
bridge can be built over the channel directly linking Hwy. 82 and Hwy. 87.
108. Use dredged materials to restore the eroding beach in the vicinity of Peveto Beach.
109. Breach the levees and use dredged materials to restore the manmade lakes within
Sabine NWR to their original marsh condition.
110. Use dredged materials to fill in oilfield service canals wherever they are
contributing to salinity intrusion into Louisiana’s marshes (note: not location
specific).
111. Use dredged materials to build islands offshore on both sides of the channel for
migratory birds that would simulate the function of a natural delta.
112. Use dredged materials to build islands for migratory birds in Sabine Lake far
enough from shore to protect from predators.
113. Use dredged materials to construct cheniers in Louisiana and Texas, planting them
with oaks and other vegetation that occur on natural cheniers.
114. Use dredged materials to restore cheniers in Louisiana and Texas (perhaps by
removing the existing top layer of sand and shell, depositing dredged materials, and
they relaying the sand and shell on top), with easements to protect them for bird
use.
115. Use dredged materials to buffer cheniers in Louisiana and Texas that are in danger
of disappearing.
116. After placing dredged materials in new placement areas, shape and contour the
areas so that they appear natural, and plant native vegetation to support wildlife
(note: not location specific).
117. Shape and contour existing dredged material placement areas so that they appear
natural, and plant native vegetation to support wildlife (note: not location specific).
118. Construct recreational amenities, particularly primitive campgrounds, on cheniers
and on placement areas that have been filled (note: not location specific).
119. Construct a lock at Sabine Pass to prevent saltwater intrusion into Sabine Lake.
120. Construct a bulkhead on the channel side of Pleasure Island from the intersection of
the SNWW and the GIWW to the north end of the island.
121. Mine dredged materials from Placement Area 8 to build up the 43 acres at the south
end of Pleasure Island owned by the port and then replace with new dredged
materials.
122. Preserve the productive shallow-water areas of the two placement areas on Pleasure
Island by depositing dredged materials on top of the existing levees, particularly
near the channel, and develop the land for recreational use.
123. Use dredged materials to build up the land on the southern portion of Pleasure
Island from Placement Area 8 to the south end of the island on the lakeside and
bulkhead the channel side.
124. Provide erosion control for all of Pleasure Island on the channel side.
125. Use dredged materials to rebuild the approximately one-quarter mile of land at the
north end of Pleasure Island that has completely eroded away and protect it with
erosion control structures.
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126. Use dredged materials to build up the land on Pleasure Island directly across from
the Taft Avenue Extension to preserve its potential as a location for a second bridge
to the island.
127. Construct a new salinity control structure on the north side of the GIWW at the
point where Salt Bayou intersects the GIWW.
128. Use dredged materials to restore the beach and create dunes south of McFaddin
NWR between Sea Rim State Park and High Island.
129. Use dredged materials to rebuild the island at the McFadden Bend Cutoff (Reserve
Fleet area across from Sun Terminal) that was lost to erosion.
130. Use dredged materials to restore Bessie Heights Marsh and construct salinity
control structures to protect the marsh.
131. Construct a salinity control structure on the Keith Lake Fish Pass.
132. Limit salinity intrusion into Keith Lake by using dredged materials to fill in the cuts
that have been made into the lake on its north side.
133. Build vegetated dunes and institute ongoing erosion control and beach nourishment
for the eroded beach in the vicinity of McFaddin NWR.
134. Construct a structure at the channel end of the Pilot Station Cut to limit saltwater
intrusion.
135. Construct a structure at the channel end of the Texas Bayou Cut to limit saltwater
intrusion.
136. Construct a structure at Keith Lake Fish Pass to limit saltwater intrusion.
137. Investigate the potential for mining existing placement areas for high-quality
dredged materials that can be used in various restoration projects (note: not location
specific).
138. Use maintenance dredging materials from the GIWW to restore the eroded beach in
the vicinity of McFaddin NWR.
139. Use dredged materials from the lower portion of Taylor Bayou for marsh
restoration and beach nourishment.
140. Mine the high-quality sediments from behind the dam at Steinhagen Lake (outside
of the study area) for use in marsh restoration and beach nourishment projects in the
study area.
141. Modify the jetty system to restore the longshore current and deposition of materials
along the beach west of the channel.
142. Use the high-quality materials from offshore channel dredging to restore the eroded
beach in the vicinity of McFaddin NWR.
143. The beach in the vicinity of McFaddin NWR is being eroded because the longshore
current is deflected outward by the jetties and then turns back sharply toward the
beach. Build a longshore parallel jetty system to minimize the assault on the beach
by the inwardly turning longshore current.
144. Because it is of higher quality, use dredged materials from the GIWW for beach
restoration west of the channel rather than for other purposes.
145. Reinforce the shoreline all along the channel to reduce erosion and the need for
maintenance dredging.
146. Implement the Drainage District 6 proposed Taylor Bayou Diversion Channel
project west of the present diversion channel and from Taylor Bayou to the GIWW
to alleviate flooding.
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147. Use dredged materials to restore the eroding beach south of McFaddin NWR to
protect Hwy. 87.
148. Pump sand from offshore to restore the eroding beach south of McFaddin NWR to
protect Hwy. 87.
149. Restore the Rose City Marsh in keeping with the plan of action submitted by
TNRCC, which involves breaking the open-water areas into cells with levees and
restoring one cell at a time with dredged materials.
150. Preserve the oxbow above the Rose City Marsh, with possible donation or easement
and recreation link with mainland.
151. Close the breaks into the marsh on the southeast bank of Keith Lake that are
contributing to saltwater intrusion.
152. Resolve the problem of too much fresh water in the Blind Lake area where the
TPWD levee and the GIWW are interrupting sheetflow, perhaps by constructing a
drainage canal to the GIWW.
153. Reduce saltwater intrusion into Bessie Heights Marsh by separating the marsh from
the Neches River by building a levee along the riverbank and rebuilding the levee
on the GSU canal.
154. Reduce saltwater intrusion by building a levee across the old dredged material
placement area to Bird Island Bayou.
155. Restore the Mires Bayou area by building levees to close the oxbow at both ends,
which would limit saltwater intrusion.
156. Protect the Texas Point marshes by constructing a longshore rock jetty and placing
dredged materials along the beach behind the jetty.
157. Use dredged materials to restore marshes throughout the study area that have been
converted to open-water areas, as seen by comparing historic to contemporary maps
(note: not location specific).
158. Constrict the channel to about 250 feet at Sabine Pass to reduce saltwater intrusion
into Sabine Lake.
159. Construct a lock at Sabine Pass to eliminate saltwater intrusion into Sabine Lake.
160. Deposit dredged materials southeast of the lighthouse to create a raised area or
dunes that would protect the lighthouse from storm surges and assist in erosion
control.
161. Place dredged materials southeast of the lighthouse along the mudflats and slightly
inshore at an elevation of about three feet to protect the lighthouse.
162. Control coastal erosion west of Johnsons Bayou by the placement of materials from
offshore channel dredging.
163. Use every opportunity presented by the present and proposed projects to preserve
the lighthouse for future generations (note: not site or recommendation specific).
164. Construct a saltwater barrier at the mouth of Lighthouse Bayou to limit saltwater
intrusion into the marsh.
165. Construct an emergent or submerged rock barrier north of the causeway to limit
saltwater intrusion into Sabine Lake.
166. Build a levee or separate salinity control structures from Blue Buck Point east to
limit saltwater intrusion into the marshes through the numerous small ditches and
oilfield canals.
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167. Construct an erosion control structure and rebuild the land with dredged materials
in the eroding cove on the east side of the lake and north of the causeway.
168. Construct an erosion control structure and rebuild the land with dredged materials
in the eroding cove on the east side of the lake and south of the causeway.
169. Construct a lock at the mouth of the channel to eliminate saltwater intrusion into
Sabine Lake.
170. Build placement areas to a reasonable level, then move on to other areas, allowing
the old placement areas to vegetate or be used for development (note: not location
specific).
171. Use dredged materials to restore the eroding beaches from Texas Point to High
Island.
172. Use dredged materials for dune restoration south of Hwy. 87 if it is ever rebuilt.
173. Use dredged materials for marsh restoration in the Bessie Heights Marsh.
174. Use dredged materials for marsh restoration in Keith Lake wherever open-water
areas are emerging.
175. Use dredged materials for marsh restoration in the Salt Bayou watershed north and
south of the GIWW.
176. Use dredged materials to build up low-lying land suitable for development that is
not marshland (note: not location specific).
177. Because most dredged materials contain pollutants, continue to put them in
placement areas rather than using them for ostensibly beneficial purposes (note: not
location specific).
178. Any beach-quality sand that is available should be used to restore the eroding
beaches from Texas Point to High Island.
179. Use dredged materials to construct a road to the Sabine Lighthouse.
180. Use dredged materials to restore the beaches east of the channel.
181. Construct a lock at the mouth of the channel to eliminate saltwater intrusion into
Sabine Lake.
182. Construct a revetment or levee and fill in back with dredged materials to restore the
eroding cove at the mouth of Lighthouse Bayou.
183. Remove Point Hunt Island in the channel to allow a straight passage for vessels so
that the land to the east is not subjected to collisions.
184. Use dredged materials to fill in the open-water areas in Sabine NWR.
185. Use dredged materials to further build up the potentially developable land on the
east side of the channel and investigate ways to modify present restrictions on
development.
186. Constrict the channel at Sabine Pass to reduce saltwater intrusion into Sabine Lake.
187. Construct a weir in the vicinity of the causeway to reduce saltwater intrusion into
Sabine Lake.
188. Construct a series of small islands between the north end of Pleasure Island and
Sabine Island to reduce saltwater intrusion into Sabine Lake from the channel.
189. Use the higher-quality dredged materials obtained through offshore dredging for
marsh and beach restoration.
190. Use dredged materials to restore the shoreline and Hwy. 87 between Texas Point
and High Island.
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191. Continue to insure freshwater inflow into Sabine Lake from the Neches and Sabine
rivers (note: not location specific).
192. Construct a public boat launch on the Louisiana side of the causeway at the site of
the present deteriorated boat ramp to provide access to Sabine Lake from Louisiana.
193. Rehabilitate the old boat launch at the burned out bridge on old Hwy. 90.
194. Rebuild the deteriorating islands between the north end of Pleasure Island and
Sabine Island to reduce saltwater intrusion into Sabine Lake from the channel.
195. Construct substrates for oysters in Sabine Lake to renew oyster production.
196. Ensure that future restoration and beneficial use projects comply with Louisiana
mandates and Louisiana’s Coast 2050 plan (note: not location specific).
197. Stabilize the levees of the GIWW throughout its entire extent in the Louisiana
portion of the study area.
198. Restore the levees on the Vinton Drainage Canal.
199. Use dredged materials to restore road access to the Sabine Lighthouse.
200. Construct a lock in Sabine Pass to eliminate saltwater intrusion into Sabine Lake.
201. Use dredged materials for erosion control on both sides of the channel from Sabine
Pass to the north end of Pleasure Island.
202. Stabilize the shoreline of the entire Neches River channel.
203. Stabilize the lake shoreline and replenish adjacent marshes in the area from Blue
Buck Point to Johnsons Bayou, leaving the bayous open.
204. Construct a structure within the causeway to slow tidal flows in and out of the south
end of Sabine Lake.
205. Construct a lock at the mouth of the Sabine River to regulate freshwater flows into
Sabine Lake from Toledo Bend Reservoir.
206. If the SNWW project is approved, develop a joint Louisiana-Texas plan to deal
with any unforeseen problems that might occur (note: not location specific).
207. Use dredged materials for beach restoration from Texas Point to High Island.
208. Construct a fishing pier in connection with the improved boat launch on the
Louisiana side of the causeway.
209. Construct a large parking area in connection with the improved boat launch on the
Louisiana side of the causeway.
210. Construct a structure at the mouth of Lighthouse Bayou to limit saltwater intrusion.
211. Use dredged materials to restore the beach from Louisiana Point to Constance
Beach.
212. Use dredged materials to reinforce the roadbed of Hwy. 82 along the Louisiana
coast.
213. Use dredged materials to enhance the beach at Louisiana Point.
214. Use dredged materials to restore Fina Anchorage Island created by the cutoff in the
Neches River.
215. Use dredged materials for chenier restoration in Louisiana, including planting of
native vegetation to provide habitat for neotropical migratory songbirds.
216. Use dredged materials to restore deteriorating marshes in the chenier plain.
217. Use dredged materials to construct new cheniers in Louisiana.
218. Establish salinity control on the bayous and canals entering Sabine Lake from
Louisiana.
219. Use dredged materials to restore cheniers on the Texas side of the channel.
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220. Use dredged materials to restore beaches and dunes along the Louisiana coast to
provide bird habitat.
221. Move Hwy. 87 one thousand feet inland from the beach from Texas Point to High
Island, build a dune structure, and fill in the area with dredged materials to slow
erosion.
222. Stockpile dredged materials and mine them for beneficial use when needed (note:
not location specific).
223. Use dredged materials (sand and mud) to restore the coastline west of Texas Point.
224. Use dredged materials to restore the marshes north of Keith Lake.
225. Restore the marshes from Bessie Heights Marsh to Rose City Marsh as one marsh
system.
226. Fill manmade ditches within the Texas marshes (Sea Rim Pintail Flats Marsh,
Lower Neches Marsh, Bessie Heights Marsh, Texas Point Marsh, McFaddin Marsh,
Meyers Bayou Marsh, etc.) to restore the historic hydrology and salinity (note: not
location specific).
227. Construct a saltwater barrier at Sabine Pass.
228. Construct water control structures at the mouth of every canal and bayou in Texas
that connects with the channel (Pilot Station, Texas Bayou, Keith Lake Fish Pass,
Bessie Heights, Lower Neches, etc.) to restore the historic hydrology, and use
dredged materials to fill the canals after water control is accomplished (note: not
location specific).
229. Use dredged materials to raise Hwy. 87 from the GIWW bridge south to Sabine
Pass.
230. Reconstruct Hwy. 87 from the GIWW bridge south to Sabine Pass to allow
sheetflow under the road.
231. Use dredged materials to build up eroding areas on Pleasure Island while avoiding
any damages to the lake.
232. Develop a comprehensive study of the best possible restoration of the marsh system
from Bessie Heights Marsh to Rose City Marsh.
233. Transport dredged materials outside of the study area so that they can be more
widely used, for example at Rollover Pass (note: not location specific).
234. Use dredged materials to create vegetated dunes and restore the beaches from Texas
Point to High Island.
235. Mine existing placement areas for materials to build dunes and restore beaches
along the Texas coast (note: not location specific).
236. Use dredged materials to build a barrier island from Texas Point to Rollover Pass.
237. After historic hydrology and salinity have been reestablished (as per 226 and 228)
in Texas’ degraded marshes (Sea Rim Pintail Flats Marsh, Lower Neches Marsh,
Bessie Heights Marsh, Texas Point Marsh, McFaddin Marsh, Meyers Bayou Marsh,
etc.), build land masses and islands, with coarse dredged sand used to establish bird
grit sites (note: not location specific).
238. Use dredged materials to construct a bird island in Sabine Lake.
239. Use the higher-quality materials from offshore dredging for beach restoration.
240. Construct water control structures at the mouth of every canal and bayou in Texas
that connects with the channel (Pilot Station, Texas Bayou, Keith Lake Fish Pass,
Bessie Heights, Lower Neches, etc.) to restore the historic hydrology, and use
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241.
242.
243.
244.

3.9

dredged materials to fill the canals after water control is accomplished (note: not
location specific).
Use dredged materials to create vegetated dunes and restore the beaches from Texas
Point to High Island.
Use dredged materials from the SNWW and from Entergy’s canal dredging to
restore the declining marshes on Entergy property.
Use dredged materials to levee Entergy’s outflow canal to keep sediment out of the
canal and to keep the flow of water from eroding the marsh.
Use dredged materials in any fashion that would keep saltwater from intruding into
the marshes on Entergy property.

Post-Workshop Activities

After each workshop, suggestions were clarified on the basis of the various sets of notes that had
been taken, were provided sequential numbers for each succeeding workshop, and were placed in
the electronic database. The locations of suggestions on the hardcopy maps were assigned
sequential numbers for each succeeding workshop, transferred to the electronic maps, and
checked for precision in keeping with the suggestions. This information was e-mailed to the
Galveston District. The Mylar overlays served as a permanent record of the suggestions from
each workshop. Finally, the suggestions and their locations were organized electronically by
category. The following maps show the 244 suggestions in terms of their categorical
designations.
4.0

SNWW RIVER TRIPS

The SNWW study team members and resource agencies were given an introductory boat tour of
the proposed project area on September 13, 2000. SNND Board Member Sonny Sherman
provided a houseboat for the trip. Representatives from all ICT agencies were invited to travel
down the SNWW from Beaumont to Sabine Pass. They were accompanied by USACE study
team members who provided introductory information on the proposed project.
A boat trip from Beaumont to Sabine Pass down the SNWW was held for public news media on
September 23, 2003. SNND Board Member Sonny Sherman provided a houseboat for the trip.
Media from the entire Study Area were invited to travel and observe the channel, and speak with
team members, resource agencies, and the SNND. The objective of these trips was to generate
public interest in the project and encourage greater participation in public meetings.
5.0

TEXAS HABITAT PROTECTION ADVISORY PANEL MEETINGS

Status updates on the preparation of the Draft EIS were presented at Texas Habitat Protection
Advisory Panel (AP) Meetings on December 9, 2003, and December 6, 2005. The AP was
briefed on alternatives, technical workgroup activities, and H-S and WVA modeling procedures
and results. The Preferred Alternative (48x700 ft project) was presented to the AP on September
26, 2006. The AP is composed of persons from recreational and commercial fishing groups,
conservation organizations, academia, and state and federal resource agencies who meet to
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review and discuss fishery habitat issues. It is one of eight regional fishery management councils
established by the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976.
6.0

SOUTHEAST TEXAS WATERWAY ADVISORY COUNCIL (SETWAC) MEETINGS

USACE representatives regularly attended SETWAC meetings to provide status updates of the
project. SETWAC is a "harbor safety committee" established by the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG)
in 1997. SETWAC is a public forum to facilitate discussion and exchange of views and advice
among all stakeholders on a wide range of issues relevant to ports on the Sabine and Neches
Rivers. Topics discussed at the meetings include, but are not limited to, communications, traffic
management, anchorages, and other topics dealing with safety, efficiency, preservation, and
improvement of the transit and usage of the Sabine-Neches Waterway System. Members of
SETWAC include the USCG, USACE, the SNND, the Ports of Beaumont, Orange, Port Arthur
and Sabine, public safety and emergency management agencies from surrounding local
governments, commercial fishing associations, petrochemical plants and terminals along the
SNWW, the Sabine Pilots Association, harbor tug companies, shipping agents and operating
companies, and vessel repair companies.
7.0

LEADERSHIP OF SOUTHEAST TEXAS CLASS OF 2007 CONFERENCE

On January 25, 2007, representatives from USACE, SNND, the Sabine Pilots Association, and
Bracewell and Giuliani provided updates regarding the proposed SNWW CIP to this conference
in Orange, Texas. The central topic for the conference was the proposed CIP. USACE and
SNND provided an overview and current status of the feasibility study and EIS.
8.0

SABINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION (SPA)

USACE and SNND met with members of the SPA several times throughout the preparation of
the EIS. The purpose of the meetings was to obtain information on transit rules, transit times, and
safety and other operational issues. Specific changes in depth and width, and specific
navigational features such as turning basins and anchorages were discussed.

9.0

INDUSTRIAL USERS OF THE SNWW

USACE and SNND met with representatives from local industry several times throughout the
course of this study. The meetings were held to identify specific needs of the industries in
regard to use of the SNWW. Current and projected future needs were explored.
10.0

FUTURE PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITIES

Following completion of the Final Feasibility Report and the Final Environmental Impact
Statement, additional public involvement activities will be initiated:
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•
•
•

Distribution to agencies and organizations for review and comment (see distribution list
in FEIS Section 12.3);
Presentation of the Preferred Alternative to local governments; and
Publication of the FEIS Notice of Availability in the Federal Register, announcing the
public comment period.
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Appendix A1
Agency Coordination

M.J. "MIKE" FOSTER, JR.
GOVERNOR

JACK C. CALDWELL
SECRETARY

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

May 5, 2000
Major Randy L. Turner, Deputy District Engineer
Department of the Anny
Galveston District Corps of Engineers
P. O. Box 1229
Galveston, TX 77553-1229
Dear Major Turner:
I am writing in reference to the Notice of Studies and Initial Public Meeting for Sabine-Neches Waterway, Texas
Feasibility Study. We are concerned about increases in saltwater and tidal intrusion into the swamps and fresh to
intermediate marshes of the Calcasieu-Sabine Basin east of Sabine River and Sabine Lake that may result from
this navigation project.
There are more than a hundred square miles of fragile coastal marsh and swamp in southwestern Louisiana that
rely on freshwater from the Sabine River for their productivity. These marshes have already suffered
catastrophic losses over the past 50 years due to hydrologic alterations and, as a result, there is a sizeable state
and federal restoration effort underway to ensure that the remaining wetlands will continue to support renewable
fish and wildlife resources for future generations. There are, in fact, a large number of coastal restoration projects
that have been constructed or are in various stages of planning/implementation that would be affected by
significant salinity changes in the Sabine estuary. Wetlands of the Calcasieu/Sabine estuary are already stressed
by the well-documented effects of navigation channel-induced saltwater intrusion.
We expect that this feasibility study will include a thorough analysis of the environmental effects of the existing
navigation proj ect as well as the incremental effects of any proposed project modification. You are probably
aware that ongoing water planning activities under Texas Senate Bill 1 are evaluating diversion ofthe Sabine
Riv(!r from or below Toledo Bend Rescn·oir. Rcductions in Sabine River stream £10\'1 and increased salhvater
intmsion may cause significant adverse impacts to the estuarine system in both states. It is critical that this
feasibility study evaluate the potential cumulative impacts to the Louisiana and Texas coastal marsh ecosystem
from these hydrologic alterations.
We are very interested in being involved in the planning and decision-making process for this study and await
notice from the Galveston District as to how we can appropriately participate in the study's environmental
assessment of the southwest Louisiana marshes. In the meantime, please send us a copy of the project
Reconnaissance Study so that we can fully understand the scope of the project and the nature of the federal
interest that has been identified as justifying further study. Please contact me at (225) 342-7308 should you have
any questions or like to discuss this further.

r1:::i' ~

Bill Good, Ph.D.
Coastal Restoration Division Administrator

COASTAL RESTORATION DIVISION

1'.0. Box 94396 . Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804·9396 . Telephone (504)342-7308 . Fax (504) 342.9417
An Equal Opportunity Employer

James H. Jenkins, Jr.
Secretary

Department of Wildlife & Fisheries
Post Office Box 98000
Baton Rouge, LA 70898-9000
(225) 765-2800

M.J. "Mike" Foster,Jr.
Governor

May 8, 2000

Major Randy L. Turner
Deputy District Engineer
Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553-1229
Re:

Notice of Studies and Initial Public Meeting for SabineNeches Waterway, Texas, Feasibility Study

Dear Major Turner:
The Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries is very interested in the above
reference study and the impacts to the natural resources of Louisiana. We request that your
agency keep us informed on the study and any meetings and/or field trips concerning this study.
This agency strongly supports the beneficial use of dredged material to restore wetlands
within the Sabine River Basin. There are areas within Louisiana that we would suggest this
dredged material be placed to restore some of the marsh lost.

Mr. Fred Dunham of my staifis assigned to this study and can be reached at (225) 7652367, fax (225) 765-2452, or bye-mail dunhamJo@wlfstate.la.us.
Sincerely,

Philip E. Bowman
Assistant Secretary
PEB:fod

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Co16n~1 Nicholas}. Buechler

u.s. Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553-1229
ATTN: Mr. Frank Garcia
Dear Colonel Buechler:
This is in response to Public Notice dated April 20, 2000 requesting conunents on the feasibility phase
of the Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) Study. The SNWW cotmectsthe harbor facilities in
Beaumont, Port Arthur, Orange, and Sabine Pass in Jefferson and Orange Counties, Texas, and
Cameron and Ca1casieu Parishes Louisiana with the Gulf of Mexico. This waterway also connects the
Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (GIWW) in Calcasieu Parish, Louisiana to the GIWW in Jefferson County,
Texas. Following are comments of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, which have been coordinated
with our Texas Chenier Plain and Louisiana Sabine National Wildlife Refuges and our Lafayette,
Louisiima field office.
The Public Notice states that 3 alternatives being considered are channel deepening from the Gulf of
Mexico to Beaumont, channel widening from Port Arthur to Beaumont, and using dredged material to
enhance Bessie Heights and Rose City Marshes. Our comments are intended to provide the Corps with
Service concerns regarding possible impacts to important native fish and wildlife habitats in the Sabine,
Neches, and Calcasieu River Basins which could be affected by modifications to the SNWW.
Salinity intrusion into important wetland habitats --- The Service's main concern from any channel
modifications are that increased salinity intrusion from an enlarged ship channel could affect
freshwater and brackish wetland habitats already stressed by high salinity levels. These habitats include
important freshwater wetlands at Taylor's Bayou, wetlands adjacent to the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway
(GIWW) in Texas and Louisiana, cypress-tupelo wetland forests along the Neches River and north of
the GIWW in Louisiana, large tracts of freshwater and brackish marsh east of Sabine Lake within
Sabine National Wildlife Refuge, and marshes west of Sabine Lake at Lower Neches Wildlife
ManagementArea (Texas Parks and Wildlife Department), and J.D. Murphree Wildlife Management
Area;
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support any channel enlargement project which causes significant additional increases in salinity to
adjacent inland marsh and swamp conununities.
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Therefore, the Service recommends that the Corps conduct three-dimensional hydrodynamic modeling
studies to predict changes to salinity regimes, tidal amplitudes, hydroperiods, and marsh flooding
durations within the lower Sabine and Neches River drainages from SNWW project modifications. The
Service would like to participate in this modeling work group.
The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources (DNR) is presently contracting with Dr. Ehad
Meselhe at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette for an H3D model to be used to predict similar
changes in this region. There is available an extensive set of data on water salinities within these
wetland habitats of concern, specifically in Sabine National Wildlife Refuge, McFaddin National
Wildlife Refuge, Texas Point National Wildlife Refuge, J.D. Murphree Wildlife Management Area,
Sabine Lake proper, Lake Bayou cypress swamp near Beaumont, Blue Elbow cypress swamp on the
Sabine River, and Sabine Island Wildlife Management Area (Louisiana Department of Wildlife and
Fisheries). Any model utilized can and should be able to be verified by accurately reproducing known
climatic events within these or similar sites.
Additionally, the Service recommends that model iterations include a reasonable array of freshwater
inflow scenarios reflecting historic extremes and include reasonable engineering and beneficial uses
features designed to reduce predicted future and present salinity conditions. These should include: a
navigational lock or gate near Sabine Pass, waterway restrictions at important salinity intrusion points
such as the lower end of Sabine Lake, Keith Lake Channel, Pleasure Island boat pass, the GIWW west
of the SNWW, the re-establishment of the Sabine Lake shoreline south of the GlWW, and the GIWW
east of Sabine Lake. And, model scenarios should include a reasonably foreseeable array of scenarios
predicting cumulative losses of Sabine River freshwater inflows caused by withdrawals under current
Texas Senate Bill 1 (Texas Water Plan). Again, the Service would like to participate in the
development of the model, its verification, and in analysis of its results throughout project planning.
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Beneficial uses features --- Additional beneficial uses features using project-generated dredged
material to restore previously degraded or lost wetland habitat should be investigated in the event
channel modifications can be designed so as to not cause increased salinity problems. Potential
beneficial uses project sites include Bessie Heights Marsh, backdune marshes at Texas Point National
Wildlife Refuge, beach nourishment at Holly Beach and Texas Point, marshes at McFaddin National
Wildlife Refuge, and marshes within dle Lower Neches and 1.0. Murphree Wildlife Management
Areas.
Impacts to Kempt s Ridley Sea Tmile --- Stranding records indicate the nearshore waters off Sabine
Pass contain a seasonally large popUlation of this most endangered sea turtle species. Project designs
will have to include adequate monitoring and protection mechanisms to insure turtles are not killed
during channel dredging within the jetty channel reach.
Thank you for the opportUnity to provide input during lliis early stage of project planning. We look
forward to working with your staff closely during the coming months to insure that our important
native coastal fish and wildlife resources are conserved by careful planning and wise project design.
Our Service "team", which will be working on the SNWW project, includes Darryl Clark (Lafayette
Field Office, 3371291-3111), Phil Glass (Clear Lake Field Office, 2811286-8282), Andy Loranger and
Patrick Walther (Texas Chenier Plain NWR, 409/267-3337), and Chris Pease (Sabine NWR,
318/762-3816). Please do not hesitate to call any of them, or me at 2811286-8282 if you have
questions or if these recomendations require clarification.
Sincerely,

~rv~·
,~'-~

f'§

Carlos H. Mendoza
Project Leader, Clear Lake ES Field Office

cc:
DaryU Clark, FWS Lafayette
Steven Gammill, Louisiana DNR
Andy Loranger, FWS Texas Chenier Plains NWR
Chris Pease, FWS Sabine NWR
Jim Sutherlin, TPWD J.D. Murphree WMA
Patrick Walther, FWS McFaddin NWR
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National Oceanic iiIInd Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE

Southeast Regional Office
9721 Executive Center Drive N.
S1. Petersburg, Florida 33702
June 23, 2000

Colonel Nicholas J. Buechler
District Engineer, Galveston District
Department of the AmlY, Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 1229
'
Galveston, Texas 77553-1229
Dear Colonel Buechler: The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has reviewed the "Notice of Studies and Initial
Public Meeting for Sabine-Neches Waterway, Texas Feasibility Study," dated April 20, 2000.
requesting comments on the feasibility phase ofthe Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) Study. The
Feasibility Study will examine channel deepening from the Gulf of Mexico to Beaumont, channel
widening from Port Arthur to Beaumont, and using dredged material to enhance Bessie Heights and
Rose City Marshes.
The proposed channel modification will affect Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) for postlarval,j uvenile,
and, adult red drum (Sciaenops ocellata); l:?rown shrimp (Penaeusaztecus),' white shrimp
(Litopenaeus set({erus), and pink shrimp (Penaeus duorarum), postlarval and juvenile Spanish
mackerel (Scomberomorusmaculatus). Categories of EFH which may be afIected if the project is
constructed will include estuarine emergent wetlands, estuarine water column, and estuarine
mud/sand bottoms. Detailed infomlation on red dnun, mackerel, shrimp. and other Federally
managed fisheries and their EFH is provided in the 1998 amendment of the Fishery Management
Plans for the Gulf of Mexico prepared by the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council
(GMFMC). The 1998 generic amendment was prepared as required by the Magnuson-Stevens
Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSFCMA) (P.L. 94-265).
In addition to EFH designated for shrimp, Spanish mackerel, and red drum, wetlands adjacent
to Sabine Lake, and the lower Sabine-Neches River watershed, provide nursery and foraging habitat
that supports various forage species and economically-important marine fishery species such as
spotted seatrout (Cynoscion nebulosus), flounder (Paralichthys spp.), Atlantic croaker
(Micropogonias undulatus), black drum (Pogonias cromis), Gulfmenhaden (Brevoortia patron us) ,
striped mullet (MugU cephalus) and glue crab (Callinectes sapidus). These estuarine-dependent
organisms serve as prey for other fisheries managed und~r the MSFCMA by the GMFMC (e.g., ~ed
drum, mackerels, snappers; and grOl.:JPers) and highly migratory speciesmanaged by the NMFS, (e.g.,
L
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bill fishes and sharks). Wetlands also provide habitat for many benthic animals, including marine
worms and crustaceans, which are important components of the estuarine food web. Furthermore,
wetlands provide other estuarine support functions, including: (1) providing a physically
recognizable structure and substrate for refuge and attachment above and below the water surface;
(2) improving water quality by trapping sediments and assimilating pollutants; (3) preventing
erosion; (4) collecting organic and inorganic material by slowing currents; and (5) providing
nutrients and detrital matter to the Sabine Lake estuary.
The NMFS is concerned that the proposed channel deepening and widening will increase salinity,
alter the hydroperiod, and increase the tidal amplitude in the lower Sabine-Neches watershed. This
could adversely impact brackish and intennediate marshes within the lower Sabine-Neches
watershed and could result in significant marsh loss within the watershed. Therefore, NMFS
recommends that the Corps conduct a three-dimensional hydrodynamic modeling study to evaluate
potential changes to salinity regimes, tidal amplitudes, hydroperiods, and marsh flooding duration.
The model should include-all major drainages within the lower Sabine and Neches River watershed
and Sabine Lake, including the GulfIntracoastal Waterway to Calcasieu Lake, and an assessment
should be made to determine what affects the proposed channel deepening and widening will have
on marshes in the lower watershed. Model iterations should include a reasonable array of freshwater
inflow scenarios to reflect present hydrology and a reasonably foreseeable array of scenarios
predicting cumulati ve losses of Sabine River freshwater inflows caused by withdrawals under current
Texas Senate Bill 1 (Texas Water Plan). The model runs should compare the present channel
configuration with the proposed deepened and widened channel, including any reasonable
engineering and beneficial use features designed to reduce predicted salinity increases. NMFS would
like to participate in the development of the model, its validation, and in analysis of its results
throughout project planning.
F or your infOlmation, the Louisiana Department of Natural Resources (DNR) is presently contracting
with Dr. Ehad Meselhe at the University of Louisiana at Lafayette for an H3D model to be used to
predict similar changes in this region. There is available an extensive set of data on water salinities
within these wetland habitats of concern, specifically in Sabine National Wildlife Refuge, McFaddin
National Wildlife Refuge, Texas Point National Wildlife Refuge, J.D. MurphreeWildlife
Management Area, Sabine Lake proper, Lake Bayou cypress swamp near Beaumont, Blue Elbow
cypress swamp on the Sabine River, and Sabine Island Wildlife Management Area (Louisiana
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries).
Additional beneficial use features using project-generated dredged material to restore previously
degraded or lost wetland habitat should also be investigated. Potential beneficial use project sites
include Bessie Heights Marsh, back dune marshes at Texas Point National Wildlife Refuge, beach
nourishment at Holly Beach and Texas Point, marshes at McFaddin National Wildlife Refuge, and
marshes within the Lower Neches and J.D. Murphree Wildlife Management Areas.
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Ifwe may be of further assistance, please contact Mr. Rusty Swafford of Our Galveston Facility at
(409) 766-3699.
Sincerely,

f:11

Andreas Mager, Jr.
Assistant Regional Administrator
Habitat Conservation Division
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M.J. "MIKE" FOSTER, JR.

JACK C. CALDWELL
SECRETARY

GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

June 26, 2000
Frank Garcia
Chief, Planning, Environmental & Regulatory Divison·
Galveston District, Corps of Engineers
P. O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553-1229
RE: C000171, Galveston District, Corps of Engineers, Sabine-Neches
Waterway Study, Southeast Texas and Calcasieu and Cameron Parishes,
Louisiana

Dear Mr. Garcia:
This letter is in response to the Notice of Studies and
Initial Public Meeting for the Sabine-Neches Waterway, Texas
Feasibility Study. Our preliminary comments are presented below,
however, it will be necessary for the Galveston District to submit
a Consistency Determination on this project before-we can make a
final decision on the proje~t. For timely review, we suggest that
you sUbmit the Consistency Determination at the same time that the
Draft EIG is published.
In the past, Louisiana has experienced vast amounts of wetland
loss, a large part due to saltwater intrusion following development
of navigational channels.
For this reason, we are especially
concerned that deepening of the Sabine-Nechez channel may have
similar devastating effects on wetlands in southwestern Louisiana.
We strongly recommend that the Galveston District conduct
hydrological simulation modeling of the saltwater effects likely to
result from this project, and that features such as a saltwater
lock be included in the study of alternatives.
We recommend that the feasibility study provide full need and
justification for the project, and that a thorough analysis of all
environmental effects of the existing navigation channel and
proj ect al ternati ves be conducted and presented in the study
findings. Possibilities for beneficial use of the dredged material
to create wetlands should be fully explored as Louisiana has a nonet wetlands loss policy.
Further, we expect the Galveston
District to address any potential cumulati~e and secondary effects
that these hydrological alterations will have on the coastal
ecosystem, and provide compensatory mitigation for any wetland
losses that may result.
(.::Z5 N Fo<-> l-t~
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losses that may result.
Please keep us informed of significant project updates and
timelines.
We would welcome involvement in the planning and
decision-making process for this study and would like to
participate in the study's environmental assessment of the
southwest Louisiana coastal marshes.
If you have any questions
concerning this determination please contact Brian Marcks of the
Consistency Section at (225)342-7939 or 1-800-267-4019.
3"1).. .. <1~ 3\

Sincerely,

~tJ_~
Terry W. Howey,
Administrator
TWH/JH/bgm
cc: . John Stacy, CMD FI
Tina Horn, Cameron Ph.
Pam Sturrock Calcasieu Ph.
Darryl Clark, USFWS
t
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Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD), acting in the public trust, has
considerable fish and wildlife interests and public recreation interests in the
area influenced by any proposed navigation improvements. TPWD's habitat
ownerships within these potential1y impacted areas include the Tony
Houseman State Park and Wildlife Management Area at Blue Elhow Swamp,
Lower Neches Wildlife Management Area, J. D, Murphree Wildlife
Management Area, Sea Rim State Park, and Sabine Pass Battleground. These
lands total approximately 40,000 acres of wetland habitats in Orange and
Jefferson· Counties.
Additionally, habitats of particular interest in the
potentially affected area include Sabine Lake; fresh. intermediate and hrackish
marshes unuer uther public or plivate ownerships; swamps and bottomland
forests associated with the Sabine and Neches watershed basins; and the rivers
and tributaries of the basins. These habitats have suffered substantially from
salt-water intrusion dlle to increased navigation channel depths, small access
channels into marshes, subsidence, and reduced marsh re-nourishment due to
navigation channels and dams. Any increase in salinity will only increase the
rate of habitat loss and thus is not acceptable.
Texa~

Parks and Wildlife requests that the Corps of Engineers implement the
following recommendations regarding the proposed I'easihility Phase of the
Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) Study.
•

4200 SMITH S.r:::HOOL ROAD
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The Corps should develop a three-dimensional hydrodynamic model
that will reflect potential changes associated with the deepening and
widening of the navigation channels, including the three depths of 45,
50, and 55 feet. The model should include the watershed basins to the
west to State Highway 124, extend north upstream to existing tlanis on
the Neches and Sabine Rivers. The model should also extend eastward
to the Calcasicu Ship Channel.
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•

Include in the model mitigative measures that could compensate for
changes in salinity for each proposed depth. For example, submerged
locks or barriers to salt water intrusion at the mouth of Sabine Pass
should be considered. Major mitigative measures he located in a few
strategic locations could reduce the need for structural measures
scattered along e·very tributary or embayment opening. Mitigative
measures should not adversely affect ingress and egress of marine
organisms that utilize estuaries as part of their life cycle. It is important
that the diversity and productivity of Sabine Lake and its associated
marshes and swamps are not degraded by the navigation improvements
but are maintained or improved.

•

Feasibility studies should incorporate anticipated changes in freshwater
i_nflows into the estuary as anticipated from State wafer planning
process (SB-I) actively undeIVIay at this time. The water plan for the
State will be finalized in 2001; While this planning process is nuw
undelVlay, the timeline for the plan is to year 2050 allowing anticipated
changes in freshwater inflows to be evaluated.

•

In addition to measuting changes in salinity, modeling efforts should
assess and incorporate changes in the fullowing variables:
1) tidal amplitude,
2) anticipated relati ve sea level rise,
3) temperature,
4) primary productivity (phytoplankton) of Sabine Lake,
5) nutrient utilization and water flushing rate (hydroperiod) in Sabine
Lake,
6) marsh hydroperiod as well as the flooding regime, and
7) sediment transport within the basins and along the shoreline west of
Sabine Pass.

•

Modeling efforts should also measure the impact to the following
"target" species:
rangia clam
white shrimp
Atlantic croaker
blue crab
Southern flounder
mottled duck
pig frog
American alligator
muskrat
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•

Specific habitat types that should be considered in the modeling effort
include:
Cypress-tupelo swamp
Freshwater marsh
Intennediute marsh
Brackish marsh
Oyster reefs (Blue Buck Point)

•

Stale cull.ural and historical sites (Fort Griffen) along the mouth of
Sabine Pass should be assessed.

•

The Corps should establish a beneficial uses group (BUG) for this
project. Additionally. the Corps should lise a process similar to the one
used for the Houston Ship Channel project by developing an
Interagency Coordination Team (ICT).

The Department appreciates the opportunity to provide comments and is
interested in participating in the modeling work group. reT, and/or BUG.
Questions can be directed to Woody Woodrow in the Upper Coast Conservation
Office (281) 4614071 Ext. 22 or Rollin MacRae in Austin at (512) 389-4639.

rry D. McKinney, P
Senior Director, Water and Resource Protection
I,DM:JOW:JRM:msf
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DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

July 19,2000

1\.fs. Carolyn Murphy
Chief: EllViroTIrncntal Branch
Department of the Am1)'
Galveston District Corps of Engineers
P,O, Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553-1229
re:

Point of Contact for the Sabine-Neches Waie[\vay Widening and Deepening Feasibility
Study blteragcncy Coordination Team (leT)

Thank you for your letter of July 13, 2000 inviting my office to nominate ~wmeone for the
Sabine-Neches Feasibility Study. This proposed project is of concem to my ofticc both as it
relates to regulatory issues, i.e, federal consistency determinations, and resloration issues; i.e.
potential impacts ofincreasedi channel size on the quantity and quality of coasta.l wetlands. My
office has nvo divisions, Coastal Management Division and the Coastal Resloration Division,
\.... hich bandle regulatory and restoration issues, respectively. IdeaHy, I would appoint a
representative from each division to address these different aspects ofthe proposed project.
These repre.sentatives \vould have been 1\.'1r. Greg DuCole from CMD and Mr. Steve Gammill
from CRD.Howcver, as you have requested a single point of contact, Tnominate my Deputy
Assistant Secretary, Mr. Geny DUSZjl1Ski. as our leT Representative. He will call upon T\.'fr.
DuCoLe andlv!r. Gammill for assistance, a<; appropriate,

Silccrely,

rJ~

.I/.DdY"

ames
Hanchey, P .E.
Assistant Secretary
cc:

01'. Bill Good, Administrator, C
Dr. Terry Hm:vey, Adminish-ator, CMD
NIr. Gerry Duszynski, Deputy ASslstal]t Secretary, OeRM
Nrr. Steve GammllI, Geoscience Supervisor, CRD
Mr. Greg DuCote, Program I\'lanagcr, CMD
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OFFICE OF COASTAL RESTORATION AND MANAGEMENT
ROUGE, LOlJlSIANA 708{14-44&7 • TELEPHONE (2i5pn-3~83 • FA,X (225) J42-lJJ7
AN EQUALOPP-OR1'UN1TV i'l\U'LOYER

OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERViCES

Public Health Service

Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC)
Atlanta GA 30341-3724

May 28, 2002

Ms. Janelle Stokes
Environmental Section, Plannirrg Branch
Planning Environmental and Regulatory Division
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston,Texas 775'53-1229"'·
Dear Ms. Stokes:

vve saw in, FedeNtl 'R:egister':N0tice(;91:[Fr13580 1 dated May 21 ,2a02t~at the Army Corps ?f Engineers
intends to,prepare~PDraft ~lii;{f!follffielltarlmpactStatement(DEISJ\j;~;address the Improvements to the
Sabine-N~6hes Ship C~ahne1':rYear Beaumont'aud Port Arthur; Texas. 'We understand the sttldy will
evaluate several wideni~~ andtl'e~ehing altern'atives to imprb~ea deep-draft navigation channel that
connects harbor faciliti~sin theIJeauhl0nt and Port Arthur area with the Gulf of Mexico. We are
re~ponding on behalf oftpe Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), U.s. Public Health
Service.
.

We are also particularly concerned that the DEIS provide detailed information on the dredged sediments,
including plans for testing and characterizing cbrttaminate~rhazard6usand toxic bottom sediments PlltO'r to
removal. We also are interested in planned disposal locations of these removed sediments and the
potential impacts that these:ematerials may have on human populations or potential downstream water
supplies.
While we have no spec::ific comm.ents to offel1s~Hhis time; the following areas are of particular concern to
us and should be addressed ifappropriateforthis DEIS.
I. Air Quality
• dust control measures during project construction, and potential releases of air toxins
potential process air emissions after project completion
• compliance with air quality standards
H. Water Quality/Quantity
• special private or public potable water supply considerntions, including ground and surface water
resources
compliance with water quality and waste wat~rtreatm~nt standards
• ground and surface water contan1ination (e.g; runoff and erosion control)
• body contact recreation
III.
•
•
•

Wetlands and Flood Plains
potential contamination of underlying aquifers
construction within flood plains which may endanger human health
contamination of the food chain

IV. Hazardous MaterialslWastes
identification and characterization of hazardous Icon tam inated sites
• safety plans/procedures, including use ofpesticides/herbicides; worker training
spill prevention, containment, and countermeasures plan

',Fa:~e2 - Ms. Janelle Stokes
V. Non-Hazardous Solid Waste/Other Materials
any uriustlal effects associated with solid waste disposal should be considered
VI. Noise
• identify projected elevated noise levels and sensitive receptors (i.e. residential, schools, hospitals) and
appropriate mitigation plans during and after construction
VII. Occupational Health and Safety
compliance with appropriate criteria and guidelines to ensure worker safety and health
VIII. .• Land Use and Housing
• special c~nsideratton all(~ appropriate mitigation for necessary relocation and other potential adverse
impacts to resi~ential areas, community cohesion, community services
.demographiesp~~i<t~c;W:l.~i.4~rations (e.g. hospitals, nursing homes, day care centers, schools)
• consideration of beneficial and adverse long-term land use impacts, including the potential influx of
people into the area as a result ofaproject and associated impacts
• potential impacts upon vector control should be considered
While this is not intended to be an exhaustive list of possible impact topics, it provides a guide for typical
areas of potential public health concern which may be applicable to this project.
Thank you in advance for your consideration. Please send a copy of the DEIS to the following address fOT
our review and comment:
,-

Paul' ide" DO, MPH
Medical Officer
National Center for Environmental Health
Centers for Disease Control & Prevention
4770 Buford Highway, MS (F-I6), NE
Atlanta,Georgia 30341-3724

Sincerely,

fc~r
Paul Joe, DO, MPH
Medical Officer
National Center for Environmental Health (F16)
Center for Disease Control & Prevention

United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
P,O. Box 1306
Albuquerque. New Mexico 87103

In Rep1y Refer To:

http://ifw2es.fws.gov

R2/ES/HC-EC
CL 7-019/ER: 2/0500

JUt 1 5 2002
Carolyn E. Murphy, Chief
Environmental Section
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Galveston District
P.O. Bo}( 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553-1229
!

Dear Ms. Murphy;

This responds tatheU. S. Army Corps of Engilleers notice ofinten~ ta prepare a Draft
Envirollmentallnlpact Statement for the improvements to the Sabine-.Neches Ship Channel near
Beaumont a.nd Port Arthllt, Texas, published in the May 21,2002, Federal Register.
Since JUllO 2001, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Scmrtte (Servioe) Clear Lake, Texas and Lafayette,
Louisiana Ecological Services Field Offices have been actively involved with the. Corp of
Engineers, Galveston Dist1'ict. other Federal and Stato.envirOllmental resource agencies in both
states, and the project sponsor in the planning efforts for the Sabine-Neches Slup Channel
Improvements project. Service involvement includ~spatticjpation in the Interagency
CooHlinatioll Team's Beneficial Uses Groupalld the Salinity Modeling Group. The Service will
prepare a Draft Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report detailing its analysis of project
tmpacts and mitigation requirements. This draft report will be completed in 2003.

The Service looks forward to further coordination with the Galveston Districtal1d others on the
planning of this project.

Sincerely,

cc: Team Leader. Natural Resources Management.Offioe of Environmental Policy and

Compliance, Department ofthe Interior, Washington, D.C.
Director (AFHC-DFPNSFAlERT) Attention: Don Peterson
Regional Director, Region 4, Attention: Regional Environmental Coordinator
Regional Dit:ector, R.egion 2, Attention: Regional EnVironmental Coordinator
Sup~rvisors, Ecological Services Field Offices, Clear Lake, TX and Lafayette) LA

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 6
1445 ROSS AVENUE, SUITE 1200
DALLAS, TX 75202-2733

J/\N 30 2003
Carolyn Murphy, Chief
Environmental Resources Section
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, TX 77553-1229
Subject: Sabine-Neches Waterway (Channel Improvements to Beaumont)
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
Dear Ms. Murphy:
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Region 6, appreciates your invitation to
become a cooperating agency in the preparation of the subject EIS. EPA is very interested in the
proposed project and will participate in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process
regarding our specific programs and responsibilities, to the extent possible, including: 1) Section
309 of the Clean Air Act (CAA) in review of the EIS for compliance with NEPA and Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidelines; 2) Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CW A) in the
evaluation of impacts on wetlands and waters of the United States; and if applicable, 3) Section
102(c) of the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA) regarding the possible
designation of an environmentally acceptable ocean dredged material disposal site (ODMDS).
However, we are currently unable to participate as a cooperating agency.
Section 309 of the CAA and Section 404 of the CW A
The EIS for the proposed project should: 1) clearly demonstrate the Federal need for the
proposed project, particularly when balanced against the Federal interest in coastal restoration;
2) analyze less environmentally damaging practicable alternatives to the proposed project;
3) fully evaluate potential adverse wetland impacts associated with increased salinity, tidal
amplitude, and vessel traffic; 4) evaluate any adverse impacts to the on-going deltaic land
formation occurring at the mouth of the Sabine-Neches outlet; and 5) evaluate the potential for
induced development of port, harbor, and associated ship-building facilities.
Section 102(c) of MPRSA
It is unclear at this time if a new ODMDS would be required for the proposed project.
For example, it is possible that 'new work' materials removed in connection with the proposed
channel enlargement could be disposed of for beneficial use in coastal waters that are not subject
to Section 102(c) of the MPRSA. Since any new EPA ODMDS designation would be subject to
NEPA review, the following EIS Sections may provide the technical evaluation and related
information in order for EPA to designate, if necessary, an environmentally acceptable and
feasible site:
Internet Address (URL) - http://www.epa.gov/earth1r6/
Recycled/Recyclable - Printed with Vegetable Oil Based Inks on Recycled Paper (Minimum 30% Postconsumer)

Introduction - including ODMDS components in the background and project description,
problems (e.g., suspended fluff or floculation), and purpose and need.
Alternatives - including ODMDS in the history and process of formulating and screening
options. Evaluate the environmental impacts of the reasonable ODMDS alternatives, including
the beneficial use of dredged material to the maximum extent practicable. These could include:
1) ODMDS alternative sites (i.e., deep water, mid-shelf, and shallow water sites,
including the currently designated ODMDS; and
2) beneficial use options such as, but not limited to: a) wetlands creation; b) pumping
into confined disposal where the material may dewater and compact; c) other beneficial uses of
dredged material, such as creation of beach feeder berms, or beach nourishment; and d) an
alternative of cost-sharing.
Affected Environments and Environmental Consequences - including relevant ODMDS
areas under the applicable affected resources, and the environmental consequences associated
with and resulting from the applicable ODMDS activities. The Draft EIS could also provide an
analysis of the secondary impacts of ODMDS disposal, including but not limited to: 1) the
effects on coastal loss, erosion and/or subsidence; and 2) reductions, if any, in the long-term
productivity of the coastal ecosystem. These Draft EIS impact analyses and discussions could be
summaries or conclusions taken from the actual work products in the Appendices.
Appendices - including ODMDS work products, such as: 1) the evaluations based on
the five general (40 CFR 228.5) and 11 specific (40 CFR 228.6) criteria; 2) environmental site
screening study; 3) modeling components for new construction and new maintenance materials;
4) contaminant and/or sediment studies; 5) site management and/or monitoring plans; and 6) a
State Coastal Zone Consistency Determination.
We look forward to working with you and your staff on this EIS. Please keep us
informed regarding future coordination activities and meetings, which will be very helpful in our
discussion of travel and resource commitments. If you have any questions, feel free to contact
me at (214) 665-8150 or Mike Jansky at (214) 665-7451.
Sincerely yours,

Robert D. Lawrence, Chief
Office of Planning and
Coordination (6EN-XP)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT. CORPS OF ENGINEERS

P.O. BOX 1229
GALVE-5TON. Tf;JCA~ 77SS:S-122.
REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF.

!·P¢bruary IO, 2004

Ms. Estelle A. Bulka
Acting Chief, Office of Planning and Coordination
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Region 6
1445 Ross Ave., Suite 1200
Dallas, Texas 75202-2733
Dear Ms. Bulka:
The Galveston District, Corps of Engineers, would like to invite the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Region 6 (EPA), to participate as a Cooperating Agency in the development
of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Feasibility Study
(Channel Improvements to Beaumont). Our non-federal partner for this study is the Jefferson
County Waterway and Navigation District. It has become apparent during the initial phases of
this study that the designation of new ocean dredged material disposal sites (ODMDS) will be
necessary to accommodate maintenance material for the offshore channel extension that will
accompany channel deepening should the project be authorized. We propose that this EIS serve
as a vehicle for EPA to prepare and develop environmental criteria for ocean disposal activities
and to designate new or expanded ocean disposal sites associated with the proposed
improvements, and to satisfy the requirements of Section 102 of the Marine, Protection,
Research, and Sanctuaries Act. Additionally, if beneficial uses are identified for the disposal
material, the District will have to consider and develop criteria for placing material under Section
404 of the Clean Water Act.
A combined EIS with EPA as a Cooperating Agency is preferred by this agency because
preparation and coordination of a separate ODMDS EIS could seriously impact the completion
schedule for this study. We have sufficient time to conduct required field work and prepare an
ODMDS appendix for our combined EIS before the tentatively scheduled January 2005 completion
of the preliminary draft. Public meeting(s) will be held in late summer/early fall to acquaint the
public with the recommended plan in advance of releasing the draft for public review. Should you
Ghoose not to be a Cooperating Agency for this EIS, preparation of a separate EIS specifically for
ODMDS designation will be necessary. Although we will also conduct the required analyses and
prepare a preliminary draft EIS for EPA's coordination and issuance, time required to complete the
separate process would likely delay issuance of the SNWW DEIS beyond the current schedule of
April 2005.

-2-

In accordance with Section 1501.6 of the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
Regulations for Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), we hereby
formally request that the EPA become a Cooperating Agency. To formalize the request, we are
enclosing two originals of a proposed Cooperating Agency Agreement between the EPA and the
Galveston District Corps of Engineers. If you agree to the terms of the agreement, please sign
them and return one original to us.
If you should have any questions regarding this request and the agreement, please contact
Ms. Janelle Stokes of my staff at (409) 766-3039.
Sincerely,

LIw;,
f CU.,t,:&LlOYf1r~ders, Ph':D.
Chief, Planning, Environmental
and Regulatory Division
Enclosure

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Feasibility Study of the Sabine-Neches
Waterway Project (Channel Improvements to Beaumont, Texas)
COOPERATING AGENCY AGREEMENT
between
The Corps of Engineers (CE)
Galveston District
The Lead Agency
and
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Region 6
The Cooperating Agency

lNTRODUCTION
This agreement outlines the responsibilities agreed to by the above two Federal agencies
with respect to the preparation of both the Draft and Final Environmental Impact Statements for
the Feasibility Study of the Sabine-Neches Waterway Project (Improvements of the Channel to
Beaumont) with the Jefferson County Waterway and Navigation District as the local sponsor.
The project study area is in the vicinity of Beaumont, Port Arthur, and Sabine Pass, Texas.
The Galveston District CE has initiated development of an EIS to determine the environmental
impacts of proposed channel improvements as well as environmental impacts of alternatives to
the proposed action. The EIS will cover a full range of reasonable alternatives so that the CE
decision-maker(s) will be aware of the full range of impacts of a [mal decision. The EIS will
also serve as a vehicle for the EPA to prepare and develop environmental criteria for ocean
disposal activities and to designate new or expanded ocean disposal sites associated with the
proposed improvements and to satisfy the requirements of Section 102 of the Marine, Protection,
Research, and Sanctuaries Act.

!:::: 0 OPERATING AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES
ll.

The Cooperating Agency (EPA) will participate in the scoping and public meeting
process and will consult with the lead agency as appropriate so that the discussion is
consistent with the planned alternatives, to the extent resources allow.

2.

The comments EPA provides to the CE under this agreement will be advisory, with the
exception of final recommendations regarding ocean dredged material disposal site
(ODMDS) designations. EIS conclusions specifically related to compliance with Section

102 of the Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA) will be the
responsibility of EPA.

3.

EPA will assist the CE in the preparation of the Environmental Impact Statement for the
portions specifically related to Section 102 of MPRSA.

4.

EP A will participate in field visits at the lead agency's request, to the extent resources
allow.

5.

This agreement will appear in all documents in which the EPA is designated as a
cooperating agency.

6.

EPA's participation as a cooperating agency does not affect its commenting
role established under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act.

7.

EPA will conduct all rulemaking required for fonnal designation of the ODMDS.

1~EAD

AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES

1.

The lead agency (CE) will forward to EPA a summary of all comments received during
the preparation of the documents including those arising out of the scoping process,
public meetings and circulation of the EIS's.

2.

When necessary, the CE will conduct an in-house meeting with EPA staff to solicit views
and input on regulatory and/or significant environmental issues associated with the
proposed actions.

3.

The CE is the lead agency and is responsible for final decisions in the draft and final
EIS's and their publication. The lead agency will consult with EPA but will retain sole
responsibility for detennination of which overall project alternative is selected and what
mitigation will be included in the project.

4.

EPA will be given a complete and final copy of both the Draft and Final EIS's for review
prior to final lead agency approval and distribution of the documents.

:5.

EPA will be promptly infonned of all schedule changes that would affect timely
completion of the EIS documents.

6.

A statement that describes the extent of EPA's role as a cooperating agency will be placed
in the introduction section of the EIS.

7.

If budget shortfalls prohibit EPA travel associated with EIS coordination activities, the
lead agency will consider the option of funding travel or meeting with Regional Staff at
the Region 6 Office in Dallas, Texas.

2

8.

This agreement shall become effective upon the date it is signed by both parties. This
agreement may be amended upon written agreement executed by both parties. This
agreement is terminated when the lead agency Record of Decision is signed or when
written notice is given by either agency.

FOR U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Region 6 (Cooperating Agency):

FOR Corps of Engineers,
(Lead Agency):

Estelle A. Bulka
Acting Chief, Office of Planning
and Coordination
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Region 6
Dallas, Texas

Lloyd H. Saunders
Chief, Planning, Environmental
and Regulatory Division
Corps of Engineers,
Galveston District
Galveston, Texas

~y

Date:/1U/2 NIl

Date:
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KATHLEEN BABINEAUX BLANCO
GOVERNOR

SCOTT A. ANGELLE
SECRETARY

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
OFFICE OF COASTAL RESTORATION AND MANAGEMENT

February 23, 2005
Janelle Stokes, Environmental Lead, SNWW Feasibility Study
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Galveston District
CESWG-PE-PR
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553
Dear Ms. Stokes:
The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, Office of Coastal Restoration and Management, wishes
to enter the following comments into the official record of the Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW)
Navigation Improvement Interagency Coordination Team. It is this Agency's expectation that each
outstanding item will be addressed thoroughly and satisfactorily.
1. All environmental documents meant to satisfy NEPA and/or NOAA Coastal Zone Management Act
(CZMA) Federal Consistency requirements must contain full and complete analyses of feasible
alternatives. Analyses shall include alternative project types for the movement of hydrocarbon
products upstream and downstream of the SNWW. The documents must give a full, fair, and
accurate accounting of past, present, and future uses and users of the waterway. They must show that
other alternatives would or would not meet the economic needs of the users and the goals of the
project. The lessening of impacts from the construction of either alternative within the cost benefit
analysis must also be taken into account.
2. Consistency with Louisiana's coastal management program will only be determined by a full review
of the complete Consistency Determination submitted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Galveston District, pursuant to state and federal CZMA programs. That review will address the
extent to which the recommended project has avoided, minimized, and compensated for impacts.
3. Mitigation measures for the navigation improvement project should include enforceable minimum
Sabine River flow requirements.
For additional information, please contact William K. "Kirk" Rhinehart at (225) 342-2179.
Sincerely yours,

~dtActing Assistant Secretary

P. O. BOX 44487 • BATON ROUGE, LA 70804·4487 • 617 N. THIRD STREET· 10TH FLOOR. BATON ROUGE, LA 70802
PHONE (225) 342·3583 • FAX (225) 342·1377 • WEB http://www.dnr.state.la.us
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Ms. Stokes
Page 2
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cc:

Kirk Rhinehart
David Fruge
Tony Duplechin
Gregory DuCote
Kyle Balkum
Jeff Harris

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553-1229

July 21, 2006
Environmental Section

Christy Lavergne
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
Marine Fisheries Division
P.O. Box 98000
Baton Rouge, LA 70898-9000

Dear Ms. Lavergne:
The Galveston District, Corps of Engineers, and the Jefferson County Waterway and
Navigation District are in the final stages of preparing a draft feasibility report and
environmental impact statement for the Sabine-Neches Waterway, Texas and Louisiana,
Channel Improvement Project (SNWW CIP). Representatives of the Louisiana Department of
Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF) and other Louisiana resource agencies have participated with
Texas and Federal agency representatives on an Interagency Coordination Team (lCT) which has
evaluated impacts and developed mitigation measures for the Selected Plan of navigation
improvements. Decisions on project impacts and compensatory mitigation were made by the
leT's designated workgroup with the full participation and concurrence of your agency's
representatives. However, the LDWF ICT representatives (Mf. Kyle Balkum and Mr. Michael
Harbison) have recommended that we contact you to obtain official comments from your agency
regarding: 1) our assessment of the proposed dedicated dredging in Sabine Lake to supply
s€~diment for marsh restoration proposed as mitigation; and 2) mitigation of impacts to oyster reef
in Sabine Pass.
Complete details of project impacts and mitigation have been coordinated at length with the
leT. The Draft Environmental Impact Statement, currently scheduled for public review in late
2006, will be provided for your agency's formal review and comment at that time. A brief
project summary is provided here to provide a context for the separate resolution of these two
is.sues. The primary components of the Selected Plan for the SNWW CIP consist of deepening
the existing inland reaches of the navigation channel from 40 to 48 ft to the Port of Beaumont,
extending the existing entrance channel into the Gulf of Mexico at a depth of 50-ft, and widening
the existing channel to 700 ft through Sabine Pass to the Taylor's Bayou Turning Basin near Port
Arthur, Texas. The primary impacts to Louisiana are indirect impacts to Louisiana's intertidal
wetlands associated with increased salinities. Ecological modeling of impacts has determined
that 499 acres of intertidal marsh in areas east of Sabine Lake will be lost over 50 years due to
salinity increases associated with the deeper navigation channel. The proposed mitigation plan
developed by the ICT's Habitat Restoration Workgroup will restore a total of3,502 acres of

emergent marsh in the Sabine National Wildlife Refuge (SNWR ) and the Black Bayou area as
full compensation for project impacts to Louisiana (USACE, 2006). The Black Bayou
mitigation measures will restore 2,096 acres of emergent marsh in three open-water areas using
maintenance material from the Channel to Orange over the 50-year project life, and a one-time
dedicated dredging of accumulated material in the Lake Charles Deep Water ChanneVGIWW. No
issues requiring separate resolution have been identified by the LDWF ICT representatives
concerning the Black Bayou mitigation measures.
Sabine Lake Dedicated Dredging
The portion of the mitigation to be conducted in the SNWR would consist ofthe restoration
of 1,406 acres of emergent marsh. Dedicated dredging of Sabine Lake would be performed to
supply the soils needed to restore marsh acreage and elevation, and mitigate for projected salinity
increases in this area. A map showing the area of dedicated dredging and marsh restoration
areas is Enclosure 1. The SNWW mitigation measure involves the one-time removal of Sabine
Lake sediments by hydraulic pipeline dredge and the pumping of this material into three separate
open water areas of the SNWR.
The area proposed for dedicated dredging is located within the Sabine Lake Public Oyster
Area. However, the affected portion of Sabine Lake is too fresh to support viable oyster
populations. Sabine Lake salinities in the vicinity of Willow Bayou averaged 5.3 parts per
thousand (ppt) from 1984 to 1993 (Paille, 1996). Mean 1966 to 2000 salinities from stations
located on the SNWR suggested that average Sabine Lake spring salinities are less than 3 ppt,
summer salinities range from 3 ppt to 6 ppt, fall salinities are slightly greater than 6 ppt, and
winter salinities range from 3 ppt to 6 ppt for the mid-eastern portion of Sabine Lake near
SNWR (Louisiana Coastal Wetland Conservation and Restoration Task Force, 2002). Salinity
sampling conducted in 2001 in support of hydrodynamic modeling for the SNWW Feasibility
Study (Fagerburg, 2003) recorded summer salinities ranging from 3 ppt to 6 ppt at the northern
end of Sabine Lake, and fall salinities primarily ranging from I ppt to 6 ppt, with one month of
higher salinities averaging 9 ppt. The hydrodynamic model developed for the Feasibility Study
revealed that observed salinity in Sabine Lake is highest at both the southern end (where the lake
connects to Sabine Pass near Blue Buck Point) and at the northwestern corner (where the lake
connects to the Sabine-Neches canal). The lowest salinities are observed in the central and
eastern portions of the lake, which are furthest from the hydraulic connection to sources of saline
water. (Brown et aI., 2006).
Optimal salinity for oysters in Louisiana is from 10 to 15 ppt. Oyster larvae are killed below
10 ppt; salinities above 15 ppt are tolerated by oysters, but oyster predation by the oyster drill
and others (i.e., Perkins us) significantly increases above that salinity level (Breithaupt and Dugas
1979). Davis (1958) observed that oyster larval settlement and spat development occurred at
salinities between 5 and 35 ppt. Adult oysters are able to withstand brief periods of salinities less
than 5 ppt, but feeding, growth, and reproduction are severely reduced at those levels (Galtsoff
1964). Thus salinities in the vicinity of the East Sabine Lake Project area (6 ppt or lower) are in
the marginal lower range for oyster production. Therefore, while not impossible, it is very

unlikely that oyster larvae, spat, and adults will be able to survive within the existing project area
salinity regimes, except during drought years.
Sabine Lake oyster reefs are located in the southern portion of the lake in the vicinity of
Blue Buck Point and the Highway 82 Causeway. Although there appear to be no published
reports nor regular sampling programs of Sabine Lake oyster production, some unpublished data
is available. Sampling conducted by the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department in the Blue Buck
Point reef area from 1986 to 1991 (Mambretti personal communication, 2003) and a sonar
survey of the southern third of Sabine Lake conducted in conjunction with a proposed
Department of Army permit (Stelly personal communication, 2003) have mapped oyster reef in
this area. In addition, the remote sensing survey documented that oyster reefs are concentrated
in the Blue Buck Point vicinity and taper off quickly to the north. Because of the lower salinities
in the upper two-thirds of Sabine Lake, it is unlikely that oyster reefs extend beyond the southern
third of Sabine Lake. The dedicated dredging proposed here would occur at least 3.5 miles
inland from the nearest mapped occurrence of oyster reefs in the southern portion of Sabine Lake
nl~ar Blue Buck Point.
The dedicated dredging would take approximately 6.0 million cubic yards of material from a
borrow trench in Sabine Lake located from 500 to 1500 ft from the SNWR shore. The borrow
trench would extend north from near Willow Bayou for a distance of3.9 miles, and average
1,030 ft wide by 7.5 feet deep. Trench ends would be sloped to gradually reconnect bottom
ekevations to the existing lakebed. The borrow trench would be continuous and parallel to the
lake shoreline, in line with the common long-shore circulation pattern present in Sabine Lake.
This circulation is expected to prevent the development of hypoxic conditions that would be
detrimental to aquatic organisms. It is expected that the canal would eventually fill with Sabine
River sediments. An access canal would also be needed for the pipeline dredge to reach the
proposed borrow canal construction area. This canal would access the area from the section of
the OIWW which crosses north Sabine Lake, and is shown the attached map.
USFWS and LDWF representatives on the ICT Habitat Restoration Workgroup have agreed
that the proposed mitigation measure, based on application of the Wetland Value Assessment
methodology, would have a net beneficial effect and cause no serious impacts to oysters and
other biological resources and estuarine lake habitat. The Workgroup as a whole has approved
adoption of the proposed action as a mitigation measure. Long-term benefits of a higher, more
stable marsh would more than offset short-term impacts to benthic organisms during the onetime dredging episode. Dedicated dredging in Region 4 was approved in the CWPPRA Coast
2050 Plan (LCWCRlWCRA, 1998) as a common restoration strategy for wetland creation, as it
furthers a strategic goal of ensuring vertical accumulation of coastal marshes relative to sea level
rise and subsidence. The Coast 2050 plan was approved by participating state and Federal
agencies, and all 19 coastal parishes.

Sabine Pass Oyster Impacts
One of the few direct impacts associated with channel widening and deepening proposed by
the Selected Plan would be the loss of 7.3 acres of oyster shell reef on the Louisiana side of the
Sabine Pass navigation channel. The reefs, mapped in 2003 by a remote sensing and oyster
sampling survey undertaken for the SNWW feasibility study (Emight, 2003), are not located
within a designated Louisiana Public Oyster Area or an Oyster Lease Area. Side-scan sonar
and systematic sampling with a steel shell dredge mapped 60.1 acres of oyster reef within the
remote-sensing survey corridor in Louisiana, 7.3 acres of which lie within the top-of-cut of the
Soelected Plan's 48 ft deep x 700 ft wide channel. A map of these reefs is provided as Enclosure
2, The shell dredge sampling recorded counts of live and dead American oysters (Crassostrea
virginica), and half shells within 37 100-foot long transects (Enclosure 3). Twelve of these
transects yielded no live or dead oysters, and few to no half shells. The remainder contained
from to 2 to 43 live oysters, or an average of 12 live oysters in each sample. The Sabine Pass
Channel will be enlarged using a 30-inch cutterhead hydraulic pipeline dredge. Excavated
material and sea water will be suctioned into the hydraulic pipeline and deposited in an existing,
upland placement area on the east side of Sabine Pass. Material will not be side cast on the
remaining oyster reef beyond the top-of-cut of the widened channel. We propose to compensate
for the biological impacts associated with the loss of 7.3 acres of existing reef by the creation of
an equivalent amount of new oyster reef. Details such as location, pad thickness, and reef
material can be determined through ICT consultation.
Based upon the hydrologic, biological and geophysical data summarized above, we request a
finding that: 1) project activities of the Selected Plan for the SNWW CIP will not adversely
impact Public Oyster Area resources and oyster habitat and that all relevant survey/assessment
requirements have been satisfied for the Sabine Lake dedicated dredging for marsh restoration;
and 2) that the proposed mitigation is adequate compensation for impacts to 7.3 acres of oyster
in Sabine Pass. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call Ms. Janelle Stokes at
409-766-3039.

Sincerely,

40~~~
Chief, Planning, Environmental and
Regulatory Division
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Enclosures
Copy Furnished (w/enc1.):
Michael Harbison
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
Marine Fisheries Division
1213 North Lakeshore Drive
Lake Charles, LA 70601
Kyle Balkum
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
Fur and Refuge Division
P. O. Box 98000
Baton Rouge, LA 70898-9000
Bob Love
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
Fur and Refuge Division
P. O. Box 98000
Baton Rouge, LA 70898-9000
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DWIGHT LANDRENEAU

SECRET"AR'Y

August 30, 2006

Dolan Dunn
Planning, Environmenta), and Regulatory Division
Galveston District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, TX

77553~1229

RE: Sabine-Neches Waterway mitigation project in Sabme Lake, Louisiana
jMr.

Dunn:

We are in receipt of your July 21, 2006 letter concerning the above captioned project. We have
reviewed additional infonnation related to the project, including the proposed mitigation plan
t.hat involves dredging approximately six million cubic yards of water bottoms from. Sabine
Lake~ Louisiana for potential marsh creation/restoration in the adjacent Sabine National WiJdHfe
Refuge_ We have also reviewed written correspondence and Interagency Coordination Team
information concerning the project that occurred over the past few years. It is clear from this
information that the project's purpose is economically drive~ and the environmental component
s,tems only from the required mitigation for impacts associated with possible salinity increase in
Sabine Lake. Although mitigation will seIVe as potential marsh creation/restoration on the
Sabine Na~ional Wildlife Refuge, water bottom habitat within Sabine Lake wUl be impacted by
dredging activities in the mitigation borrow area. As proposed, the required mitigation involves
trading potentia] habitat creation/restoration in one area (Sabine NWR) for potential habitat
degradation in another (Sabine Lake).
As you are aware. Sabine Lake is a public oyster area and this agency is mandated to diligently
protect and conserve such areas_ We exercise these protective measures regardless of the water
bottom type (Le. reef, sand, mud, etc.) or the current presence/absence of live oyster resources.
In addition, it has been our long-standing practice that water bottoms associated with a proposed
project within a public oyster area must be assessed prior to project implementation. and that
compensation is required for impacts to those water bottoms.
Therefore. in order for this agency to consider a waiver ofcompensation for impacts to the water
bottoms of the Sabine Lake public oyster area in relation to the mitigation borrow s;te, a full
water bottom assessment must be performed and submitted to this agency prior to project
implementation. A copy of the water bottom assessment protocol to be tollowed is attached for
your information.

P.O. BOX 98000 • SAlON RCUGE. 1.OU1S1A.NA. 7OB~ • PHONE (22!5) ?06'2f1CX)
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In addition, Louisiana Revised Statutes 56:2011-20) 5 outlined provisions relative to the
dredging of fill material from water bottoms owned by the state of Louisiana and royalties
thereon. No fill material shall be dredged from state-owned water bottoms unless a pennit for
that removal js issued by the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF). A
severance royalty for each cubic yard of material removed from state-owned water bottoms shall
also be paid to the state through LDWF. The proposed compensatoI)' mitigatjon plan includes a
proposal to sever" approximately 6.0 nrillion cubic yards of water bottom material (approxlmate
severance value: $) ,200,000) from Sabine Lake) a state-owned water bottom, and placement of
the material on federally owned and managed property. Therefore, pursuant to RS. 56:20112015, LDWF requests that the project applicant apply for a permit and pay the appropriate
severance royalties for the proposed removal ofmaterial from stnte-owned water bottoms.

Thank you for providing us with the opportunity to comment on your mitigation plan. Please
contact Patrick Banks at 225.765.2370 or by email at pbanks@wlf.Jouisiana.gov if you have
additional questions concerning the water bottom assessment requirements. For more
information concerning the fill material pemrit process involving the removal of state·owned
water bottoms, please contact Biologist Assistant Division Administrator Robert Love at
225.765.2814.
Smcerely,

fpt'"

W. Parke Moore. III

JOM E. Roussel

Assistant Secretary

Assistant Secretary

pdblkb

attachment

c:

Karen Foote
Robert Love
Michael Harbison
Heather Warner-Finley
KyleBalkum
Patrick Banks
Venise Ortego
Christy Lavergne
Daryl Clark - USFWS

TOTAL P.03

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553-1229

January 23, 2007
Environmental Section
Steve Parris
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Clear Lake Ecological Services
17629 El Camino Real, Suite 211
Houston, TX. 77058

Dear Mr. Parris:
The Galveston District, Corps of Engineers, and our non-federal sponsor, the Jefferson
County Waterway and Navigation District, would like to invite your agency to participate as a
cooperating agency in the development of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the
Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) Feasibility Study. Navigation improvements are being
proposed for the existing 65-mile long deep draft channel from the Gulf of Mexico to the Port of
Beaumont on the Neches River. Environmental effects are being analyzed for adjacent intertidal
marshes and forested wetlands in a large surrounding area which includes Sabine Pass and
Sabine Lake, adjacent marshes in Texas and Louisiana, tidally influenced portions ofthe Neches
and Sabine Rivers, and a proposed 13-mile long channel extension in the Gulf of Mexico. The
Draft EIS is currently scheduled for publication in the summer of2007.
We are required by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations for
Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (40 CFR Part 1501.6) and
subsequent policy guidance to invite all agencies with ''jurisdiction by law" or who have
"special expertise with respect to any environmental issue" to participate in the preparation of
our NEP A documents as cooperating agencies. Previously, we understood that inviting your
participation in our SNWW Interagency Coordinating Team informally accomplished the
substance of this requirement. However, we are now required to send agencies a written
invitation to participate as a cooperating agency; those that agree will be identified on the cover
page of the SNWW EIS.
We request that you provide a written response to this invitation. For non-federal
agencies which agree to become a cooperating agency, we will develop a memorandum of
agreement to formalize expected roles and responsibilities. If you should have any questions
regarding this request, please contact Janelle Stokes of my staff at (409) 766-3039.

smc~
~))

0" ,

Carolyn Murphy
Chief, Environmental Section

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. o. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553-1229

January 23,2007
Environmental Section
Kyle Balkum
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
Habitat Section
P.O. Box 98000
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70898
Dear Mr. Balkum:
The Galveston District, Corps of Engineers, and our non-federal sponsor, the Jefferson
County Waterway and Navigation District, would like to invite your agency to participate as a
cooperating agency in the development of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the
Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) Feasibility Study. Navigation improvements are being
proposed for the existing 65-mile long deep draft channel from the Gulf of Mexico to the Port of
Beaumont on the Neches River. Environmental effects are being analyzed for adjacent intertidal
marshes and forested wetlands in a large surrounding area which includes Sabine Pass and
Sabine Lake, adjacent marshes in Texas and Louisiana, tidally influenced portions of the Neches
and Sabine Rivers, and a proposed 13-mile long channel extension in the Gulf of Mexico. The
Draft EIS is currently scheduled for publication in the summer of 2007.
We are required by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations for
Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (40 CFR Part 1501.6) and
subsequent policy guidance to invite all agencies with ''jurisdiction by law" or who have
"special expertise with respect to any environmental issue" to participate in the preparation of
our NEPA documents as cooperating agencies. Previously, we understood that inviting your
participation in our SNWW Interagency Coordinating Team informally accomplished the
substance of this requirement. However, we are now required to send agencies a written
invitation to participate as a cooperating agency; those that agree will be identified on the cover
page ofthe SNWW EIS.
We request that you provide a written response to this invitation. For non-federal
agencies which agree to become a cooperating agency, we will develop a memorandum of
agreement to formalize expected roles and responsibilities. If you should have any questions
regarding this request, please contact Janelle Stokes of my staff at (409) 766-3039.

s~

t

Carolyn Murphy
Chief, Environmental Section

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553·1229

January 23, 2007
Environmental Section
Dan Llewellyn
l.,ouisiana Department of Natural Resources
Ecosystem Planning & Management Section
Coastal Restoration Division
P.O. Box 44027, Capitol Station
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-4027
Dear Mr. Llewellyn:
The Galveston District, Corps of Engineers, and our non-federal sponsor, the Jefferson
County Waterway and Navigation District, would like to invite your agency to participate as a
cooperating agency in the development of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the
Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) Feasibility Study. Navigation improvements are being
proposed for the existing 65-mile long deep draft channel from the Gulf of Mexico to the Port of
Beaumont on the Neches River. Environmental effects are being analyzed for adjacent intertidal
marshes and forested wetlands in a large surrounding area which includes Sabine Pass and
Sabine Lake, adjacent marshes in Texas and Louisiana, tidally influenced portions of the Neches
and Sabine Rivers, and a proposed I3-mile long channel extension in the Gulf of Mexico. The
Draft EIS is currently scheduled for publication in the summer of2007.
We are required by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations for
Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (40 CFR Part 1501.6) and
subsequent policy guidance to invite all agencies with "jurisdiction by law" or who have
"special expertise with respect to any environmental issue" to participate in the preparation of
our NEPA documents as cooperating agencies. Previously, we understood that inviting your
participation in our SNWW Interagency Coordinating Team informally accomplished the
substance of this requirement. However, we are now required to send agencies a written
invitation to participate as a cooperating agency; those that agree will be identified on the cover
page of the SNWW EIS.
We request that you provide a written response to this invitation. For non-federal
agencies which agree to become a cooperating agency, we will develop a memorandum of
agreement to formalize expected roles and responsibilities. If you should have any questions
regarding this request, please contact Janelle Stokes of my staff at (409) 766-3039.

ST2l¥
Carolyn Murphy
Chief, Environmental Section

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553-1229

January 23,2007
Environmental Section
Roy E. Crabtree, Ph.D.
Regional Administrator
National Marine Fisheries Service
Southeast Regional Office
263 13 th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
~.

Dear Mr. Crabtree:
The Galveston District, Corps of Engineers, and our non-federal sponsor, the Jefferson
County Waterway and Navigation District, would like to invite your agency to participate as a
cooperating agency in the development of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the
Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) Feasibility Study. Navigation improvements are being
proposed for the existing 65-mile long deep draft channel from the Gulf of Mexico to the Port of
Beaumont on the Neches River. Environmental effects are being analyzed for adjacent intertidal
marshes and forested wetlands in a large surrounding area which includes Sabine Pass and
Sabine Lake, adjacent marshes in Texas and Louisiana, tidally influenced portions of the Neches
and Sabine Rivers, and a proposed I3-mile long channel extension in the Gulf of Mexico. The
Draft EIS is currently scheduled for publication in the summer of 2007.
We are required by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations for
Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (40 CFR Part 1501.6) and
subsequent policy guidance to invite all agencies with ''jurisdiction by law" or who have
"special expertise with respect to any environmental issue" to participate in the preparation of
our NEPA documents as cooperating agencies. Previously, we understood that inviting your
participation in our SNWW Interagency Coordinating Team informally accomplished the
substance ofthis requirement. However, we are now required to send agencies a written
invitation to participate as a cooperating agency; those that agree will be identified on the cover
page of the SNWW EIS.
We request that you provide a written response to this invitation. For non-federal
agencies which agree to become a cooperating agency, we will develop a memorandum of
agreement to formalize expected roles and responsibilities. If you should have any questions
regarding this request, please contact Janelle Stokes of my staff at (409) 766-3039.

Carolyn urphy
Chief, Environmental Section

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS

P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553-1229

January 23, 2007
Environmental Section
Eddie Seidensticker
Natural Resources Conservation Service
Cedar Bayou Field Office
7705 West Bay Road
Baytown, Texas 77520
Dear Mr. Seidensticker:
The Galveston District, Corps of Engineers, and our non-federal sponsor, the Jefferson
County Waterway and Navigation District, would like to invite your agency to participate as a
cooperating agency in the development of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the
Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) Feasibility StUdy. Navigation improvements are being
proposed for the existing 65-mile long deep draft channel from the Gulf of Mexico to the Port of
Beaumont on the Neches River. Environmental effects are being analyzed for adjacent intertidal
marshes and forested wetlands in a large surrounding area which includes Sabine Pass and
Sabine Lake, adjacent marshes in Texas and Louisiana, tidally influenced portions of the Neches
and Sabine Rivers, and a proposed 13-mile long channel extension in the Gulf of Mexico. The
Draft EIS is currently scheduled for pUblication in the summer of2007.
We are required by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations for
Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (40 CFR Part 1501.6) and
subsequent policy guidance to invite all agencies with "jurisdiction by law" or who have
"'special expertise with respect to any environmental issue" to participate in the preparation of
our NEP Adocuments as cooperating agencies. Previously, we understood that inviting your
participation in our SNWW Interagency Coordinating Team informally accomplished the
substance of this requirement. However, we are now required to send agencies a written
invitation to participate as a cooperating agency; those that agree will be identified on the cover
page of the SNWW EIS.
We request that you provide a written response to this invitation. For non-federal
agencies which agree to become a cooperating agency, we will develop a memorandum of
agreement to formalize expected roles and responsibilities. If you should have any questions
f<egarding this request, please contact Janelle Stokes of my staff at (409) 766-3039.

~ Carolyn M

o.

hy
,
Chief, Environmental Section

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553-1229

January 23, 2007
Environmental Section
Junji Matsumoto
Texas Water Development Board
Hydrologic and Environmental Monitoring Division
1700 N. Congress Ave.
Austin, TX 78701
Dear Dr. Matsumoto:
The Galveston District, Corps of Engineers, and our non-federal sponsor, the Jefferson
County Waterway and Navigation District, would like to invite your agency to participate as a
cooperating agency in the development of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the
Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) Feasibility Study. Navigation improvements are being
proposed for the existing 65-mile long deep draft channel from the Gulf of Mexico to the Port of
Beaumont on the Neches River. Environmental effects are being analyzed for adjacent intertidal
marshes and forested wetlands in a large surrounding area which includes Sabine Pass and
Sabine Lake, adjacent marshes in Texas and Louisiana, tidally influenced portions of the Neches
and Sabine Rivers, and a proposed I3-mile long channel extension in the Gulf of Mexico. The
Draft EIS is currently scheduled for publication in the summer of 2007.
We are required by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations for
Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEP A) (40 CFR Part 1501.6) and
subsequent policy guidance to invite all agencies with "jurisdiction by law" or who have
"'special expertise with respect to any environmental issue" to participate in the preparation of
our NEP A documents as cooperating agencies. Previously, we understood that inviting your
participation in our SNWW Interagency Coordinating Team informally accomplished the
substance of this requirement. However, we are now required to send agencies a written
invitation to participate as a cooperating agency; those that agree will be identified on the cover
page of the SNWW EIS.
We request that you provide a written response to this invitation. For non-federal
agencies which agree to become a cooperating agency, we will develop a memorandum of
agreement to formalize expected roles and responsibilities. If you should have any questions
r,egarding this request, please contact Janelle Stokes of my staff at (409) 766-3039.

~ Carolyn Murphy

D·

Chief, Environmental Section

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553-1229

January 23, 2007
Environmental Section
Jarrett o. Woodrow
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Team Leader
1502 FM 517 East
Dickenson, TX 77539
Dear Mr. Woodrow:
The Galveston District, Corps of Engineers, and our non-federal sponsor, the Jefferson
County Waterway and Navigation District, would like to invite your agency to participate as a
cooperating agency in the development of an Environmental Impact Statement (ElS) for the
Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) Feasibility Study. Navigation improvements are being
proposed for the existing 65-mile long deep draft channel from the Gulf of Mexico to the Port of
Beaumont on the Neches River. Environmental effects are being analyzed for adjacent intertidal
marshes and forested wetlands in a large surrounding area which includes Sabine Pass and
Sabine Lake, adjacent marshes in Texas and Louisiana, tidally influenced portions of the Neches
and Sabine Rivers, and a proposed 13-mile long channel extension in the Gulf of Mexico. The
Draft EIS is currently scheduled for pUblication in the summer of2007.
We are required by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations for
Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEP A) (40 CFR Part 1501.6) and
subsequent policy guidance to invite all agencies with "jurisdiction by law" or who have
"special expertise with respect to any environmental issue" to participate in the preparation of
our NEP A documents as cooperating agencies. Previously, we understood that inviting your
participation in our SNWW Interagency Coordinating Team informally accomplished the
substance of this requirement. However, we are now required to send agencies a written
invitation to participate as a cooperating agency; those that agree will be identified on the cover
page of the SNWW ElS.
We request that you provide a written response to this invitation. For non-federal
agencies which agree to become a cooperating agency, we will develop a memorandum of
agreement to formalize expected roles and responsibilities. If you should have any questions
regarding this request, please contact Janelle Stokes of my staff at (409) 766-3039.

Si~

!~hY

Chief, Environmental Section

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553-1229

January 23, 2007
Environmental Section
Ro bert Burgess
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Water Quality Assessment
Water Permits and Resource Management
P.O. Box 13087 MC-150
Austin, TX 78711-3087
Dear Mr. Burgess:
The Galveston District, Corps of Engineers, and our non-federal sponsor, the Jefferson
County Waterway and Navigation District, would like to invite your agency to participate as a
cooperating agency in the development of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the
Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) Feasibility Study. Navigation improvements are being
proposed for the existing 65-mile long deep draft channel from the Gulf of Mexico to the Port of
Beaumont on the Neches River. Environmental effects are being analyzed for adjacent intertidal
marshes and forested wetlands in a large surrounding area which includes Sabine Pass and
Sabine Lake, adjacent marshes in Texas and Louisiana, tidally influenced portions of the Neches
and Sabine Rivers, and a proposed 13-mile long channel extension in the Gulf of Mexico. The
Draft EIS is currently scheduled for publication in the summer of 2007.
We are required by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations for
Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (40 CFR Part 1501.6) and
subsequent policy guidance to invite all agencies with "jurisdiction by law" or who have
"special expertise with respect to any environmental issue" to participate in the preparation of
our NEPA documents as cooperating agencies. Previously, we understood that inviting your
participation in our SNWW Interagency Coordinating Team infonnally accomplished the
substance of this requirement. However, we are now required to send agencies a written
invitation to participate as a cooperating agency; those that agree will be identified on the cover
page of the SNWW EIS.
We request that you provide a written response to this invitation. For non-federal
agencies which agree to become a cooperating agency, we will develop a memorandum of
agreement to formalize expected roles and responsibilities. If you should have any questions
regarding this request, please contact Janelle Stokes of my staff at (409) 766-3039.

s~~
~ Carolyn Murphy

6.

Chief, Environmental Section

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553-1229

January 23, 2007
Environmental Section
Tammy Brooks
Texas General Land Office
Coastal Management Program
P. O. Box 12873
Austin, TX 78711-2873
Dear Ms. Brooks:
The Galveston District, Corps of Engineers, and our non-federal sponsor, the Jefferson
County Waterway and Navigation District, would like to invite your agency to participate as a
cooperating agency in the development of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the
Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) Feasibility Study. Navigation improvements are being
proposed for the existing 65-mile long deep draft channel from the Gulf of Mexico to the Port of
Beaumont on the Neches River. Environmental effects are being analyzed for adjacent intertidal
marshes and forested wetlands in a large surrounding area which includes Sabine Pass and
Sabine Lake, adjacent marshes in Texas and Louisiana, tidally influenced portions of the Neches
and Sabine Rivers, and a proposed 13-mile long channel extension in the Gulf of Mexico. The
Draft EIS is currently scheduled for publication in the summer of2007.
We are required by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations for
Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (40 CFR Part 1501.6) and
subsequent policy guidance to invite all agencies with "jurisdiction by law" or who have
"special expertise with respect to any environmental issue" to participate in the preparation of
our NEPA documents as cooperating agencies. Previously, we understood that inviting your
participation in our SNWW Interagency Coordinating Team informally accomplished the
substance of this requirement. However, we are now required to send agencies a written
invitation to participate as a cooperating agency; those that agree will be identified on the cover
page of the SNWW EIS.
We request that you provide a written response to this invitation. For non-federal
agencies which agree to become a cooperating agency, we will develop a memorandum of
agreement to formalize expected roles and responsibilities. If you should have any questions
regarding this request, please contact Janelle Stokes of my staff at (409) 766-3039.

Si~
~

'tJ

Carolyn Murphy
Chief, Environmental Section

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF

GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553·1229

January 23, 2007
Environmental Section

Benjamin Tuggle
Regional Director
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Southwest Region (2)
P.O. Box 1306
Albuquerque, N.M. 87103
Dear Dr. Tuggle:
This letter requests a compatibility determination for the beneficial use of dredged
material for shoreline nourishment in the Texas Point National Wildlife Refuge (TPNWR),
Jefferson County, Texas. This activity is being recommended in conjunction with the proposed
Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) Channel Improvement Project, Jefferson and Orange
Counties, Texas, and Cameron Parish, Louisiana. The Galveston District is currently preparing a
draft feasibility report and environmental impact statement which recommends enlargement of
the existing navigation project to a proposed 48 x 700 foot channel.
As part of this project, shoreline nourishment is proposed for 3 miles of the Gulf of
Mexico shoreline within the TPNWR, from 0.5 to 3.5 miles from the West Jetty, using
maintenance material from the Sabine Pass portion of the SNWW navigation channel. The
location of the proposed shoreline nourishment is shown on Enclosure 1. The Dredged Material
Management Plan (DMMP) for the proposed project includes unconfined placement of
maintenance material along the shoreline every 6 years for the 50-year project life (8 placement
episodes). Shoreline nourishment at Texas Point will alternate with shoreline placement on the
Louisiana Gulf shoreline, east of the SNWW. Rapid shoreline retreat in the TPNWR is resulting
in substantial loss of wetlands. Additional shoreline erosion of approximately 0.42 feet per year
is projected in conjunction with the proposed extension of the SNWW entrance channel. The
proposed shoreline nourishment would protect the shoreline from existing erosion and eliminate
the projected increase in erosion over the project life.

It is expected that the maintenance material from Sabine Pass will reflect the
historical average of 51 percent silt, 31 percent clay, and 18 percent sand. The material would be
hydraulically pumped into the near shore zone; some material is expected to flow over existing
marsh while the remainder flows into the nearshore waters. Marsh plantings would occur as
soon as possible on the inland half of the emergent berm to assist in stabilization. Experience
with a similar project at Texas Point indicates that a majority of the dredged material will
dissipate quickly during each placement event; however, some will remain and form a shelf on
the shallow nearshore slope in front of the existing marsh edge.

Unconfined placement on the shoreline will have a net beneficial effect on this
environment. Although placement events will temporarily impact shallow near shore waters and
eroding marsh, benthic organisms in the nearshore zone will quickly rebound from the short term
impact, as will marsh areas along the shore front which are nourished with additional sediment.
Material added to the shoreline with these nourishment episodes will stabilize the eroding
shoreline, and add sediment to the longshore current which will nourish areas to the west that are
eroding at even greater rates. The potential for the nourishment activity to affect threatened and
endangered species has been evaluated. No designated or proposed critical habitat would be
affected. The federally-listed, endangered piping plover (wintering population) and sea turtles
may occur in the shoreline nourishment area. No impacts to the wintering population of the
piping plover are expected, however, because there is no intertidal beach or sand flat along this
shoreline and therefore there is no wintering habitat for piping plover. The absence of a sand
beach also negates potential for sea turtle nests in the nourishment zone. A contaminants
assessment prepared for this project has determined that sediments and water from the SNWW
are suitable for beneficial uses. Sediment and water sampling will be conducted prior to each
maintenance cycle to ensure that these materials remain suitable for shoreline nourishment.
The proposal for shoreline nourishment at TPNWR was developed in coordination with
Mr. Andy Loranger (Texas Chenier Plain National Wildlife Refuge Complex, 409/267-3337) and
Mr. Phil Glass (Clear Lake Ecological Field Office, 2811286-8282). It was also recommended by
the SNWW Interagency Coordination Team, a group of federal and state agencies which have
reviewed impact assessments and recommended restoration and mitigation measures for the
proposed SNWW project. Furthermore, the shoreline nourishment feature is included in the
Draft Coordination Act Report for the project, which will be completed shortly.
Based upon the information presented above, we request your concurrence that the
proposed shoreline nourishment is compatible with the major purposes of the TPNWR. If you
have any questions, please contact Ms. Janelle Stokes at 409/766-3039.

Sin~~
Carolyn Murphy

Enclosure

~Chief' Environmental Se~tion

CF with enclosure:
Mr. Andy Loranger
Complex Manager
Texas Chenier Plain National Wildlife Refuge Complex
P.O. Box 278
Anahuac, TX 77514
Mr. Phil Glass
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Clear Lake Ecological Services Field Office
17629 El Camino Real
Road, Suite 211
Houston, Texas 77058
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Texas Point NWR
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553-1229
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January 24, 2007

Environmental Section

Sam Hamilton
Regional Director
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Southeast Region (4)
1875 Century Blvd. #400
Atlanta, Georgia 30345
Dear Mr. Hamilton:
This letter requests a compatibility determination for marsh restoration in the Sabine
National Wildlife Refuge (SNWR), Cameron Parish, Louisiana. This activity is being
recommended as compensatory mitigation for unavoidable impacts of the proposed SabineNeches Waterway (SNWW) Channel Improvement Project, Jefferson and Orange Counties,
Texas, and Cameron Parish, Louisiana. The Galveston District is currently preparing a draft
feasibility report and environmental impact statement which recommends enlargement of the
existing navigation project to a proposed 48 x 700 foot channel.
As part of the proposed project, 3 separate areas totaling 3,775 acres have been selected
as marsh restoration sites in the SNWR's Willow Bayou unit (Enclosure 1). Intermediate marsh
in the proposed restoration areas has been converting to open water at a rapid pace. Salinity
increases associated with a deeper SNWW navigation channel are expected to exacerbate this
trend. The proposed mitigation compensates for this loss by restoring a total of 1,406 acres of
emergent intermediate marsh within the 3 restoration sites.
The marsh would be restored by the addition of mineral soil removed by hydraulic
pipeline dredge from the bottom of Sabine Lake. Borrow areas would be located at least 500 feet
from shore. Material would be placed by the unconfined flow of dredged material from a
hydraulic pipeline. Pipeline routes would follow existing canals and levees wherever possible.
Within the restoration area, frequent pipe movement and careful elevation control would be
necessary to obtain the appropriate marsh elevation. Tidal creek channels would be constructed
in the marsh creation area after the dredged material has settled to return the area to normal tidal
regime, facilitate marine organism access, and allow water and nutrients to flow into the area.
This extensive marsh restoration effort will result in the displacement of currently
shallow open water habitat. While some open water habitats are valuable and may be critical in
some instances in maintaining fisheries productivity, intertidal marshes are critically important in
maintaining this productivity over time as they provide more food and cover for juvenile fishery
organisms than open water habitats. The potential for the marsh restoration activities to affect
threatened and endangered species was evaluated. No designated or proposed critical habitat
would be affected. None of the federally-listed species identified for Cameron Parish are
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expected to occur in the restoration areas. A contaminants assessment for the proposed Federal
project identified no contaminated sites or sediments in the vicinity.
The proposal for marsh restoration in the SNWR was coordinated with Mr. Donald Voros
(Southwest Louisiana National Wildlife Refuge Complex, (337/598-2216), Mr. Terry Delaine
(Sabine National Wildlife Refuge, (337/558-5574), Mr. Roy Walter (Southwest Louisiana
National Wildlife Refuge Complex, (337/598-2216) and Mr. Darryl Clark (Louisiana Field
Office, (337/291-3111). It was also recommended by the SNWW Interagency Coordination
Team, a group of federal and state agencies which have reviewed impact assessments and
recommended restoration and mitigation measures for the proposed SNWW project.
Furthermore, the marsh restoration measure is included in the Draft Coordination Act Report for
the project, which will be completed shortly.
Based upon the information presented above, we request your concurrence that the
proposed shoreline nourishment is compatible with the major purposes of the SNWR. If you
have any questions, please contact Ms. Janelle Stokes at 409/766-3039.
Sincerely,

Carolyn Murphy
Chief, Environmental Section
Enclosure
CF with enclosure:
Mr. Donald Voros
Complex Manager
Southwest Louisiana National Wildlife Refuge Complex
1425 Highway 27
Bell City, LA 70630
Mr. Terry Delaine
Refuge Manager
Sabine National Wildlife Refuge
7000 Southland Field Rd.
Sulphur, LA 70664

Mr. Roy Walter
Complex Biologist
Southwest Louisiana National Wildlife Refuge Complex
1425 Highway 27
Bell City, LA 70630
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Mr. Darryl Clark
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Louisiana Field Office
646 Cajundome Blvd, Suite 400
Lafayette, LA 70506

02116/2007 09:45 FAX 409 766 3575

141002

NOAA NMFS

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Natianal Oceanic and Atmaspheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SE;RVICE

Southeast Regional Office
263 13th Avenue S.
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701

January 30, 2007
Colonel David C. Weston
District Engineer
Galveston District. COIpS of Engineers
:Department of the Army
P. O. Box 1229

Galveston, Texas 77553-1229
Dear Colonel Weston:

Thank you for your letter of January 23,2007, inviting NOAA's National Marine Fishery
Service (NMFS), Southeast Region, to Barticipate as a cooperating agency in developing
the environmental imEact statement for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Feasibility Study.
The project proposes to implement navigation improvements for the existing 65-mile
long deep draft chcmnel from the Gulf of Mexico to the Port of Beaumont on the Neches
River.
The NMFS Southeast Region accepts the invitation from the Department of the Army to
serve as a cooperating agency on this project. However, due to staffing and travel
funding constraints, our participation may be limited to review and comment on draft
documents, teleconferences, and occasional travel for meetings. I appreciate your request
for NMFS Southeast Region's assistance in the development of this environmental
docwnent. If we may be of further assistance, please contact Mr- Rusty Swafford., of our
Habitat Conservation Division, Galveston field office, at (409) 766-3699.

Sincerely,

~R~
Roy E. Crabtree, Ph.DRegional Administrator
cc:

F/SER46 - Ruebsamen, Swafford
FISER-Keys

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553-1229

February 20, 2007
Environmental Section
Billy Eakin
Regional Manager
Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality
Southwest Regional Office
1301 Gadwell
Lake Charles, LA 70615
Dear Mr. Eakin:
The Galveston District, Corps of Engineers, and our non-federal sponsor, the Jefferson
County Waterway and Navigation District, would like to invite your agency to participate as a
cooperating agency in the development of an Environmental Impact Statement (ElS) for the
Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) Feasibility Study. Navigation improvements are being
proposed for the existing 65-mile long deep draft channel from the Gulf of Mexico to the Port of
Beaumont on the Neches River. Environmental effects are being analyzed for adjacent intertidal
marshes and forested wetlands in a large surrounding area which includes Sabine Pass and
Sabine Lake, adjacent marshes in Texas and Louisiana, tidally influenced portions of the Neches
and Sabine Rivers, and a proposed I3-mile long channel extension in the Gulf of Mexico. The
Draft EIS is currently scheduled for publication in the summer of 2007.
We are required by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations for
Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEP A) (40 CFR Part 1501.6) and
subsequent policy guidance to invite all agencies with 'jurisdiction by law" or who have
"'special expertise with respect to any environmental issue" to participate in the preparation of
our NEPA documents as cooperating agencies. Previously, we understood that inviting your
participation in our SNWW Interagency Coordinating Team informally accomplished the
substance of this requirement. However, we are now required to send agencies a written
invitation to participate as a cooperating agency; those that agree will be identified on the cover
page of the SNWW ElS.
We request that you provide a written response to this invitation. For non-federal
agencies which agree to become a cooperating agency, we will develop a memorandum of
agreement to formalize expected roles and responsibilities. If you should have any questions
regarding this request, please contact Janelle Stokes of my staff at (409) 766-3039.
Sincerely,

~~~
Chief, Environmental Section

Coastal Coordination Council
P.O. Box 12873

•

Austin, Texas 78711-2873 • (800) 998-4GLO.

FAX (512) 475-0680

Chairman
Jerry Patterson
Texas Lanj Commissioner

•
Mt~mbers

J. Robert Brown
Parks & Wildlife Commission
of Texas
JOSI~

Dodier

Te1<BS State Soil & Water
Conservation Board

Ja(:k Hunt
Texas Water Development Board

Vacant
Texas Transpc.rtation Commission

March 1, 2007
Ms. Carolyn Murphy
Chief, Environmental Section
US Army Corps of Engineers
POBox 1229
Galveston, TX 77553-1229

Re:

Cooperating agency for Sabine-Neches Waterway Feasibility Study

Dear Ms. Murphy:
The General Land Office and Coastal Coordination Council agree to become a
cooperating agency for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Feasibility study.

Elizabeth Jones
Railroad Commission of Texas

Robert "Bob" Jones

Currently, Juan Moya and Tammy Brooks serve on the Interagency
Coordination Team and would continue to be the points of contact

Coastal Resident Representative

James R. Matz
Coastal Business Representative

Please contact Juan Moya at (512) 475-3735 or at juan.moya@glo.state.tx.us
and Tammy Brooks at (512
-9212 or at tammy.brooks@glo.state.tx.us.

Mayor Victor Pierson
Coastal Government
Representative

Robert R. Stickney
Sea Grant College Program

John IL. Sullivan
Agriculture Representative

Vacant
Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality

•
Belli Rhame
Council Secretary
Jesse Solis, Jr.
Permit Service Center
Corpus Christi
1-866-894-3578

Allison Buchtien
Permit Service Center
Galveston
1-866-894-7664

ijie Isher
Director of Coastal Stewardship
Coastal Resources Program Area

KATHLEEN BABINEAUX BLANCO
GOVERNOR

~tClte

of Ifiouh3hntct

BRYANT O. HAMMETT. JR.
SECRETARY

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES

March 5, 2007

Ms. Carolyn Murphy, Chief
Environmental Section
Galveston District
United States Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553-1229
RE:

Application Number: EIS for Sabine-Neches Watenvay (SNWW) Feasibility Study

Dear Ms. Murphy:
The professional staff of the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, wishes to be a
cooperating agency and will provide technical review as well as attend meetings and site visits as
necessary.
The Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fishelies seeks to work with you in a facilitative
manner on this and future endeavors. Please do not hesitate to contact me at (225-765-2819)
should you need further assistance.

Si~clty,

~~C-----t-IS3;

c;

IL____

Kyle F. Balkum
Blologist Program Manager
gsb
c:

Venise Ortego, Permits Coordinator
Gretchen Brown, LDWF
Patrick Banks, LDWF
Heather Finley, LDWF
Michael Harbison, LDWF

P.O. BOX 98000 • BATON ROUGE. LOUISIANA 70898-9000 • PHONE (225) 765-2800
AN EQUAL OPPORl1JNITY EMPLOYER

United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
McFaddinffexas Point National Wildlife Refuges
P.O. Box 358
Sabine Pass, TX 77655-0358
(409)971-2909 fax (409)971-2104

March 30, 2007
Carolyn Murphy
Chief, Environmental Section
Department of the Army
Galveston District, Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, TX 77553-1229
Dear Ms. Murphy:
This letter is in reply to your request for a compatibility determination for the beneficial
use of dredged material for shoreline nourishment in the Texas Point National Wildlife
Refuge, Jefferson County, Texas. This is a project that the Fish and Wildlife Service
supports. I will do a compatibility determination on this project. Our compatibility
determinations require a 30-day public review, so I would like to coordinate it with the
public review of the Corps' Environmental Impact Statement that addresses this project
as well. Please keep me informed as to when the EIS will go out for public comment and
I will put the compatibility determination out for public comment at the same time.
If this is not acceptable to you, or you would like to discuss this further, please call me at
(409)971-2909.
Sincerely

0f-J,L~ b~
Dean Bossert
Refuge Manager

United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Division of Ecological Services
17629 EI Camino Real #211
Houston, Texas 77058-3051
281/286-82821 (FAX) 281/488-5882

April 9, 2007

Colonel David C. Weston
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, Galveston District
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553
Dear' Colonel Weston:
This letter supersedes our March 20,2007, letter in response to your request that the Fish and
Wildlife Service (Service) participate as a National Environmental Policy Act (NEP A)
cooperating agency for the Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) Feasibility Study. As your staff
is aware, the Service has participated as an active member of the Interagency Coordination Team
(lCT) for the SNWW study since 2002. As part of the ICT, Service biologists have helped in
mapping important native fish and wildlife areas, determining hydrological parameters for
hydrodynamic/salinity modeling, developing mitigation and beneficial use sites and methods,
and preparing impact assessments.
We welcome the opportunity to continue our participation in NEP A document preparation and
planning for the SNWW project as a cooperating agency. If you have any questions feel free to
contact me or Mr. Phil Glass, staff biologist, at our Clear Lake Field Office.

Sincerely,

Stephen D. Parris
Field Supervisor, Clear Lake ES Field Office
cc:

Carolyn Murphy, Chief, Environmental,

u.s. Army Corps of Engineers, Galveston, TX

TAKE PRIOE':>If:E:: . .~·
INAME.RiCA~

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553-1229
REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF

September 22, 2009

Environmental Section

Ms. Teresa Bruner
Southwest Region Regional Administrator
Federal Aviation Administration
Southwest Region
2601 Meacham Boulevard
Fort Worth, TX 76137-4298

Dear Ms. Bruner:
The US Army Corps of Engineers, Galveston District and the Sabine Neches Navigation
District (non-federal sponsor) are conducting a study of potential navigation improvements to
the Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW). The SNWW is located in Jefferson and Orange
Counties in Texas and Cameron Parish in southwest Louisiana (Figure 1). A preliminary draft
environmental impact statement has identified a Preferred Alternative (PA) that would deepen
the SNWW from the Gulf of Mexico through the jettied channel at Sabine Pass, through the
Port Arthur Canal, Sabine-Neches Canal, and Neches River Channel to the Port of Beaumont
from 40 to 48 feet. Dredged material from deepening and continued maintenance of inland
channel reaches would be placed in 16 existing upland placement areas (PAs) and three marsh
restoration features. Mitigation for unavoidable project impacts would also restore marsh in
five existing degraded marsh areas east of Sabine Lake and the Sabine River.
Upon review of FAA AC 150/5200-33, we have determined that certain components of the
Preferred Alternative (use of existing upland PAs, proposed marsh restoration features, and
marsh mitigation areas) could serve as wildlife attractants. We have mapped the locations of
three local public use airports (the Southeast Texas Regional Airport, the Orange County
Airport, and the Beaumont Municipal Airport) to determine if project features meet or conflict
with minimum separation criteria for potentially hazardous land use practices. Figure 2 shows
the 5,000-foot, 10,000-foot, and the 5-mile range perimeters around the three airports in the
project vicinity. No PAs, marsh restoration features, or marsh mitigation areas are located
within the separation perimeters for the Orange County Airport or the Beaumont Municipal
Airport.
All or portions of four existing upland PAs (PA 18, 21, 23-23A, and 24) are located outside
the 10,000-foot criteria, but partially or wholly within the 5-mile perimeter of the Southeast
Texas Regional Airport; no marsh restoration features or marsh mitigation areas are located
with the 5-mile separation perimeter for this airport (Figure 3). The four upland PAs were
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originally designated for use for the SNWW Navigation Project in 1975, and will be used for
disposal of dredged maintenance material (spoil) on average every four to six years, as they
are now, with the exception ofPA 23A. PA 23A, although designated in 1975, has not been
used recently, but will be used for the improved project. All four PAs provide some habitat
for birds and wildlife species at times between the dredging cycles. No new PAs are
proposed within the separation perimeter.
Based upon the information presented above, we request your review and concurrence that
continued use of these four existing PAs does not constitute a change in land-use and is
compatible with airport operations, and that it is not necessary to submit FAA Form 7460-1 for
this project. If you have any questions regarding the project, please contact Janelle Stokes at
(409) 766-3039.
Sincerely,

~~
Carolyn Murphy
Chief, Environmental Section

Enclosures (3)
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United States Department of Agriculture

r~RCS
Natural Resources Conservation Service
101 South Main Street
Temple, TX 76501

March 16, 2010

ATTN: Carolyn Murphy, Chief
Environmental Section, Department of the Army
Galveston District, Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553-1229
Subject: LNU--Farmland Protection, Draft Environmental Impact Statement
for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement Project
Texas Ocean Dredged Material Disposal Site Designation
Jefferson and Orange Counties, Texas
We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Sabine-Neches Waterway
Channel Improvement Project/Texas Ocean Dredged Material Disposal Site Designation in
Jefferson and Orange Counties, Texas, as outlined in your letter of March 5,2010. This is part
of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) evaluation for the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers.
The soil mapped in the proposed project area is not Important Farmland and is, therefore, exempt
from the FPPA. We have completed a Farmland Conversion Impact Rating (form AD-1006)
indicating the exemption.
We are enclosing the completed AD-I006 for the project indicating the approval status. Thank
you for the resource materials you provided. If you have any questions please contact Micki
Yoder at (254) 742-9826, Fax (254) 742-9859.
Sincerely,

State Conservationist
Enclosure

Helping People Help the Land
An Equal Opportunity Provider and Employer
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.

u.s. Department of Agriculture

FARMLAND CONVERSION IMPACT RATING
PART I

(To be completed by Federal Agency)

Date Of Land Evaluation Request March 5, 2010

Name of Project Proposed Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement
Federal Agency Involved Dept. of the Army-U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Project
Proposed Land Use Texas Ocean Dredged Material Disposal Site

PART II

County and State Jefferson/Orange Counties, Texas

(To be completed by NRCS)

Date Request Received By NRCS March 9, 2010

Does the site contain prime, unique, statewide or local important farmland?
(If no, the FPPA does not apply" do not complete additional parts of this form)

Major Crop(s)

..

Name of Land Evaluation System Used

1

YES

NO

0

Acres Irrigated

Average Farm Size

I2$J

Farmable Land In GovtJurisdiction

Amount of Farmland As Defined in FPPA

Acres:

Acres:

%

Name of State or Local Site Assessment System

%

Date Land Evaluation Returned by NRCS
March 10, 2010

PART III

Altemative Site Rating
Site B
Site C

(To be completed by Federal Agency)

Site A

Site D

A. Total Acres To Be Converted Directly
B. Total Acres To Be Converted Indirectly
C. Total Acres In Site

PART IV

(To be completed by NRCS) Land Evaluation Informa:tion
•.....

.

A. Total Acres PrilT!eAndUriiqueFarmland

•.....
B. Total AcreS Stafewidelmporfant or Locallmportal1fFarmland
C. P~rcent1ige Of Farmland inCouhty Or Local Govt. Unit To Be Converted
......

D. PercentageQf Farmland in Govt. Jurisdiction With Same Or Higher Relative Value
.

.

....

.

PART V.(To be completed by NRCS) Land Evaluation2.riterion
Relative Value of Farmland To Be Converted (Scale of 0 to 100 Points)
(To be completed by Federal Agency) Site Assessment Criteria
(Criteria are explained in 7 CFR 658.5 b. For Corridor project use form NRCS-CPA-106)

PART VI

.•......

<

...•..

Maximum
Points

1. Area In Non-urban Use

(15)

2. Perimeter In Non-urban Use

(10)

3. Percent Of Site Being Farmed

(20)

4. Protection Provided By State and Local Government

(20)

5. Distance From Urban Built-up Area

(15)

6. Distance To Urban Support Services

(15)

7. Size Of Present Farm Unit Compared To Average

(10)

8. Creation Of Non-farmable Farmland

(10)

9. Availability Of Farm Support Services

(5)

10. On-Farm Investments

(20)

11. Effects Of Conversion On Farm Support Services

(10)

12. Compatibility With Existing Agricultural Use

(10)

Site A

Site B

SiteC

Site D

160

TOTAL SITE ASSESSMENT POINTS

PART VII (To be completed by Federal Agency)
Relative Value Of Farmland (From Part V)

100

Total Site Assessment (From Part VI above or local site assessment)

160

TOTAL POINTS (Total of above 2 lines)

260
Was A Local Site Assessment Used?

Site Selected:

Date Of Selection

YES

0

NO

0

Reason For Selection:

Name of Federal agency representative completing this form:

(See Instructions on reverse side)

I Date:
Form AD-1006 (03-02)

United States Department of Agriculture

~NRCS
Natural Resources Conservation Service
101 South Main Street
Temple, Texas 76501-7602
Telephone: 254-742-9800 Fax: 254-742-9819

January 14, 2010

Ms. Janelle Stokes
Department of the Army
Galveston District, Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553-1229
Dear Ms. Stokes:
We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Sabine-Neches Waterway
Channel Improvement Project, Southeast Texas and Southwest Louisiana and the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement
Project, Texas Ocean Dredged Material Disposal Site, as outlined in your letter of December 16,
2009. This is part of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) evaluation for the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers. We are unable to evaluate the proposed areas as required by the
Farmland Protection Policy Act (FPPA) until exact locations are identified.
Please find enclosed a Jefferson and Orange Counties Prime Farmland Site Map and a Jefferson
and Orange Counties Hydric Rating. If there are other soils criteria needed please let us know
and we will send those as well.
If you have any questions, please contact Micki Yoder, state resources inventory coordinator, at
(254)-742-9826; Fax (254)-742-9859.
Sincerely,

State Conservationist
Enclosure

Helping People Help the Land
An Equal Opportunity Provider and Employer

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553-1229

March 4, 2010
Environmental Section

Mr. Donald W. Gohmert
State Conservationist
Natural Resources Conservation Service
101 South Main Street
Temple, Texas 76501-7602

Dear Mr. Gohmert,
As requested by your letter of January 14, 2010, we are hereby providing additional
information on the precise location of Tentatively Recommended Plan features for the SabineNeches Waterway Channel Improvement Project, Southeast Texas and Southwest Louisiana. A
map is enclosed that locates the navigation channel, placement areas and marsh restoration areas
relative to hydric soils and prime farmland in the study area (Enclosure 1). All of the project
features are located within existing waterways, unclassified areas, or in hydric soil areas with the
exception of 49 acres in proposed Placement Area (PA) 24A, which is classified as “Prime
Farmland Soil When Drained.”
We have completed Form AD-1006 (Farmland Conversion Impact Rating) and the site
has received a total Part VI point score of 37 (Enclosure 2). Neither the site nor the areas around
it are currently being farmed, and it is adjacent to urban areas and an existing leveed PA. We are
proposing to convert the 49 acres to a leveed PA for the containment of dredged material from
the adjacent Sabine-Neches Waterway Navigation Channel.
We request your evaluation of the proposed action’s impacts as required under the
Farmland Protection Policy Act. If you have any questions, please contact Ms. Janelle Stokes at
409/766-3039.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Murphy
Chief, Environmental Section
CF
Micki Yoder, NRCS

United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance
1001 Indian School Road NW, Suite 348
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87104

ER 10/32
File 9043.1
February 5, 2010

Via Electronic Mail
Janelle Stokes
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Galveston District
PO Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553-1229
Subject:

Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel
Improvement Project, Texas and Louisiana

Dear Ms. Stokes:
The U.S. Department of the Interior has reviewed the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Galveston
District’s Draft Feasibility Study (DFS) and Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for
the proposed Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement Project. The Corps proposes to
deepen and maintain, for 50-years, the existing 64-mile-long by 40 feet-deep inland SabineNeches channel to 48 feet-deep with 4 feet of additional advanced and overburden dredging (52
feet-deep total), deepen the existing Sabine-Neches Gulf of Mexico channel from 42 feet-deep to
50-feet-deep with 4 feet of additional advanced and overburden dredging (54 feet-deep total),
and dredge a 13.2 mile-long new Gulf of Mexico channel 54-feet-deep by 700-feet-wide.
Existing channel widths of 400 to 500 feet-wide for the inland reach and 700 feet-wide for the
Gulf reach will not be changed.
Project benefits include more efficient vessel loading/off-loading and reduced navigation delays
by accommodating larger vessels. In order to compensate for environmental impacts to fish,
wildlife and wetland resources, the project includes beneficial use (BU) of dredged material in a
Dredged Material Management Plan (DMMP) in Texas, beneficial use at the Louisiana Point and
Texas Point Gulf shorelines, and BU and compensatory mitigation in the form of marsh
restoration using dredged material on Sabine National Wildlife Refuge and in marshes north of
Black Bayou, LA.
We reviewed the information provided, and offer the following comments in accordance with
provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 (83 Stat. 852; 42 U.S.C.
4321 et seq.), the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 (87 Stat. 884, as amended; 16 U.S.C.
1531 et seq.), the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (40 Stat. 755, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 703 et seq.),
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Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA) (54 Stat. 250, as amended, 16 U.S.C. 668a-d),
and the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA) (48 Stat. 401, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 661 et
seq.).
The draft Feasibility Report and DEIS provide an excellent description of fish and wildlife
resources within the study area, the purpose and need for the proposed action, program
objectives, critical needs and opportunities, and potential risks and uncertainties.
Implementation of the greater than $1.2 billion, 50-year Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel
Improvement Project (SNWW CIP) would increase economic shipping efficiency by deepening
the existing channel to allow larger vessels (primarily crude oil) to access and dock at the ports
of Port Arthur and Beaumont. The Sabine-Neches Waterway (SNWW) provides 12% of the
nation’s crude oil transportation and an average of 141 million tons of shipping per year (20042006). Larger vessels must lighter their loads in the Gulf of Mexico and are prevented from twoway traffic in inland parts of the Sabine-Neches waterway. These practices cause transportation
delays and increased costs.

1

The Galveston District established an Interagency Coordination Team (ICT) composed of
Federal and state agency representatives from Texas and Louisiana to review the SNWW CIP’s
environmental impacts and recommend BU and mitigation. The Louisiana and Clear Lake Texas
Ecological Services Field Offices represented the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on that ICT.
The Corps and the ICT evaluated over 120 different combinations of depths (from 43 to 55 feetdeep) and widths. Three alternatives were carried forward after the analysis: the no-action
alternative, a deepening and widening alternative, and the preferred alternative. In the no-action
alternative, it is assumed that the SNWW enlargement would not be implemented and the
existing shipping delays would continue. Channel dredging and disposal activities, including
existing beneficial use projects, would continue in accordance with the current Federal standard.
The Preferred alternative would increase the existing SNWW channel depth by 12 feet in the
inland and Gulf channels (52 feet and 54 feet respectively), including advanced and overdraft
dredging.
Specific Comments
DEIS 2.4.2 Dredged Material Placement Areas, Page 2-45; 2.4.2.2 DMMP Beneficial Use
Features, Page 2-46; 5.5 Recommended Mitigation Plan, Pages 5-21 to 5-26 – The FWS
recommends the creation of an interagency work group (i.e., Interagency Coordination Team)
during post-authorization planning, and continue the work group through the detailed planning
and construction phases. The work group would execute important design, inspection, and
monitoring functions for habitat creation features.
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The FWS recommends that the Corps implement a DMMP BU and mitigation monitoring
program to consist of aerial photography interpretation, elevation, and vegetation surveys to be
conducted periodically during the project life to ensure that the BU and mitigation is successful
at offsetting project impacts during the project life. In addition, the FWS recommends the
creation and implementation of an invasive species control plan that addresses both invasive
flora and fauna in the project area.
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DEIS 2.4.2 Dredged Material Placement Areas, Pages 2-45 to 2-46; 5.0 Mitigation Plan, Pages
5-20 to 5-26 - SNWW Dredged Material Management Plan (DMMP) that will use dredged
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material from the SNWW channel beneficially, restoring 3,190 acres of marshes adjacent to the
lower Neches River and 337 acres at the Texas Point Gulf shoreline, for a net + 3,280 acres (+
656 AAHUs) benefit in Texas. Louisiana Point Gulf shoreline beneficial use with dredged
maintenance material from the SNWW CIP (+ 337 acres), BU and compensatory mitigation [+
2,783 acres (1,181 AAHUs] yields a net + 2,429 acres (+ 22 AAHUs) in Louisiana. We concur
that the beneficial use and compensatory mitigation fully compensates for predicted SNWW CIP
impacts to wetlands within the project area.
In accordance with the January 2003 Partnership Agreement for Water Resources and Fish and
Wildlife between the FWS and the Corps, sufficient continuous funding should be provided to
the FWS to fulfill our responsibilities under Section 2(b) of the FWCA throughout postauthorization planning and evaluation for individual beneficial use projects. Accordingly, to
ensure that optimum fish and wildlife resource benefits are achieved, the FWS will continue to
work closely with the Corps and the States of Louisiana and Texas throughout the plan
implementation process as a member of the ICT during the detailed design and implementation
phase. Our findings and recommendations for each of the mitigation projects approved for
implementation will be provided in draft and final supplements to this DEIS under the authority
of the FWCA. Fulfillment of Section 7 of the ESA of 1973 (87 Stat. 884, as amended; 16 U.S.C.
1531 et seq.) responsibilities would also be accomplished at that time.
DEIS 3.12 Threatened and Endangered Species, Pages 3-94 to 3-95 – The FWS actively
participated in the development and review of the Biological Assessment of the SNWW’s effects
on threatened and endangered species. In the FWS’s March 22, 2007, letter, the FWS Lafayette,
Louisiana, Field Office concurred with the Corps’ determination that the SNWW CIP project
would not be likely to adversely affect the threatened Louisiana black bear (Ursus americanus
luteolus), endangered West Indian manatee (Trichechus manatus), endangered brown pelican
(Pelecanus occidentalis), endangered interior least tern (Sterna antillarum), endangered redcockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealis), threatened bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), and
threatened piping plover (Charadrius melodus), and its designated critical habitat in Louisiana.
Minor project revisions would not result in additional effects to those species beyond what was
already considered; therefore our determinations remain unchanged.
Brown pelicans (Pelecanus occidentalis) occur throughout the study area and are currently
known to nest on Rabbit Island in Calcasieu Lake in southwestern Louisiana. Although no
brown pelican nesting sites are known to occur within the proposed project area, they may
occasionally use portions of the project area that contain suitable habitat (i.e., Sabine Pass
Channel, Louisiana Point) for feeding and/or loafing. The brown pelican was officially removed
from the List of Endangered and Threatened Species on December 17, 2009. For additional
information please refer to the following links:
http://www.fws.gov/home/feature/2009/pdf/brownpelicanfinaldelisting11-10-09_to_OFR.pdf
http://www.fws.gov/home/feature/2009/pdf/brown_pelicanfactsheet09.pdf.
Although the brown pelican was officially removed from the List of Endangered and Threatened
Species, it continues to be protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA).
Accordingly, the FWS recommends all activity in Louisiana occurring within 2,000 feet of a
brown pelican rookery be restricted to the non-nesting period (i.e., September 15 through March
31). However, nesting periods vary considerably among Louisiana’s brown pelican colonies, so
it is possible that this activity window could be altered based upon the dynamics of the individual
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colony. The Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries’ Fur and Refuge Division should
be contacted to obtain the most current information about the nesting chronology of individual
brown pelican colonies. In Texas, the FWS recommends all activity occurring within 1,000 feet
of a brown pelican rookery be restricted to the non-nesting season.
The bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) occurs throughout the study area. Since bald eagles
often nest and forage on river channels and reservoirs, steps should be taken to determine
whether bald eagles may be nesting within or near the project area. While the bald eagle was
officially removed from the List of Endangered and Threatened Species on July 9, 2007, it is still
afforded protection under the MBTA and the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act.
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Twenty-three species, including cormorants, pelicans, herons, egrets, spoonbills, gulls, terns, and
skimmers, regularly nest in large numbers along the Texas and Louisiana coasts, frequently on
both natural and manmade bay islands. The Texas Colonial Waterbird Census indicates that
there are 25 documented rookery sites, with an estimated 2,835 nesting pairs annually since
1995, located within the study area. Colonial waterbirds are an important wildlife resource along
the Gulf Coast and in the project area because of their abundance, their economic significance to
the tourism industry, and their status as indicators of aquatic ecosystem health.
In recent years, the majority of successful Texas colonies have been located on islands wholly or
partially maintained by dredged material. The FWS recommends using project-dredged material
to construct a 2-to 12-acre, colonial waterbird nesting island located at least 1 mile from the
shore in Sabine Lake. This island should include a sloping sand beach protected by a rock
breakwater. The FWS can assist in the final design, location and management of the island.
DEIS 4.0 Environmental Consequences, Pages 4-1 to 4-81 – Salinity and water level
hydrodynamic and Wetland Value Assessment models, reviewed and approved by the ICT,
predicted a loss of 691 acres [-1,709 Average Annual Habitat Units (AAHUs)] and – 247 acres (412 AAHUs) for Louisiana and Texas wetlands adjacent to Sabine Lake over the 50-year project
life. Beneficial use and compensatory mitigation plans were developed by the ICT to
compensate for these losses.
DEIS 4.11.2 Marine; 4.11.2.1.2 Preferred Alternative, Page 4-70 – If oyster reefs are
encountered during project implementation, the Galveston Corps should replace any reefs
damaged by the project on a 1:1 basis with suitable bottoms within Sabine Pass or in the
southern portion of Sabine Lake. Oyster habitat mitigation should be accomplished concurrently
with channel construction, and should consist of at least a 1-foot thick layer of shell or suitable
cultch material (i.e., limestone or fly-ash rock), and should be followed up at one (1) year postconstruction with bottom profiling survey and grab sampling to insure adequate relief (minimum
average 0.5 feet above bay and pass bottom) and oyster spat coverage. This mitigation is not
needed if no Sabine Lake or Pass oyster habitat is disturbed by project features.
DEIS 5.5 Recommended Mitigation Plan, Pages 5-21 to 5-26 - The FWS concurs with Willow
Bayou Unit mitigation Alternative "B," restoring marsh on the Sabine NWR through dedicated
dredging of material from Sabine Lake and placing that material in open water areas on that
Refuge north of the Willow Bayou Canal. However if Alternative "B" should not prove viable,
the FWS recommends that Alternative "C," beneficial use of new work material from the
SNWW, be used to restore marsh on Sabine NWR, or the rock breakwater shoreline stabilization
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measures, or Sabine NWR terracing measures be implemented as long as the acres
protected/restored and AAHUs gained fully compensate for project impacts.
The FWS recommends that the Corps construct the Sabine-Neches project mitigation at the same
time as waterway enlargement construction is performed and that the Corps require protective
easements on privately owned lands where Sabine-Neches BU and mitigation is to be performed
to ensure that the habitat restoration and enhancement work is not compromised by future
development activities.
The FWS recommends the construction of tidal creek channels (or trenasses) at least 10 feetwide and 2 feet-deep in the restored marsh, 6 months to a year, if necessary, after disposal in
order to return the area to natural hydrology for tidal movement and estuarine aquatic organism
access to the restored marshes. The tidal creeks could be constructed by tracking marsh buggy
track-hoes, or similar equipment, over proposed creek channel routes. The dredged material
pipeline for marsh restoration (i.e., Willow Bayou and Black Bayou Units mitigation) should be
placed in existing canals and waterways to the greatest extent practicable to minimize marsh
damage.
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DEIS 5.51 Willow Bayou Mitigation, Table 5.5-1 Recommended Mitigation Plan, Page 5-22 The FWS recommends that the Corps review their calculations for volumes of dredged material
needed to achieve the listed Louisiana mitigation and questions whether the Corps would be able
to achieve the degree of marsh restoration depicted in the recommended mitigation plan with
unconfined placement of dredged material.
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The FWS recommends that the Sabine Lake borrow area be located at least 1,000 feet westward
of the eastern Sabine Lake shoreline to minimize borrow area shoreline impacts. The Corps
should acquire a refuge Special Use Permit from the Sabine NWR (Don Voros, Manager,
Southwest Louisiana Refuges Complex, 1428 Hwy 27, Bell City, LA 70630; 337-598-2216) to
coordinate the final planning for the dedicated dredging marsh restoration mitigation on Sabine
NWR.
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DEIS 5.2.2 Agency Participation, Page 154 – The FWS will provide a revised FWCA Report in
February 2010, which will provide additional recommendations. Many of the FWS’s draft
SNWW FWCA recommendations have been addressed in the DFR and DEIS.
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Comments from the National Park Service
The potential environmental impacts that are of concern to Big Thicket National Preserve are
that a deeper channel in Sabine Lake and the Neches River will increase the influence of Gulf
tides, increase salinity, and raise water surface elevation at Preserve lands within the study area,
leading to degradation of freshwater marsh, bottomland hardwood forest habitat, and salinity
effects to cypress-tupelo swamps. The effects of the deeper channel, in concert with potential
reductions in freshwater in-flows from the Neches River during times of subsistence or dry base
flow (i.e., drought) could cause damage to salinity-intolerant species including tupelo trees and
benthic macroinvertebrates.
Big Thicket National Preserve acquired lands by donation from The Conservation Fund in April
2009 (http://www.conservationfund.org/news/big_thicket_land_gift) including approximately
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6,000 acres of cypress-tupelo swamp, bottomland hardwood forest, and freshwater marsh that lie
below the Saltwater Barrier, at the upper margins of the project study area. The new Preserve
lands, which are not identified anywhere in the DEIS as being part of the Preserve, are referred
to in the DEIS as hydrologic units "TX-1 North Neches River" and "TX-2 Neches-Lake Bayou."
Preserve lands comprise much of these two units, mainly on the east side of the Neches River,
extending south to Interstate Highway 10 (I-10). The DEIS notes severely stressed marshes,
marsh subsidence, and wetland loss in the Neches River reach between Sabine Lake and I-10,
directly adjacent to the Preserve. Our concern is that the Preserve may become the new frontline
separating intact and degraded systems, or that worsening conditions and wetland loss may
spread northward and engulf areas of Big Thicket National Preserve.
Areas of the Preserve would be influenced by the proposed project according to analysis in the
DEIS: the Hydrodynamic-Salinity model (Table 4.6-3) forecasts an increase in salinity in the
upper Neches River from 0.1 ppt to 0.26 ppt under low flow conditions; salinities in the cypresstupelo swamps in the upper Neches reaches are predicted to increase by 0.3 ppt; and surface
water elevations are expected to increase an average of 0.8 inch in the upper reaches of the
Neches River due to greater tidal influence. These conditions have the potential to reduce
primary productivity in Preserve freshwater marsh habitat, reducing biomass, and leading to
eventual submergence and loss.
We would like to see discussion of how the channel deepening would affect the magnitude of
tidal and storm surge from Tropical storms, greater consideration for mitigation measures to
prevent long-term and short-term increases in salinity in the Neches River and adjacent
freshwater marsh habitat, and modeling of salinities and freshwater inflows for dry base flow and
subsistence flow conditions that are described in the Sabine and Neches Rivers and Sabine Lake
Bay, Basin and Bay Expert Science Team Environmental Flows Recommendations Report
(November 2009).
On page 3-148 Big Thicket National Preserve should be described as 106,684 acres, and being in
portions of seven counties in southeast Texas (Hardin, Jefferson, Orange, Tyler, Polk, Jasper,
and Liberty). Throughout the document, Preserve lands should be represented on maps and
figures that show refuges and other conservation lands. Additionally, the DEIS was apparently
sent to the Preserve at a pre-Hurricane Rita address that is no longer in use. Please send future
correspondence to:
Todd W. Brindle, Superintendent
Big Thicket National Preserve
6044 FM 420
Kountze, TX 77625
If you have any questions or if we can be of any further assistance in providing maps or other
information, please contact David Roemer, Chief of Resources Management, Big Thicket
National Preserve, at (409) 951-6820.
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We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft SNWW CIP DFR and DEIS. If your
staff has questions regarding our comments, please feel free to contact me at (505) 563-3572.
Sincerely,

Stephen R. Spencer
Regional Environmental Officer

cc:

Barbara Keeler, EPA Region 6, Dallas, TX
Richard Hartman, NOAA/NMFS, Baton Rouge, LA
Kyle Balkum, LDWF, Baton Rouge, LA
Natural Heritage Program, LDWF, Baton Rouge, LA
David Fruge, Louisiana Office of Coastal Protection and Restoration, Baton Rouge, LA
Greg Ducote, Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, Baton Rouge, LA

Mr. Stephen R. Spencer
Regional Environmental Officer
U.S. Department of the Interior
Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance
1001 Indian School Road NW, Suite 348
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87104
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Comment
No.
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11
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Response
Thank you for your comment.
If the proposed project is approved, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) would continue
working with the existing Interagency Coordination Team (ICT) during preconstruction, engineering,
and design (PED), construction and operation of the project. Specific ICT involvement relative to the
design, inspection and monitoring of beneficial use (BU) features and mitigation measures are
described in the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement Project (SNWW CIP) Mitigation
and Beneficial Use Monitoring Plan (Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) Appendix J).
FEIS Appendix J presents the SNWW CIP Mitigation and Beneficial Use Monitoring Plan. The
frequency and periodicity of aerial photography and interpretation and vegetation surveys are
specified in the plan. Construction contracts would ensure that elevations appropriate for marsh
survival are achieved by the initial construction. The plan includes monitoring and control of
invasive, noxious and/or exotic plants.
The FEIS has been revised to note that the USFWS concurs that the beneficial use features and
compensatory mitigation fully compensate for predicted SNWW CIP impacts.
USACE looks forward to continuing our work with the USFWS throughout post authorization
planning. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Coordination Act Report (CAR) is presented
in FEIS Appendix A3.
The FEIS sections on Endangered Species impacts and coordination have been revised to note that
minor project revisions subsequent to the original coordination do not change the March 22, 2007
determination.
The threatened and endangered species section of the FEIS will be updated to reflect the fact that the
brown pelican was officially removed from the List of Endangered and Threatened Species on
December 17, 2009.
Draft EIS (DEIS) Section 7.7 (Migratory Bird Treaty Act and Migratory Bird Conservation Act)
states that construction contracts will include instructions to avoid impacts to migratory birds
(including brown pelicans) and their nests from all activities related to the SNWW CIP. During the
preparation of plans and specifications, USACE will check with designated state agencies to obtain
the most current information about nesting colonies. All construction activity in Louisiana occurring
within 2000 ft of a brown pelican rookery will be restricted to the non-nesting period. In Texas, all
activity occurring within 1,000 feet of a rookery will be restricted to the non-nesting season.
During the preparation of plans and specifications, USACE will check with state and federal agencies
to obtain the most current information about bald eagle nests in the SNWW CIP construction areas.
Creation of a bird island in Sabine Lake using dredged material from the proposed SNWW CIP was
evaluated and eliminated from consideration when the cost was found to be about $ 2 million higher
than the use of existing placement areas, and since no non-Federal sponsor has been identified to
share the incremental cost (see DEIS Section 2.5.3.1).
USACE concurs that project impacts, as determined by the Wetland Value Assessment (WVA)
model and reviewed by the ICT, are a predicted loss of 691 acres (-1709 AAHUs) in Louisiana and a
loss of 247 acres (-412 Average Annual Habitat Units [AAHUs]) in Texas, prior to application of BU
feature benefits and compensatory mitigation (See DEIS Table 2.4-16 and Section 4.1.4.1)
FEIS Section 4.11.2.1.2 evaluates the potential for impacts to oyster reef by the proposed SNWW
CIP. No impacts to oyster reef are anticipated in Sabine Pass because the channel is not being
widened and no slumping is expected at the top of cut. No impacts to oyster reef in Sabine Lake are
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anticipated because salinities are generally too low to support spat growth, as confirmed by recent
survey. Furthermore, as stated in FEIS Section ES.5 and Section 5.5.1, USACE has proposed that a
water bottom survey of the borrow and access channel areas in Sabine Lake be conducted during the
preconstruction engineering and design (PED) phase of the project. In the unlikely event that oyster
reef is encountered, plans will be revised to avoid impacts.
The FEIS has been revised to note that the USFWS concurs with the selected Willow Bayou
mitigation plan, which would use material from the dedicated dredging of Sabine Lake. If the
proposed SNWW ICT is approved, USACE would continue consultation with the ICT (which
includes USFWS) during the PED phase to perform and evaluate geotechnical analyses of the
proposed source material.
USACE plans to construct the proposed Willow Bayou, Black Bayou East and first phase of Black
Bayou West concurrently with proposed channel deepening. The remaining 5 phases of the Black
Bayou West mitigation measure would be completed over approximately the next 30 years in
conjunction with maintenance dredging of the Sabine River Channel. The Black Bayou East and
West mitigation measures are located on private property. USACE has determined that conservation
easements are not required because all restored areas would remain jurisdictional wetlands and would
continue to be subject to the navigational servitude (Feasibility Report [FR] Section VIII.E).
The FEIS Section 5.5.1 description of proposed mitigation measures includes tidal creek channels, as
recommended by USFWS. USACE will consult with the ICT (which includes USFWS) during PED
to minimize impacts to existing marsh during construction of the mitigation measures.
As recommended, USACE has reviewed our calculations for volumes of dredged material required
for Louisiana mitigation measures, and it has been determined that the calculations are sufficient for
the feasibility level of design.
FEIS Section 5.5.1 states that the borrow trench would be located at least 1000 feet from the SNWR
shoreline, and that the exact location of the trench would be determined in consultation with the ICT
(which includes USFWS) during PED. USACE has requested a compatibility determination from the
SNWR for the proposed Willow Bayou mitigation area.
The USFWS's revised CAR, dated March 2010, is presented in FEIS Appendix A-3. USACE
responses to the CAR are presented in the same appendix.
Potential impacts of the deeper navigation channel to hydrounits containing the newly acquired areas
of the Big Thicket National Preserve downstream of the Neches River Saltwater Barrier were
evaluated by ERDC's Hydrodynamic Salinity modeling (HS model) (Brown and Stokes 2009). This
modeling, summarized in FEIS Section 4.1, incorporated Year 2060 future flow projections that are
based upon assumptions of the 2007 Texas State Water Plan and projected effects of relative sea level
rise. As described in FEIS Sections 4.1.2.2, Table 4.1-1, and Section 4.6.3.2.2, no project impacts are
expected during median or low flows.
The new preserve lands were acquired by the National Park Service (NPS) during the final
preparation of the DEIS, and thus were not identified in that document. See response to comment 19
concerning potential for proposed SNWW CIP to affect these areas of the Big Thicket National
Preserve.
See response to comment 19 above.
A sensitivity analysis using the ADCIRC model was performed to determine what effect the proposed
SNWW CIP might have on surge levels in the study area (Wamsley et al., 2010).The results of this
analysis are presented in FR Chapter VIII, FEIS Section 4.1.5. Given the fact that impacts of the
proposed SNWW CIP are related primarily to salinity intrusion, extensive efforts have already been
made to identify effective mitigation measures that could minimize or eliminate the projected
increase in salinity. The results of this effort are presented in FEIS Section 5.4.1.1. The HS modeling
performed for this study by ERDC employed a state-of-the-art model to evaluate potential salinity
impacts for both median and low flows, and the technical adequacy of the HS modeling has been
sustained by Agency Technical Review (ATR) and Independent External Peer Review (IEPR).
USACE believes that further HS modeling is not warranted.
The acreage of the Big Thicket National Preserve has been changed to reflect this updated
information. Text has been changed to clarify that Big Thicket National Preserve is located within
portions of Hardin and Orange counties, Texas in the vicinity of the study area.
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New preserve lands have been included in FR/FEIS maps, and are discussed in FR (Chapter 1,
Sensitive Areas), FEIS Section 3.9.2, and FEIS Appendix C, Section 1.5.1.
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The mail list has been updated to reflect this information.

TEXAS

GENERAL LAND OFFiCE
JERRY PATTERSON, COMMISSIONER

February 8, 2010
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P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553-1229
RE:

Sabine Neches Waterway Improvement Project

Dear Col Weston:
The proposed project consists of the deepening and expanding of navigation channels in the Sabine Neches
Waterway and placement of the associated dredge material. Based on the information contained in the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement and the Feasibility Report, much of the proposed dredging and dredge material
placement is located on state owned submerged lands.
The General Land Office (GLO) and School Land Board are responsible for managing and authorizing the use
of state owned submerged land dedicated to the Permanent School Fund. While Navigational Servitude covers
the project and no lease or easement will be required, there may be impacts that the GLO will need to address.
Based on a review of the project, there appear to be multiple pipelines with easements authorizing their
placement on state owned submerged land that will be impacted. Also the project may impact current mineral
leases and future mineral leases on state land that are managed by the GLO.
The GLO is requesting an additional 90 days (until May 10, 2010) to review the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement to determine the impact the project will have on state mineral leases and pipeline easements, and
other possible impacts from the project. The GLO has also been contacted by representatives for the pipeline
operators who will be impacted by this project and who are also seeking additional time to evaluate this
proposal. This seems like a reasonable request given the amount of state owned submerged land that will be
impacted by the project. After a complete review, the GLO may have additional comments and concerns about
the project.
If you have any questions concerning this request, please contact Deputy Commissioner Rene D. Truan at (512)
463-5200 or bye-mail atrene.truan@glo.state.tx.us .
'ncerely,

--'".

n
\~
.-

YPA TERSON
C mmissioner, Texas General Land Office
CC:

Larry Laine, General Land Office
Rene Truan, General Land Office
Janelle Stokes, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Stephen F. Austin Building· 1700 North Congress Avenue· Austin, Texas 78701-1495
Post Office Box 12873 • Austin, Texas 78711-2873
512-463-5001 • 800-998-4GLO
www.glo.state.tx.us
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Mr. Jerry Patterson
Commissioner
Texas General Land Office
Stephen F. Austin Building
1700 North Congress Avenue
Austin, TX 78701-1495
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Comment
No.
1

Response
The comment period was extended an additional 30 days to March 12, 2010.

MUNIOIPAL· INDUSTRIAL· AGffiOUI.Jl'URAL WATER

February 18, 2010

Ms. Janelle Stokes
Galveston District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
CESWG-PE-PR
P. O. Box 1229
Galveston, TX 77553
RE:

Resolution Concerning the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Project

Dear Ms. Stokes:
The attached Resolution supporting the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Project was approved
by the Board of Directors at its February 16, 2010 meeting. Please call me at 409-892-4011 if
you have any questions or if you need additional information.

Yours very truly,

Scott Hall, P .E.
General Manager

Office Location 7850 Eastex Freeway, Beaumont, Texas 77708-2815· (409) 892-4011
Mailing Address P.O. Box 5117, Beaumont, Texas 77726-5117· FAX (409) 898-2468
Internet Address· http://www.lnva.dst.tx.us

STATE OF TEXAS

§

COUNTY OF JEFFERSON

§

LOWER NECHES
VALLEY AUTHORITY

BE IT REMEMBERED at a meeting of BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE LOWER
NECHES VALLEY AUTHORITY held on the 16th day of February, 2010, on motion made by
K Q -t h , e e f'l J a c Ii $at\ and seconded by Director d 0 rdaf\ 1?-4!~ H.
, the
Director
following Resolution was adopted:

Resolution Concerning the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Project
WHEREAS, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), in concert with SabineNeches Navigation District has proposed a project to deepen the Sabine-Neches Waterway; and
WHEREAS, USACE has prepared a study analyzing the feasibility and environmental
impacts of the proposed improvement to the Sabine-Neches Waterway that serves the ports of
Beaumont and PortArthur, Texas and the proposed improvements reasonably accommodate
environmental concerns; and
WHEREAS, the USACE study clearly demonstrates the necessity for these
improvements to provide a safe and efficient waterway that will accommodate the current and
future needs of our ports and industry; and
WHEREAS, the project is also critical for the National Defense, and the proposed
improvements are clearly cost effective and will enable our ports to facilitate the handling of
vital military cargo; and
WHEREAS, the project would provide a positive economic benefit and would benefit
the people of Jefferson County, the State of Texas, and many States beyond our region;
NOW THEREFORE, be it resolved that the Board of Directors of the LOWER
NECHES VALLEY AUTHORITY urge all elected officials and citizens to support this project
and the adoption of the plan for these improvements as proposed.
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Corps affirm its plan and submit the plan
to its headquarters for finalization.

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Lower Neches Valley Authority Board of Directors
this 16 day of February, 2010.
th

~dtz""'"'~
CZV-~ ~
President ............
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Secretary

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 6
1445 ROSS AVENUE, SUITE 1200
DALLAS, TX 75202-2733

Mr. Dolan Dunn
Chief, Planning, Environmental &
Regulatory Division
New Orleans District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 60267
New Orleans, LA 70160-0267
Dear Mr. Dunn:
In accordance with our responsibilities under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the Council on Environmental Quality
regulations for implementing NEPA, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 6
office in Dallas, Texas, has completed its review of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DElS) for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement Project, Southeast Texas and
Southwest Louisiana and the DEIS for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement
Project, Texas Ocean Dredged Material Disposal Sites Designation.

EPA rates the OEIS as "LO", i.e., EPA has a "Lack of Objections" to the proposed action
described in the DEIS. EPA has enclosed detailed comments for further consideration in the
development of the Final EIS and asks that these comments be responded to in that document.
Our rating of this DEIS will be published in the Federal Register according to our
responsibility under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act to inform the public of our views on
proposed Federal actions. If you have any questions, please contact me at
(214) 665-7451 or bye-mail at jansky.michael@epa.gov.
EPA appreciates the opportunity to review the DEIS. Please send our office two copies
of the Final EIS when it is sent to the Office of Federal Activities, EPA (Mail Code 2252A), Ariel
Rios Building, 1200 Pennsylvania Ave, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20460.

Cathy Gilmore, Chief
Office of Planning
and Coordination 6ENXP
Enclosure

Internet Address (URL) • http://www.epa.gov
RecycledIRecyclable • Printed wHh Vegetable Oil Based Inks on Recycled Paper (Minimum 25% Postconsumer)
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DETAILED COMMENTS

ON THE
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE
SABINE NECHES WATERWAY CHANNEL

IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
SOUTHEAST TEXAS AND SOUTHWEST LOUISIANA

The Region 6 Office of the EPA has reviewed the DEIS and Draft Feasibility Report
prepared by the Galveston District of the Corps for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel
Improvement Project. We currently have only one outstanding issue to raise which is that the Draft
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Coordination Action Report is pending and the results of that report
should be used to make any necessary adjustments to the mitigation and dredged material disposal
plans for the tentatively selected plan.
Five years ago, EPA Region 6 set up a NEP A Cooperating Agency agreement with the
Galveston Corps District for this project. The Corps was starting feasibility studies on a channel
expansion and they knew that, in addition to options for widening and deepening, they would look
at extending the channel.out into the Gulf for 13-17 more miles. That distance would make it
expensive to transport material to the four existing Ocean Dredged Material Disposal Sites
. (ODMDS) and they might propose an additional four more ODMDS's further out and along the
expanded channel.
EPA Region 6 and the Galveston District Corps set up a process whereby the Corps'
channel improvement DEIS (which would involve a new DMMP devised by an interagency team)
would contain an appendix that would essentially be a stand alone ODMDS DEIS, including a Site
Management and Monitoring Plan (SMMP). As a NEP A Cooperating Agency and a member of
the Interagency Coordination Team and various sub-committees, Region 6 could direct the analyses
for the ODMDS work. The thought was that if the Corps did the analyses and NEPA
documentation as we instructed, the Region could then basically take a "ready to go" NEPA
document prepared by the Corps, make any revisions as necessary, publish it as an EPA ODMDS
DEIS (if necessary), and follow with EPA rulemaking. This could optimize project planning and
public involvement, as well as making effective use of federal funding.
As a member of the interagency team, Region 6 worked for several years on the dredged
material disposal plan (DMMP), beneficial use (BU) options, salinity change analyses, and wetland .
mitigation issues. The Region has followed the development and analysis of project alternatives.
We support the project planning process that was used, which included an evaluation of
non-structural alternatives and which applied the principles of Regional Sediment Management in
evaluating alternatives and in developing the DMMP for the tentatively selected plan.
The tentatively recommended plan would result in an estimated 98 million cubic yards of
new work dredged material and 650 million cubic yards of maintenance material over the 50-year
period of analysis. Disposal of this material would be managed in accordance with the new
DMMP, which is described in these documents. The DMMP includes an extensive BU plan that
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would direct the use of both new work and maintenance dredged material to restore degraded
marshes and to nourish Gulf shorelines.
BU features of the DMMP (Neches River and Gulf shoreline features) would minimize and
offset all direct and indirect marsh impacts in Texas by creating 2,853 acres of emergent marsh
vegetation, improving 871 acres of open water habitat, and nourishing 1,234 acres of existing
marsh. Therefore, no compensatory mitigation is proposed to offset projected wetland impacts
from the tentatively selected plan in Texas. Unavoidable losses to marshes in Louisiana are fully
mitigated, according to WV A analyses, by marsh creation in the Willow Bayou and Black Bayou
watersheds east of Sabine Lake. In addition to offsetting projected wetland habitat losses, the
mitigation plan would compensate for the projected salinity increase and associated losses in
biologiG.al function and productivity by marsh creation in the Willow and Black Bayou watersheds.
Region 6 supports the decision not to recommend the creation of a topographic high
offshore of Louisiana Point as an additional mitigation measure, using new work material dredged
the Sabine Bank and Extension Channels. The ecological benefits of such a feature have not been
sufficiently demonstrated and, if the projected benefits were realized, they would be
short-lived. Additional information would be needed to justify the associated project feature
expense.
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Additional Comments
On Page 1-21, under Outdoor Recreation, the total state revenues from wildlife associated
activities in Louisiana should be $3.0 billion with sporting revenues of $1.4 billion and wildlife
watching bringing in $1.6 billion.
EPA is concerned about salinity increases in the upper Neches and the Blue Elbow Swamp
mitigation bank area and other "sensitive" freshwater wetlands along the channels that are subject
to tidal influences. We recommend that even though the Corps models indicate only slight
increases in salinity due to widening of the channel, that the Corps monitor salinity increases and
vegetative response before, during, and after project completion. We are specifically concerned
about Ba:ldcypress/Tupelo plant communites that may be sensitive to only slight increases in
salinity. EPA suggests a 10-year annual monitoring plan.
Finally, the Document appears to adequately address the potential adverse effects of the
Ocean DreGlged Material Disposal Sites and therefore this EIS will suffice EPA's NEPA
responsibilities to use in designating the four ODMDS at a later date.
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If you have any other questions about this review, please give me a call. Thank you for the
opportunity to provide comments at this stage in the process.
Barbara Keeler
Coastal & Wetlands Planning Coordinator
EP A Region 6 6WQ-EC)
1445 Ross Ave.,Suite 1200
Dallas, TX 75202-2733
tel: 214-665-6698
fax: 214-665-6689

Ms. Cathy Gilmore
Chief, Office of Planning and Coordination
U.S Environmental Protection Agency, Region 6
1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 1200
Dallas, TX 75202-2733
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Comment
No.
1
2

3
4
5
6

Response
The FEIS has been revised to note that the EPA has rated the project as "LO," which means
that it has no objections to the proposed SNWW CIP.
The USFWS CAR, dated March 16, 2010, has been included in the FEIS, Appendix A along
with USACE responses to the report. USFWS concurred with the USACE mitigation and
BU plans for the proposed SNWW CIP.
USACE notes U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) concurrence in the Ocean
Dredged Material Disposal Sites (ODMDS) BU alternatives analysis related to the creation
of a topographic high using new work material. USACE did not adopt this alternative.
The text has been revised to correct the total economic impact of wildlife-related activities
in Louisiana.
Salinity monitoring is conducted by many state and Federal agencies throughout the SNWW
study area. It is expected that this data will be available for use in assessing future
conditions within the study area.
USACE will note in the FEIS that EPA has approved the ODMDS FEIS for use in
designating the four new ODMDS at a later date.

BOBBY JINDAL

SCOTT A. ANGELLE

GOVERNOR

SECRETARY

~tate

of J'Louisiana

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

OFFICE OF COASTAL MANAGEMENT
February 22,2010
Dolan Dunn
Chief, Planning, Environmental & Regulator Division
Dept. of the Anny
Galveston District, Corps of Engineers
P. O. Box 1229
Galveston, TX 77563-1229
RE:

C20090667, Coastal Zone Consistency
U. SLAnny CQ~PS ofEJlgineJ~J:_s_,_GalvestQn District
Direct Federal Action
Draft EIS for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Improvements Project, Southeast Texas and
Southwest, Louisiana

Dear Mr. Dunn:
This office has received the above referenced federal application for consistency review
with the approved Louisiana Coastal Resources Program in accordance with Section 307(c) of
the Federal Co·astal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended. NOAA Regulations on Federal
Consistency, at 15 CFR '930.41(a), allow 60 days for the review of Direct Federal Activities, and
at '930.41 (c)(b) allow additional review time upon mutual agreement between the Federal agency
and the State Coastal Zone Program. Please be advised that, by this letter, Interagency
Affairs/Field Services Division and the Galveston Corps District have mutually agreed to extend
the State review time to March 12,2010.
A final determination will be made within the authorized time period, ending March 12,
2010. If you have any questions please call Brian Marcks of the Consistency Section at (225)
34~-7591.

Sincerely yours,

¥:::m:~~dr-

Administrator
Interagency Affairs/Field Services Division

GJD/JDH/bgm
cc:

Janelle Stokes....Gahre.stou.COF

.. .

.

IJost Office-Box 44487 • Baton Rouge, LOUlSlana 70804-4487
617 North Third Street • 10th Floor • Suite 1078 • Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70802
(225) 342-7591 • Fax (225) 342-9439 • http:/ /www.dnr.louisiana.gov
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Mr. Gregory J. DuCote
Administrator, Interagency Affairs/Field Services Division
State of Louisiana, Department of Natural Resources
Office of Coastal Management
617 North Third Street, 10th Floor, Suite 1078
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-4487
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Comment
No.
1

Response
The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources Office of Coastal Management (LDNROCM ) review period for the Federal application for consistency review was extended to
March 12, 2010.

Teo E Q

Fax:5122395321
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Bryan W. Shaw, Ph.D., Chairman
Buddy Garcia, Commissioner
Carlos Rubinstein, Commissioner
Mark R. Vickery, P.G., Executiue Director

TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Protecting TexaS by Reducing and Preventing Pollution

March 9, 2010

Ms. Janelle Stokes
u.s. Army Corps of Engineers
Galveston District CESWG-PE-RE
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston~ Texas 77553-1229
Re:

Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement Project Draft Feasibility Report and Dra
.. '
.
Environmental Impact Statemep.t .

Dear Ms. Stokes:
As described in the· Public Notice, dated December 18, 2009~ the applicant, Sabine Neche
Navigation District! proposes the Channel Improvement Project (CIP) to deepen and widen th
Sabine-Neches WatelWay (SNWW). The project is located along the Texas and Louisiana border~ i
Jefferson and Orange counties in southeast Texas and Cameron Parish, Louisiana.
In addition to the infOlmation contained in the public notice~ the following information is needed fa
review of the proposed proJect. Responses to this 1etter may raise other questions that wil1:need to b
addressed before a water quality certifIcation detennination can be made.
1.

Title 30~ Texas Administrative Code (TAC)~ Chapter 279.11(c)(1), states that IINo discharg
shall be certified if there is a practicable alternative to the proposed discharge which woul
have less adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem~ .... ll As noted in the Draft Feasibilit
Report~ the primary envirownental. concern is increased saltwater intrusion and furthe
degradation of marshes and cypress marshe~ as a result of the CIP. fu addition, the Dra
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) acknowledges in Section 3.5.3 the accelerated mar
deterioration and increased saltwater intrusion in the CalcasieuiSabine River Basin. Th
DElS identifies approximately 174 structures water control structures that had be
constructed as of 1990 to address marsh deterioration, saltwater intrusion, and erosion withi
the project study area. Please provide a clear demonstration that no practical alternatives exis
for the proposed project. Please complete the enclosed 401 Certification Questionnaire an
Alternatives Analysis Checklist.

P.O. Box 13087

Austin, Tem 78711.3087

Internet address: www.tc::eq.!ltate.tx.\i$
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Fax:5122395321
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, Ms. Janelle Stokes
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers
USACE Sabine-Neches Waterway Draft EXS 124121809
Page 2

March 9, 2010
2.

"

Section 3 (Affected Environment) Of. the DEIS 'states that there are 19 classified stre
segments in Texas within the study area. However) only nine classified segments' and thei '
respective water quality standards are listed in Table 3.2-1. It should be noted that Sabine
Pass (Segment No. 2411) and Sabine Lake (Segment No. 2412) are also located Within the
CIP study area and their designated uses are contact recreation, oyster waters, and exceptional
and high aquatic life use, respectively. Please provide a complete list of the classined wate
segments and their appropriate designated ,uses and water quality criteria for the ClP stud

area.

3.

Section 3.3.1 of the DEIS states that "based on available data, there is no indication 'of current
water or elutriate contaminant problep1.s along the SNWW." However, numerous classifie
segments (e.g. Segments No. 0501, 0508, 0511, 0701, and 0704) are currently listed as nonsupporting on the Clean Water Act Section 303(d) list for impaired waters. Constituents 0
concern include low dissolved oxygen levels; bacteria,. chlorophyll-a! ammonia, andinutrients.
In addition, Segment 0702 (Intracoastal Waterway Tidal) is listed on the draft 2010 Texas
303(d) list as non-supporting for dioxin in edible tissue and PCBs in edible tissue. Please
provide a complete list of the waterbodies (classified ,and unclassified) in the study are that
have been identified as non-supporting or with concerns for non-attainment or screenin
levels with regard to applicable wat':l" quality standards.

4.

Section 3.10.2.1 of the DEIS provides a list of the dominant nekton species inha~iting the
Sabine Lake estuary. The species list includes white shrimp (Litopenaeu$ setiferus) and the
discussion of the nekton assemblage concludes that all the listed species "are ubiquitous ala
the Texas and Louisiana coast and are unaffec~ed by changes in salinity." However,
subsequent paragraphs in this section'note the signif1,cant decline in the white shrimp fishe
and attribute the decline to "changes in freshwater inflow and concurrent isolation ofwetlands
from Sabine Lake.", A current update ofthe status ofthis commercially important species ~
the species! response to salinity variations should be included in both the DEIS and Draft
Feasibility Report.

5.

Section 4.16 (Cumulative Effects) of the DEIS concludes that "past, existing, and r~asonabl
foreseeable future projects, along with the Preferred Alternative, are not expected to hay
significant adverse effects within the study area.." Quantifia.ble impacts are sllllllriarized '
Table 4.16-1 and numerous categories and potential benefits or impacts in the table; are note
with an * or ** symbol. The meaning or significance ofthese symbols is unclear with respec
to categories (e.g., Past and Present Actions"') and individual assessments (e.g., NI*,
Milllmal*, 79 ac"'''', etc.). Please provide clarification and an explanation of the purpos
intended,
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6.

Texas Commission on Envirowne~tal Quality (TCEQ) requires, that total suspended solids
(TSS) concentrations in effluent associated with dredging activities be controlled to
maximum of 300 milligrams per liter (mgIL). Please provide a list of best management
practices (BMPs) and operational procedures that will be used to minimize TSS levels durin
dredging operations and the placement of dredged material.

7.

As noted in the Draft Feasibility Report and DEIS~ members ofthe Interagency Codrdinatio
Team (ICT) and the agencies and organizations represented on the leT. have ,extended
substantial time and resources during the DEIS development process. Please provide an
overview and tentative schedule for the inclusion ICT members and organizations in the
resolution of outstanding proj ect issues and the development ofthe Final BIS for th~ propose
project.

The TCEQ looks forward to receiving and evaluating other agency or public comm.ent~. Please
provide any agency comments, public comments~ as well as the applicant's comments~ to Mr. Rob
Hansen of the Water Quality Division MC-150~ P.O. Box 13087~ Austin~ Texas 78711-3087. Mr.
Hansen may also be contacted bye-mail at rhansen@tceq.state.tx. US~ or by telephone at (512) 239-

4583.

CWMlRSHIsp
Enclosure
cc:

Mr. Ben Rhame, SecretatyJ Coastal Coordination Counci1~ P.O. Box 12873, Austin~ Tex
78711-2873

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS

P . O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON , TEXAS 77553-1229

March 19. 20 10

Envi ronmental Section

Mr. Charles W, Magui re

Direc tor
W~lt er

Quali l) Di vis io n

Te:-:as Com mission 011 Environll1~ nt al Quality
P.O. 130x I J08 7
Au~t in , Texas 78711-3087
Dear Mr. Maguire:
Refere nce is made to your tettcr dated March 9, 20 I 0 regarding the Sabine-Neches
Watl::rway Channel JrnprovemcllI Proj ect (SN WW CIP) Draft Feasibility Study and Drali
En vironrncntal lmpacl Stateme nt (DEI S ). issued fo r public and agency review 011 DCCC J11b<:f 14.
2009. tn response to several requests. Gal veston Di stric( ( Di strict) extended the publi c COI11Il1I.!Il!
period to March 12. 20 10. An Interage ncy Coordination Team (lCT) co mprised of h:der ~d and
State n:so urCl' agency n:prescntilti ves from Texas and Loui siana has ass isted G~lhc st o n Di slr i~l
in Illodeli ng and analyzing e nvironmental impm.: ts. and sc lecting bem.'fil'ial use (BU ) and
mit igation measure s for the Tcnt<ltivd y Recommended Plan . The Tex as Commi ssion on
Environmenta l Quali ty (TC EQ) has had a re prese ntati ve o n the leT s ince its incept ion in 2000
through the last leT meeting on August 27. 2009. Althuugh TCEQ has been unable to send a
representati ve to 1110!;t of these mee lings. the Di strict has kept yO llr agc ncy appri sed o f studi cs
and Illodel s performed to eva luate potential e nvironmcn tal impacts of the SNWW C' IP. We ofTel'
the fo llowing inlormation to ass ist yo u in revicw of the proposed project.
I . You huvc reqll("s t~d Ihal Ga lveston Di stri ct comp l ct~

1:1

" -1 0 1 Ce rtilication Qucstivnnain..' and

Alternati ves Anal ys is Chec kli st" and demonstrate Ihal nO practi cable al tcrnatives exist rol' the
proposed project. \Ve understand thaL TCEQ requires thi s form to faci litate Section 4UI re\ iews
of U.S. Army Corps o f E n gi n ~crs Scc tion 404 permit appli catio ns. 'Ih.. Gul vesto n Di stril:t is 1101
a pplying for a permilto construct Ihi s Federal project. and therefo re comp leti on or thi s ~ orlll
should not be required .
I-I o\\cver. we understa nd that your agency requ ires info rm at ion in order ~ o r you to complete
Sect ion 40 I rev iew. A ll or the questio ns posed by Ihe eeni !icalion qll es li on n air~ ancl alternati ves
analys is checkli st arc ans wcred by infcmnHlion presented in the Draft F~a si bili t y Re pu rt (D FR ).
tht! Dr:lli En viron1l1cmal1mpact Statement { D I~ I S). and DEIS Appendi x E (Scl.: ti nn -IU-I(b)( I )
Eva luation) . For exa mple. qucstions concerning impacls to stale s url~c e watl.!rs ( I.A or the
Questi onnaire) arc answered by infonllation provided by DEIS Appl.!ndi x E. and the
compensatory mitigation plan (Questiclllnaire I .B) is described in DEIS Secti on 5.5. Info rmati on
regard ing the altern ati ves anal ysis is provided in DF R Chapter IV and DEIS Chapter 2 .0. These

chapters provide a thorough descripti on of the alternati ve evalu ation process. the spccilic
altertmt ives that were eval uated (including non· structural alternati ves. projec t alternati ves wuh
small er dim ensions. and the no-action alternative), and the ralionale fo r selec tin g thl! Tentati vely
Reco mmended Plan.
A thorough descriptio n of salinity control structures ihnl were ev aluat ed in Ihe sc reen in g of
mi tigation al ternatives is provided in DEIS Section 5.4. None of the sa linit y control structures
were selected becau se the net effect of lhe structures was dctcl111in ed to be negative. Bene fi cial
sa linit y effects were mod est and could not overco me the adverse effec ts of restri ctions 10 marine
org<lIli sm access. The alternatives anal ys is prov ided in the DF RIDEIS clearl y d e mon s tr~H es that
there is no pract icable altemat ive to the proposed discharges whi ch would ha ve less adverse
impact to th e aq uati c ecosystcm.
2. FE IS Section 3.3 and Table 3.2·) will be rev ised to provide a complete li st o f the classi li ed
waler segments. their designated uses and water qualit y criteria. The DE IS refc renc e 10 19
classi fi ed stream segment s refers to the total number ofassesslllcnt umt s (sub·segmen ts of the
primary stream segments) in the stud y area. The number is correct, but the tex t will be corrected
10 refer to assessment unit s instead of stream segments. Thi s number already includes Segments
2411 (Sab ine Pass) and 2412 (Sabine Lake ). Table 3.2· 1 currentl y id enti fies all of the primary
Stream segment s in the stud y ~l rea, wi th the cxception of Segments 2411 and 241 2. Tabl e 3.2·1
will be revised 10 includ e Segmen ts 2411 and 2412, their des ignatcd uses and wa ter qu ality
crit eri a.
3. As noted in your comment. Secti on 3.3. 1 of th e DEIS states that ..... based o n available data,
there is no indication of clllTenl water or e lutri ate co ntaminant problem s along the S WW.'" The
SNWW refers to the Sab ine·Neches Waterway navi gation channel , not the ent ire study are·a. We
be lieve thaI a comp lete li sting of impaired watcrbod ies in the st udy area would not be relevam to
the assessment of environmental impacts of the Tentati ve ly Recomm ended Plan. However. we
will add the fo ll owin g infonllation to FEIS Section 3.3. 1 as clarifi cation . "Strea m segments 60 I,
703. and 2411 compri se the SNWW and none o f these segment s are classifi ed as non-s upporting
on the Clean Wat er Act Sec tion 303(d ) li st of impai red waters. Whi le several im paired stream
segments (0501 , 0508, 051 1. 0701. 0704) ure located with in the stud y arCH bou ndaries, they
wou ld not be affected by the d irect or ind irect effects of cha nn el deepen ing or co nstru cti on of
,my project features and , there fore are not ev aluat ed furth er."
4. The DE IS discusses the decline o f the white shrimp fi shery in the stud y area, attributin g the
decline to "chan ges in fTeshwater inOow and concurrent isolation of wetlands rr0111 Sabine
Lak e." The Tentatively Recommended Plan would not affect fresh water inOows or increase the
iso lation of wetiands fro m Sabi ne Lak e. The proposed benefic ial use feature that restores
significant marsh acreage on the Nec hes RLver and the lllarsh resto ration pro posed as
compensutOry miti gation east of Sabine La ke wo uld prov ide a net bene fit to marine and estuarine
fi sh and wild life species. None of the other reso urce agencies with the ex perti se and
respons ibilit y fo r marine fisher ies and essenti al fi sh habi tat expressed a concclll over the effects

•J •

of the projected small sali nity increase on wh ile shrim p, and there fo re an analysis of thi s species '
responses to sa linity variations is 110t wananled .
5. The supersc ripts, [ootnotes and abbrev iation of teml S for Tab le 4. 16-1 (Impact Summary for
Past. Present. and Reasonabl y Foreseeab le Project w ith Pub licl y Ava il ab le informat ion" will be
revised in the FE tS to make the table ci.l sier to usc. To help yo u irll crprct the DEIS tab le, we
offcr the fo llowi ng:
Single asterisks ancr the co lumn headings " Past or Present Actions" and "Reasonably
Foreseeabl e Actions." re fer to the foo tnote incl uded with the table . "~Altho ll gh not
inc luded in the table, several other projec ts are included in Secti on 4.16 C umulative
Impacts." The reason a particul ar project is not included in the tab le is pro vided in the
tex t descript ion o f each proj ect.

Si ngle asterisks in tabl e ce ll s referred to a footnote thai was inadven ently left out of the
table : "*Offset by engin eering design. miti gati o n, data recovery. adaptive managemcllI
plan s/act ivi ties bilsed on moni toring. procedures, and project controls." Likewise, double
asterisks referred to another absent foo tn ot~: ** lnc ludcs acreages from penn it
amendment appl ications.
Cell conlent s arc furth er ex pla ined below:
" Benefit " or Net Bene fit refers to results whi ch have an overall positive e ffect when
com pared to the FWOP (baseline, ex isting) condi tion of the resource. "Benefi t" infe rs
direct bene fit and "Net Benefit" infers a culminati on of resource-related effects whi ch arc
l.Idv<lntageotls to the resource category <IS a whole.
NI "" No long-term impacts; NA == Not Applicab le: UN = Unavai lab le; I = Impact
6. The TCEQ reqllir~ lll c nt that total suspended sol id (TS S ) cOllcentrm iotls in e tnucn l assocli.l1ed
with dredging ac ti vitics be contro ll ed to a maximum of300 mill igram s per li ter COl/Ill only be
met for con fin ed piacemcl1l areas where outl et structures contro l the ponding of water and the
sett ling ofTSS before rel ease. The management ofTSS duri ng the proposed unconfined
di scharge of dred ged material fo r the Neches Ri ver and Gul f Shore BU featurcs cannot meet tbi s
standard . but Best Managemen t Pract ices (B MPs) wo uld be utili zed 10 minimi ze TSS to the
max imum ex tent practicable . DEIS Appendi x E. Part I. f(page E- 13) states that BM Ps, SllCh us
silt cun nin s. lllay be implemented w here app ropria te \0 control <and red uce turbidity during
dredging and placement. Part lI .c.(4) on page E-19 stlltes that BM Ps. slic h as temporary
contai nm ent leveesfspi ll boxes or si lt curtai ns cou ld be utili Lcd to rninimiJ'c impacts durin g
discharged to construct BU marsh restoration features. Ga lveston Di strict coo rdinat ion wi th the
leT (of whi ch TCEQ is a member) of the proposed SNWW Cli> would continue after project
app rova l to o btain reso urce agency input into the iclenti li cation of BMPs and the d evclopl1l ~nL of
plans and spec ifi cations for BU features and compensatory miti gation meas ures.
7. AIl ICT member agenc ies were provided the opportun ity to comm ent o n th e Preliminary
DEIS (September 29, 2009) and th e publi ca ll y released DE IS (December 24.2009) to ensure that
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resource issues were adequate ly and appropriatel y addressed . leT invo lvcmem prior to
completion or lhe Final EIS for the SNWW C IP wil\ be lim ited to cons istency rev ic\\ by
represe ntati ves fro111 the fo llowing Coaslal Coo rdinat io n Coullcil l1l cmbcr agenc ies: T('xi:ls

General Land Orri ce. Tex as Park s and Wildlife Departlll cllI . Tex as Wat er De ve lopm ent Board,
Texas Commission on Envirolllllental Quality and the Texas DepaI1I11 CIlI ofTranspO rlJli on. This
review wi ll be cond ucted pursuant 10 the Coasta l Coord ination Act 's Impl ementati on Rules 3 1
TAe §506.28 " Guidance for Conducti ng Cons istency Reviews in Coordination with an
Interagency Coordin<llion Team ," issued 0 11 December 1 J, 2003 . Galveston District hHS

requested co ncurrence that the Tentativcl y Recomm ended Plan for the SNWW CIP is consistent.
to the maximum extent practicable. with the Texas Coastal Management Program goa ls and
poli cies. The le T would remain act ive throu gh the preconstruction, engineering and design
(PED) and project constructi on phases to prov ide input during the development of plans and
speci fi cation s fo r BU features and miti gati on measures. and on BMPs as d~ sc r ib ed in response ()
above. The leT wou ld continue into the operat ions phase to ensure th at the BU and mitigati on
measures ha ve been constructed as spec ified in th e DE IS and that the goals of the co mpensatory
mitigati on plan have been full y achieved.

In concl usion , we hope this additional information wi ll be helpful ill YO llr rev iew. We
trust that we have provid ed suffi cient inronnalion for YO ll to pro vide §40 1 Slate Wa ter Qual ity
certifi cation. However. we would be happy to meet wi th you to provide rurther inrormati on if
needed. All public and agency COlll1l1elllS on the DE IS and our responses wi ll be av'lilab le ro r
yo ur review when they Hrc prcsent cd in Ihe FE IS. Ph.:ase do not hesitat e to contact Ms. Jan ell c
Stokes at 4091766-3039 should you need rurther assiStance.
Si ncerely.

.kO' Carolyn Murphy
l)

Chie r, Environmental Branch

BOBBY JINDAL

SCOTT A. ANGELLE

GOVERNOR

SECRETARY

~tate

of lLonisiana

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

OFFICE OF COASTAL MANAGEMENT
March 9, 2010
Dolan Dunn
Chief, Planning, Environmental & Regulator Division
Dept. of the Anny
Galveston District, Corps of Engineers
P. O. Box 1229
Galveston, TX 77563-1229
RE:

C20090667, Coastal Zone Consistency
U.S~Armv_Corps of EngiReers,Galve§tQD District. _
Direct Federal Action
Draft EIS for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Improvements Project, Southeast Texas and
Southwest, Louisiana

Dear Mr. Dunn:
This office has received the above referenced federal application for consistency review
with the approved Louisiana Coastal Resources Program in accordance with Section 307(c) of
the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended. NOAA Regulations on Federal
Consistency, at 15 CFR '930.41(a), allow 60 days for the review of Direct Federal Activities, and
at '930.41 (c) (b) allow additional review time upon mutual agreement between the Federal agency
and the State Coastal Zone Program. Please be advised that, by this letter, Interagency
AffairslField Services Division and the Galveston Corps District have mutually agreed to extend
the State review time to March 26,2010.
A final determination will be made within the authorized time period, ending March 26,
2010. If you have any questions please call Brian Marcks of the Consistency Section at (225)
342-7591.
Sincerely yours,

4:/Sir~~

Administrator
Interagency Affairs/Field Services Division

GJD/JDHlbgm
cc: Janelle
Stokes,
,
.
- Galveston COE
.
.

.

p()st Office Box 44487 • Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804-4487
617 North Third Street • 10th Floor • Suite 1078 • Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70802
(225) 342-7591 • Fax (225) 342-9439 • http:/ /www.dnr.louisiana.gov
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1

Mr. Gregory J. DuCote
Administrator, Interagency Affairs/Field Services Division
State of Louisiana
Department of Natural Resources
Office of Coastal Management
617 North Third Street, 10th Floor, Suite 1078
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-4487
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Comment
No.

Response

1

The LDNR-OCM review period for the Federal application for consistency review was
extended to March 12, 2010.

TEXAS

March 11, 2010

PARKS &

WILDLIFE

Life's better outside.®

Commissioners
Peter M. Holt
Chairman
San Antonio
T. Dan Friedkin
Vice-Chairman
Houston
Mark E. Bivins
Amarillo

Ms. Janelle Stokes
Environmental Section
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553-1229
Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel
Improvement Project, Southeast Texas and Southwest Louisiana and the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement
Project, Texas Ocean Dredged Material Disposal Site Designation
Dear Ms. Stokes:

Ralph H. Duggins
Fort Worth
Antonio Falcon, M.D.
Rio Grande City
Karen J. Hixon
San Antonio
Dan Allen Hughes, Jr.
Beeville
Margaret Martin
Boerne
S. Reed Morian
Houston
Lee M. Bass
Chairman-Emeritus
Fort Worth

Carter P. Smith
Executive Director

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD) staff has reviewed the above referenced
documents provided to our agency on December 18, 2009. TPWD staff has also
participated in the Interagency Coordination Team (lCT) for this project. Through the
ICT process TPWD was able to provide our input into the project design, beneficial use
components and mitigation options. As a result of this process, our agency comments
have been incorporated into the Draft Environmental Impact Statement and we have no
outstanding issues with the project.
Without proper execution of the mitigation plan and beneficial use features, this project
would have deleterious impacts on an already significantly altered and fragile Sabine
Lake coastal ecosystem. Therefore, we cannot stress enough the importance of continued
coordination with our agency through the planning, engineering and design phase, the
construction phase, and the maintenance phase of this project. We strongly recommend
that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Sabine Neches Navigation District adopt
the Beneficial Use Group model developed for the Houston Ship Channel project to
facilitate this coordination.
We appreciate the opportunity to participate in the ICT process for this project and fully
endorse use of the ICT process to facilitate federal projects that avoid and minimize
impacts on the natural resources of Texas.
Questions can be directed to Mr. Jamie Schubert, Upper Coast Ecosystem Assessment
Team Leader at (281) 534-0135.

Ross Melinchuk
Deputy Executive Director, Natural Resources
RM:RR:dh

4200 SMITH SCHOOL ROAD
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78744-3291
512.389.4800

www.tpwd.state.tx.us

To manage and conserve the natural and cultural resources of Texas and to provide hunting, fishing
and outdoor recreation opportunities for the use and enjoyment of present and future generations.
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Mr. Ross Melinchuk
Deputy Executive Director, Natural Resources
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
4200 Smith School Road
Austin, TX 78744-3291
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Comment
No.

Response

1

The SNWW ICT will continue into the engineering, design, construction and monitoring
phases of the SNWW CIP. Specific ICT involvement relative to the BU features and
mitigation measures are described in the SNWW CIP Mitigation and Beneficial Use
Monitoring Plan (FEIS Appendix J).

BOBBY.JINDAL
GOVERNOR

~tat£ of 'lfioutstana
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES
OFFICE OF WILDLIFE

ROBERT.J. BARHAM
SECRErARY

.JIMMY L. ANTHONY
ASSISTANT SECRErARY

March 11, 2010
Ms. Janelle Stokes
Regional Environmental Specialist
Corps of Engineers, Galveston District
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553
RE: Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement Project - DEIS
Dear Ms. Stokes:
The professional staff of the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF) has reviewed the
Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement Project Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
As a Cooperating Agency and a member of the Interagency Coordination Team, LDWF submits the
following recommendations. These recommendations shall be given thorough consideration and be
individually and adequately addressed in the Final EIS.
Compensatory Mitigation
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) intends to restore more marsh in Louisiana than the
project is predicted to destroy over the initial 50-year project life. Despite this, there remains a
318 AAHU deficiency in Louisiana. The 318 AAHU deficiency indicates that project
construction, including beneficial use and mitigation measures, is expected to result in an
overall loss of fish and wildlife habitat quality in Louisiana.
USACE proposes to use excess Texas BU benefits to offset this deficiency of compensatory
mitigation in Louisiana. LDWF will not concur in plans to mitigate in Texas for wetland
impacts occurring in Louisiana.
Therefore, LDWF recommends that additional mitigation measures be implemented in
Louisiana to offset the current 318 AAHU deficiency.

1

Beneficial Use
LDWF recommends that new workmaterial from the Sabine Pass Channel and Sabine Pass Jetty
Channel be used beneficially to create, restore, or nourish emergent marsh in the vicinity of the
project. Instead of using only maintenance material composed of fine-grained sediment, the new
work material, composed predominantly of clay, should be placed along the shoreline at
Louisiana Point. New work material would have a greater likelihood of remaining in the existing
marsh and on the shallow nearshore slope in front of the shoreline than maintenance material.

2

LDWF License to Dredge; Royalties
LDWF's legal staff is investigating USACE's claim that the Supremacy Clause of the U.S.
Constitution allows USACE to avoid acquiring a license from, and pay royalties to, LDWF for
dredging state owned water bottoms.

P.O. BOX 98000· BATON ROUGE. LOUISIANA 70898-9000 • PHONE (225) 765-2806
AN EQUAL OPPORnJNrTY EMPLOYER

3

Ms. Stokes
Page 2
March 11,2010

Public Oyster Areas
Sabine Lake in Louisiana is a public oyster area and LDWF is mandated to diligently protect and
conserve such areas. It has been a long-standing practice that water bottoms associated with a
proposed project within a public oyster area must be assessed prior to project implementation,
and that compensation is required for impacts to those water bottoms. Adverse impacts to the
public oyster area from the mitigation dredging areas, including any access channels, must be
assessed.
The applicant shall contact LDWF's Heather Finley at 225-765-2956 or
hfinley@wlf.la.gov for further information.
LDWF has consistently asserted that these recommendations must be satisfactorily addressed by USACE.
Unfortunately, the DEIS faBed to do so. LDWF will continue to urge USACE to correct the inequitable
wetland mitigation plan and to adequately address all other outstanding LDWF concerns. Please do not
hesitate to contact LDWF's Kyle Balkum at 225-765-2819 should you need further assistance.

Secretary
kb
c:

Heather Finley, LDWF
Mike Windham, LDWF
Gregory DuCote, LDNR
David Fruge, OCPR
Jeff Harris, LDNR
Richard Hartman, NMFS
Ismail Merhi, OCPR
Darryl Clark, USFWS
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Mr. Robert J. Barham
Secretary
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
Office of Wildlife
P.O. Box 98000
Baton Rouge, LA 70898-9000
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Comment
No.
1

2

3

4

Response
Please see USACE response in letter dated March 4, 2010. USACE maintains that all
impacts have been fully compensated. Therefore, this will be reported as an unresolved issue
in the FEIS.
Please see USACE response in letter dated March 4, 2010. USACE has explained that the
beneficial use of new work material was thoroughly explored by the FEIS, and that dredged
material would used to the maximum extent practicable in the proposed SNWW CIP.
Therefore, this will be reported as an unresolved issue in the FEIS.
Please see USACE response in letter dated March 4, 2010. USACE understands that this
issue is still under review by Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF). If it
is not resolved prior to publication, it will be reported as an unresolved issue in the FEIS.
Please see USACE response in letter dated March 4, 2010. USACE has proposed that a
water bottom survey of the borrow area and access channels be conducted after project
approval. In the event that oyster reef is encountered, plans would be revised to avoid
impacts. Therefore, this will be reported as an unresolved issue in the FEIS.

BOBBY -JINDAL
GOVERNOR

~tat£ of Ifiouisiana
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES
OFFICE OF WILDLIFE

ROBERT -J. BARHAM
SECRETARY

-JIMMY L.

A~ONY

ASSISTANT SECRETARY

October 23, 2009
Ms. Janelle Stokes
Regional Environmental Specialist
Corps of Engineers, Galveston District
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553
RE: Sabine-Neches Waterway Feasibility Study DE IS
Dear Ms. Stokes:
The professional staff of the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF) has reviewed the
preliminary Sabine-Neches Waterway Feasibility Study Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS).
Based upon this review, LDWF staff submits the following comments below. These comments, shall
require thorough consideration and be individually and adequately addressed in the DEIS.
Compensatory Mitigation
Excess Texas BU Benefits are being used to offset a deficiency of compensatory mitigation in
Louisiana. LDWF will not concur in plans to mitigate in Texas for wetland impacts
occurring in Louisiana. LDWF recommends that additional Louisiana mitigation measures be
implemented to offset the current 318 AAHU deficiency.
Beneficial Use
The tentatively Recommended Plan would result in an estimated 98,000,000 cubic yards of new
work material (Le., material dredged during initial channel deepening and widening). With the
exception of a portion of the material dredged from the Neches River Channel in Texas, all new
work material would be pumped to upland placement areas and ocean dredged material disposal
sites, not used beneficially.
Of particular concern to LDWF is the Sabine Pass Channel segment which begins just north of
the jetties and extends 5.6 miles upstream to Mesquite Point, Texas and the Sabine Pass Jetty
Channel which begins at the jetties and extends 4.1 miles downstream. All 9,701,000 cubic yards
of new work material from these segments (6,723,000 cubic yards from Sabine Pass Channel and
2,978,000 cubic yards from Sabine Pass Jetty Channel) would be pumped to upland placement
areas or ocean dredged material disposal sites. LDWF recommends that new work material
from the Sabine Pass Channel and Sabine Pass Jetty Channel be used beneficially to create,
restore, or nourish emergent marsh in the vicinity of the project.
LDWF License to Dredge; Royalties
Sabine Lake and Sabine Pass in Louisiana are state owned water bottoms. No fill material shall
be dredged from state owned water bottoms without a license issued by LDWF. A royalty
payment, based on cubic yards, shall also be made to LDWF. The applicant shall contact
LDWF's Mike Windham at 504-284-5268 or cwindham@wlf.1a.gov for further information.
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Public Oyster Areas
Sabine Lake in Louisiana is a public oyster area and LDWF is mandated to diligently protect and
conserve such areas. It has been a long-standing practice that water bottoms associated with a
proposed project within a public oyster area must be assessed prior to project implementation,
and that compensation is required for impacts to those water bottoms. Adverse impacts to the
public oyster area from the mitigation dredging areas, including any access channels, must be
assessed.
The applicant shall contact LDWF's Heather Finley at 225-765-2956 or
hfinley@wlf.la.gov for further information.
LA2-ADD BILAl-18B
LDWF needs more information about the access channel and borrow trench for LA2-ADD
BILA2-18B. For instance, why was the proposed route chosen? Why not a more direct route?
What is the depth of the channel? What is the depth and length of the borrow trench? What is
the distance from shore of the borrow trench? All of these questions are a concern due to the
potential to create hypoxic conditions in dredged water bottoms and increase shoreline erosion
rates through increased wave energy or sinking of the shoreline to fill the excavated trench.

WVA Modeling - Submerged Aquatic Vegetation (SAV)
The WV A model predicts no change in the percentage of SAV cover for either Future Without
Project (FWOP) or Future With Project (FWP) condition despite increases in salinity. However,
the FWP results in adverse impacts to native SAV in two hydrologic units (i.e., TX 3 and LA 1).
Furthermore, the salinity ranges appear high for some of the species and, according to discussions
at the August 27, 2009 ICT meeting, some native SAY species were not included in the analysis.
More work is necessary to justify the "no change" determination for FWP or else adverse impacts
need to be accounted for in the WV A model and adequate and appropriate mitigation provided.
The Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries appreciates the opportunity to review and provide
recommendations to you regarding this proposed activity. Please do not hesitate to contact LDWF's Kyle
Balkum at 225-765-2819 should you need further assistance.
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Environmenwl Sect ion

Mr. Rober! J. Barham
Secretary
Louisi,1I13 Department or Wildl ilc and Fisheries
Oflice or Wildl ife
1'.0. Box 98000
Balon Rouge, Louisiana 70898-9000
Dear Mr. Barham :
Reference is made to the letter dated October 23. 2009 from your agency regarding the
preliminary Sab ine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvemen t Projec t (SNWW e ll') feasibility
Stud) and Draft Enviro nme ntal Impact Statement (OE IS). T hl! OEIS. iss ued lor publi c and
<Igency r('v iew on Decembe r 24. 2009. included yo ur CO IllIl1 t.::nts and ide l1lilicd them as
unresolved iss lies in the DEIS Exec uti ve Summary (Sec ti on ES.5. puge ES-IU). I\n Interagt'llcy
Coordi nati on Team (ICT) co mprised o r Federal and State resou rce agency rep rc:se ntati ves rrom
Texas and Loui siana has assisted Galveston Di stric t in model ing and analyzing environ mental
impacts, and selecting heneficial use ( I3 U ) and mitigation measures ror the Tentuti vely
Recolllmended Plan . The Loui si ana Department of Wild life and Fis heries (LDWF) has had a
rl.!prescntati vc on the leT s ince it s ince pti on in 2000. For your l,;o nvcn ienct:, we arc providing
responses to eac h orY()Llr l,;Oll1 mCn lS with thi s co rrespondence.
C ompensa tor")' M itiga ti on
Tht! proposed mitigatio n plilll wOllld morc than compenS[HC lor all impacts 01' the propost::d
SNWW CII'. Benefits orlhe BU measures are being L1sed to offset im pacts in both Texas and
Lou isi l:llla . DEIS T~l ble 5.1·2 provides a SUlllmary accounting of' OU benefits ,mel cOl1lpt.'ns~Hory
mitigation for th e propu:;ed project. In Loui s iana. the benelits of BU measurt:s offsct the lo s~ ul'
210 average annual habi tat units lAA HUs) to pri vate lands along the coasl at Lou isiana Point.
and the loss 01'340 AAllUs to Federal land in the Sabine Natio nal Wi ldlife Refuge. Although
the net impact o rlhe proj ect as a Whole altc r appl ication of all BU benefi ts ( including s igni fi calll
other I3 U benclits in Texas) is the loss of843 AA HUs. the proposed miti gatio n plan would
provide 1. 181 AA HUs in order to fully compensate for the loss of 1.499 AA I-IUs to non· Pcde ral
lands in Loui s iana . Tht.' mars h mitigation measu res would compensate for the predicted loss of
691 acrcs in Louisiana over 50 yea rs by the restorat ion of 2.783 acres o r cllll.!rgcn t IllCirsh. the
improvcllll.;nt of 95 7 acres ur shallow WaleI' habitat and lhe nourishment o f -1.355 acres o f
existing marsh. Si nce the marsh restoration is sevcra l lilllcs gn.:~H e r than the prcdiclt'd mar:;h
loss. lhl! n.: wou ld be nO Ill;!t less of wctlamls.
Beneficial Usc
The ICT participated in an ex haustive scan.: h for least-cost bcndic ialuse. opportunities
throughout the projec t area. T he screening ofpolem iai BU measures is dcscribl:d ill the DE IS

Secti on 2.5 .3. Gi ven the large amou nt of dn.:dgcd matcrialthat would be gcnera ted from th e
proposed SNWW C JP. cons ide rable effort was ex pended to idcntify areas in both Texas and
Louisiana that could benefit frolll its beneficial usc. All degraded marsh areas ncar the SNWW
navigation channels, incl uding the marshes inland from Lou is iana Point , wcre in vestigated. Th e
ICT ide ntified no intcrior marsh areas in need ofnourish111ent or rcstoration adjacent to Sabine
Pass in Louisiana. Areas in Loui s iana that could bene fit frol11 BU mcasurcs arc all located in
marshes cast ofSabinc Lake . However, these were found to be too d istant frolllthc navigation
channel to pemlit cost effeci ive usc of d rcdged mate rial frol11 th e SNWW navigation chan nels.

The tentat ively-recomm ended BU plan includes Ihe onl y meas ure in Lou isiana that was
identi fi cd as a least costly mcthod of d isposal. Th c Gul f Shore Nourishme nt Feature would lise
malerial fro m regular maintenance dred ging o flhc eastern scc ti on of til e Sabine Pass Channel to
nourish eroding marsh along shorelines at Loui s iana Point and Texas Point. Muintenance
material would be hydrauli ca ll y- pumped along a 3- mi le reach of shoreline ( rrom 0.5 to 3.5 mil es
from eac h jetty) during each 3-ycar dredgin g cycle. The unconfined placement wou ld alte rnate
between Texas and Louisiana, so that drcdgcd ll1<1t eri al would be pla ced on each state's shorelin e
evc ry G years, for a to tal of 16 placemc nt even ts o ver 50 years. Dredging and pumpin g costs ror
new work materia l are higher. and the refore sho reline nouri shment during con struc ti on in the
Sab ine Pass C hanne l would bc more expcnsive than placemc nt in th e ex ist ing !'I;iceme nl Area
(PA) 5. The Sab ine Pass J etty C hannel would be dred ged by hopper dredge; bCllcficialuse or
th is material would require doublc handling and would cost more than placemen t in the existi ng
Ocean Dredged Material Di sposal Site (ODMDS) A. C urrent Corps orEng ineers guidance
requires Ihat a cost share spon so r be ide nti fi ed for any environm ental I y ben e li cial use or dredged
material thal is not the least costl y mcthod o f di sposal. No po te ntial non- federal spon sors have
been iden tili cd for BU measures that are not th e least cost ly method of disposal. The proposed
BU plan lI ses dredged mate rial 10 the maximum cxtent pract icab le to protect and nourish the
Gulfshorel ine. and existing upland PA 5 and ODMDS A wo uld be util ized rat her th an creating
new placement a reas.
LDWF License to Dred ge; ROY:llli es
Ga lveston Di strict maintain s that the United Statcs is not bound by Loui s iana statute ( R.S.
56:2011) pursuant to the Supremacy Clause orthe United States Constirution, Article VI,
paragraph 2, and that Louisiana is not entitled 10 compcnsatio n und er the Fifth Amendment.
pursu8ntto the doctrine of Nav igation Servi tudc. Thi s servi tud e gives th e Fede ral Government
the ri giltlo use the " Nav igabl e Waters" of ille Uni ted States without co mpe nsation fo r naV iga tion
projects. The co nnection between the navigation project Jnd the proposeJ removal of lill fro111
Sabi ne Lake is si mple. The remova l of fill mat erial fo r the \Vi ll ow Bayouillarsh mitigation
arC,lS would not be necessary but for construc tion of the proposed projecL
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Public O ys t('r Area
Galveston Districlllllderstands that the area proposed for the one- lime bOlTow urCa and access
channel are localed wi thin the Sabine Lake Pu blic Oyster Arcet. While the <lrea is tl es ignated as H
publ ic oyster area, several recent bay boltom assessment s conducted in the vic inity by
Department of Army penni! appl icant s have ident ified 11 0 live oyster reels in [h e area.
Nevertheless, as sialed in DElS Section E5.5 and Secti on 5.5.1, we propose that a water bottom
sur.1ey of the borrow and access channel areas be conducted afier approval of the Ch ief of
Engineer's repoft. during the prcconstruction engineerin g and des ign (PED) phase of the project.
In the unlikel y evellt thai oyster reef is enco llnl cred, plans wi ll be revised to avo id impacts.
LA2-ADD I1/LA2- 18B
DE IS Section 5.5.1 answers man y orthe qucstions posed by YO lll·lclter. "The dedicatcd
dredging woul d take approximately J. J million cub ic yards or material from H J .8-llli Ie-long
borrow trench in Sabine Lake. The borrow trench would be located at least J ,000 rect from the
Sabine National Wildli fe shore and would average 1.030 fee l wide by 7.5 fect deep. The bOITO\\
trench wou ld be con tinu olls and paralle l to th e current s horelin e, in lin e with th e common long
sho re circulat ion pattern in Sab ine Lake. The circulat ion is ex pected to preve nt the develo pm enl
of hypoxic conditi ons that wo uld be detrimenta l to aquatic organi sms, and would evetl lUally fill
the trench with Sabine River sed ime nts. An access ch annel, approx imately 8 miles long, rrom
the GIWW !lear the mouth of the Sabi ne Ri ver wou ld be needed for the dredge to reach the
proposed borrow area. The exact location s of the bOITOW trench and access cha nnel would be
dctel111ined in consultation w ith the leT aner PED bOllom s urveys of potential locations." The
proposed route oCt he access channel \Vas chosen to keep dn;dging im pacts 10 ,I minitl1lJll1 : it
takes advantage of deeper w.lIer in th e center of the lake. thereby minimi zi ng dredging and
bottom impacts. The depth ort he access channel would be dependent upon waleI' de pth and the
drafl o f tile dredge. leT coordi nat io n durin g the PED phase would ensu re that LDWF cone ems
with these fcatures are adequately addressed.
WVA Mod elin g - S u b mer ged Allu at ic Vegeta tio n (SA V)
DEIS Appendix C, Section 4 .2 describes th e WVA modeli ng oCthe variabl e "Pcrcent Submerged
Aquatic Vegetation:' Th e WVA 1110del documentation described in DE IS Appendi x C. Section
2.6.1.2. d~fines SA Vas any of the divers\.' atTay of noating-leaved and submerged aquatic plants
that are typi ca ll y found in a stud y area. SA V coverage is included as an im poriantlllodcl
variable because SA V provides im port ant food and cover 10 a w ide variety of li sh and wildlifi:: .
The model eva luates the perce ntage of open water that is dominated by aqu ati c vegelation ,
without co nsideration as to whether it is nat ive or invasive. T he WVA modeli ng Ll tilizeJ all
invetllory of SA V species in the study area that was prepared lIs ing recent mo nitoring repOJ1s and
other available literature. Potential proj ect impacts wou ld be related to the increase in sa li nity
that would occur wi th deepening of the SNWW navigation channel. As described in DE IS
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Section 4.2 .1, one native and one invas Ive SA V species Ollt of [0 species present 1I1 LA I wou ld
be affected by the predicted sa linity c han ge. It is expeclCd that any SA V cover 10s1 due to the
gradual salini ty change would be rep laced by sa lin ity to lerant SA V species cOlllinuing to grow
within their to lerance ranges. As a result, 110 act ual impac t to percent SA V cover wo uld be
expected. The besl avai labl e sc ientific infol11wlion was used to estab lish sal init y ranges for th e
evaluation; diffe rences in sc ientific opi nion regarding th ese ranges arc readil y apparent in the
literature. No new inform ation has yet been provided by LDWF or any other resou rce agenc y
and , therefore, we sec no rcason to revise Ihe WVA modeling at thi s tim e.
We hope thi s additional info rmati on will be he lpful to you r agency in ev aluatin g the
SNWW CLP Drafl. EIS. The issues and area of concern ra ised by yo ur leucr have been
indi vid uall y and adequately addressed ill the DEI S. Please do no t hes itate to contact Ms. Janelle
Stokes at 409/766-3039 should you need further assistance.
Sincerely.

/! .

_.iJ - AN./-11,~;r.
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C hi ef, Environmental Section

CF:

Kyle Balkulll, LDWF
Heather Finley, LDWF
Gre gory DuCo te. LDNR

Jeff Harris. LDN R
Isrnail M erhi , OCPR

Darryl Clark. US FWS

Stokes, Janelle S SWG
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tammy Brooks [Tammy.Brooks@GLO.STATE.TX.US]
Friday, March 12, 2010 11:11 AM
rcantu@dot.state.tx.us; Robert Hansen; william.schubert@tpwd.state.tx.us;
guthrie.karla@twdb.state.tx.us; Stokes, Janelle S SWG
Re: SNWW -CIP Consistency

Jan,
I request a two-week extension of time (3/26/10) to review the information.
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Sincerely,
Tammy
Tammy S. Brooks
Coastal Coordination Council Secretary
Consistency Review Coordinator
Coastal Resources
Texas General Land Office
P. O. Box 12873
Austin, TX 78711-2873
(512) 463-9212
(512) 475-0680 fax
tammy.brooks@glo.state.tx.us

>>> "Stokes, Janelle S SWG" <janelle.s.stokes@usace.army.mil> 3/12/2010 10:12 AM >>>
Good morning,
A couple of you requested additional information on the ICT process for
consistency concurrence. I'm attaching the 2003 CCC Guidance for ICT
Consistency Review. It describes the approved process that we would like to
follow for the SNWW CIP. If you have further questions about this, I believe
Ms. Tammy Brooks, GLO Coastal Management Program, (512) 463-9212 may be able
to provide additional information.
And please don't hesitate to call me if you have any other questions or
concerns. <<CCC_Guidance_ICT_Consistency_Review_2003.pdf>>
Janelle Stokes
Regional Environmental Specialist
Corps of Engineers, Galveston District
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553
409/766-3039
janelle.s.stokes@usace.army.mil
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Ms. Tammy Brooks
Coastal Coordination Council Secretary
Consistency Review Coordinator
Coastal Resources
Texas General Land Office
P.O. Box 12873
Austin, TX 78711-2873
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Comment
No.

Response

1

The Texas Coastal Coordination Council (TX CCC) review period for the Federal
application for consistency review was extended to March 26, 2010.

(
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RHInE RIVER RUTHORITY
°f/~

(409) 746-Z19Z

FAX

(409) 746-3780

p.D. Bax 579
aRANGE, TEXAS
77631

March 12,2010
Ms. Janelle Stakes, Regianal Environmental Specialist
U.S. Army Carps af Engineers, Galvestan District
P.O. Bax 1229
Galvestan, Texas 77553-1229
Re: Camments an December 2009 Draft Dacuments far Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel
Improvement Praject
Dear Ms. Stakes:
The Sabine River Autharity af Texas (SRA-TX) appreciates this appartunity to. provide its
camments an the December 2009 draft dacuments far the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel
Improvement Project. The SRA-TX has been an active participant in the US ACE Interagency
Caordinatian Team and is familiar with the propased project.
The SRA-TX was created by the Legislature in 1949 as an afficial agency af the State af Texas.
SRA-TX was created as canservatian and reclamatian district with respansibilities to. cantrol,
stare, preserve and distribute the waters af the Sabine River and its tributary streams in Texas far
useful purpases. The Texas partian af the Sabine River Basin ariginates in Texas with
headwaters east af Dallas and flaws sautheast to. the Stateline near Laganspart, Louisiana where
waters are divided equally between the twa States. The tatal drainage area af the Basin is 9,756
square miles which includes all ar part af twenty-ane co. unties in Texas (ahaut 76 percent af the
basin) and seven parishes in Louisiana (abaut 24 percent af the basin). The dawnstream reach
ends at the canfluence af the Sabine River with Sabine Lake. The STA-TX, the Sabine River
Autharity, State af Lauisiana (SRA-LA) and the Sabine River Campact Administratian all have
respansibilities relating to. the waters af the Sabine Basin.
The SRA-TX has taken an active role in water supply and water quality protectian activities far
many years, including wark with regianal state water planning graups, drought planning, and
water canservatian. As a partner in the Texas Clean Rivers Program since the program's
inceptian, SRA-TX callects water quality data throughaut the Sabine River Basin under a stateapproved quality assurance project plan and the data is accepted by the state far standards
compliance assessment. SRA-TX manitars water quantity and quality far SRA-TX and SRALA in Taleda Bend Reservair and the Lawer Sabine River Basin. SRA-TX has acti vely
participated in review af state water quality standards, nutrient standards develapment, waste
laad evaluatians, and industrial and municipal pennit compliance manitaring. SRA-TX is

currently gathering available data and conducting studies on the Lower Sabine River relevant to
the renewal of its Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) license for the Toledo Bend
Hydropower facility. Other recent environmental flows work includes several years of work
with Senate Bill 2, Texas lnstream Flow Program and Senate Bill 3, Sabine and Neches Rivers
and Sabine Lake Bay Basin and Bay Area Stakeholder Committee and Expert Science Team. As
a part of these environmental flows activities, the SRA-TX has maintained that solutions for
preservation and protection of the ecology of Sabine Lake and the surrounding wetlands should
be based on retarding saltwater intrusion into the wetlands which has resulted from numerous
secondary channels in Texas and Louisiana.
Over the past 130 years, secondary channels emanating from the open waters of Sabine Lake, the
tidal waters of the lower Sabine and Neches Rivers as well as the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway
have exposed the adjacent wetlands (bottomland hardwoods, cypress-tupelo swamps and open
marshes) to increased tidal exchange of higher salinity water from the Gulf of Mexico via the
Sabine-Neches Waterway to areas such as Bessie Heights, Keith Lake and the Sabine National
Wildlife Refuge. SRA-TX agrees that wetlands mitigationlhabitat restoration efforts outlined in
the report will need the beneficial use of dredged material to re-establish marsh elevations along
with revegetation in order to rebuild these areas. However, SRA-TX believes saltwater intrusion
into these areas will require more control structures to retard saltwater intrusion and slow
freshwater drainage from wetland areas back into Sabine Lake and the lower Sabine and Neches
Rivers. In this regard, SRA-TX requests additional consideration be given to such control
structures to mitigate wetland loss resulting from secondary channels.
Thank you again for this opportunity to submit our comments. We have also attached specific
comments for your consideration. Please contact our office if further details or clarification is
needed.
Sinc;;;'

p~-,a~
/J
JaCkW.~~
~
Water Resources Manager
Sabine River Authority of Texas

Attachment
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SRA-TX Comments
Volume I, Draft Feasibility Report for Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement Project

p.I-11

2
During periods of normal rainfall, high salinity water transported by the SNWW is buffered by aiseharo@s
,nnows from HfIswlUB f8SBf'1 aiNLhe Sabine and Neches Rivers. direct rainfall. and coastal watershed
inflows that have little effect on the salinity levels of Sabine Lake and the surrounding marshes.

p.I-14

0MItInent [JDP1]: It's I~ to describe
InflowSfrom the Seliilile _nd'NeeMS'Rlvar$ln1erms
ofthc!lr~rL 5Wotfruh'. .r.~rina
.sa:bIne l.aluu"I&!netad ftom'WI!Ibtrlihedsand dil'ed
pM~" Qther-tJ:!an,flOVlt,s-pjlJli;l:lg-throlJltl s.a,."
TUrybur" and toledo Berld ,dams 147' miles upstnHIfn
ofSablne Lake.

Table 1-2
Totals in bottom right column don't agree witb other data in the table.
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Summary of Habitat Acreages by State, 2004
InterFresh
Texas
Acreage
Waler
Totals
Louisiana
Acreage
Water
Totals
Total
Acreage
Water
Totals

Bottomland

Marsh

Hardwood

Total
Swamp

Wetlands

mediate

Brackish

13,580
2,117
15,697

30,336
9,240
39,576

24,047
8,254
32,301

4,898
810
5,708

72,861
20,421
93,282

5,458
0
5,458

10,157
0
10,157

88,476
20,421
108,897

20,336

101,405

4,n2

31,B72

25,108

133,277

23,112
2,049
25,161

3,551
586
4,137

148,404
39,279
187,683

3,206
0
3,206

6,641
0
6,641

158,251
39,279
197,530

33,916
6,889

131,741

47,159
10,303
57,462

8,449
1,396
9,845

221,265
59,700
280,965

8,664
0
8,664

16,798
0
16,798

et,381i

40,B05

41,112
172,853

Saline

Total

U_;lI'1'j!
570,1172

Volume II, Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement
Project
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3.5.3.1 Flow Diversions
The area within CalcasieulSabine River Basin has experienced accelerated marsh deterioration and
conversion to shallow open water as a result of the construction of Calcasieu Ship Channel, the SNWW.
itRtkhe GIWW.land subsidence from mineral extraction. and relative sea level rise. Efforts to combat the
increased flow of saltwater into the area include both structural and vegetative methods. A 1990 inventory
of water control structures along the perimeter and interior of the CalcasieulSabine River Basin located
174 slIUctures.

4

SRA Comment: The Recommended Plan includes beneficial use of dredge material but doesn't include
water control structures such as those listed in section 3.5.3.1 to restrict the flow of saltwater into the
marshes. The SRA-TX understands the need for beneficial use of dredge malerial and recognizes
costlbenefits analyses have been done to select mitigation options that are most cost-effective, however
these beneficial use areas aren't expected to prevent saltwater from entering the marshes. Marsh
perimeter control sbllctures reduce tidal hydraulics and erosion of surface sediments, restrict inflows from
Sabine Lake, and retain fresh water from rainfall and local watersheds.

5

p.4-112
4.16.4.6 Toledo Bend Reservoir Relicensing
Toledo Bend Reservoir is located on the Sabine River in Tex.as and Louisiana and forms a portion of the
boundary between the two states. The reservoir is approximately 65 miles long and inundates land in
Newton. Sabine, Shelby, and Panola counties. Texas, and Sabine and DeSoto parishes. Louisiana. Toledo
Bend Reservoir has 1,200 shoreline miles, normally covers an area of 185,000 acres, and has a controlled
storage capacity of 4,477,000 acre-feet. The reservoir was consbllcted by Sabine River Authority of
Tex.as and Sabine River Authority, Slate of Louisiana (SRA-LA) for water eSR!ltlF 8tisR~. with
secondary uses of
hydroelectric power generation, and recreation. On December 12,2002, the SRA-TX approved an
application to the TCEQ to amend Certificate of Adjudication No. 05-4658 to include the right to divert
293,300 acre-feet per year of the available unappropriated portion of the stored Texas water from Toledo
Bend Reservoir for multiple
_use (municipal, industrial, agricultural) (SRA-TX and LNVA, 2006). TCEQ is mandated to consider
environmental flows (instream and freshwater needs) during permit evaluations for new reservoirs or
amended water rights.

The SRA-TX and bst:lisisfl8 SRA-LA (Authorities, hereafter)
flfElt"ElSe tEl Fe' i.'t:! their FeI~C (ieeRs!! ts elilTliR81e
f3l:lal iR!? l'I~ eref38" tlF geReFalieR Eh:lriRg m~ SHRUTlt!r fH8Rll'l: III Telea8 J..ieR8 Re!ieFltB~. With this proposed
change, water would be used for public water supply.
Tl'It! SR '" TX aREi b~J\I r\. t!8RlHHSsi8RtlEi Sa~iRe
blllte: et!ele:>il:1al CeRi:litisR sf (he Sa~iHtl ~Jeel'lt!!i ESII::IIlf~ FefJeFL (SRA TX aRa bf:'J" \, 2gga) te faeilililltl
!3F~flllfaliBH sf tAt! i£6RC flFt! 8t"fllieatiElR tiSI:1URleRI Fef feliet!RjiRg Ht! , ot"eFalieRs (8R 61S (lule he
fequifes Ie e, ah:lllte ~I:l iRl!38e15 sf auel'l B:*nng~~. If the Toledo Bend Reservoir were to be operated
solely as a public water supply, the hydropower operational increase in freshwater intlows to Sabine Lake
during the summer months would not occur, resulting in a flow regime similar [0 pre-reservoir or
naturalized conditions (SRA-TX and LNVA, 2006). The current FERC license expires October 14.2013
(SRA-TX and LNVA. 2006).
I

tbI SRA-TX and SRA-LA (Authorities. hereafter! have initi_ated the process to renew the FERC license
which allows the generation of Hydro-electric generation. The current FERC license expires October 14.
2013. The intention of the Authorities is to continue current operations as a hydropower peaking unit
during the summer months. However, as water supply sales increase. hydropower generation mayJ:!g
reduced resulting in a flow regime that is more similar to pre-reservoir or naturalized conditions.
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Volume IV, Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement
Project
Appendix J, SNWW C1P Mitigation/Beneficial Use Monitoring Plan

The SRA-TX recommends long-tenn salinity monitoring as a part of the Monitoring Plan to evaluate
accuracy of the prediction model, subsequent assumptions that were made on the basis of salinity
modeling, and the ultimate success potential for adopted mitigation measures.

8

Mr. Jack Tatum
Water Resources Manager
Sabine River Authority of Texas
P.O. Box 579
Orange, TX 77631
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Comment
No.

1

2
3

Response
Given the fact that impacts of the proposed SNWW CIP are related primarily to salinity
intrusion, extensive efforts have been made to identify effective mitigation measures that
could minimize or eliminate the projected increase in salinity and tidal amplitude. The
results of this effort are presented in FEIS Section 5.4.1.1. None of the salinity control
structures were selected because the net effect of the structures was determined to be
negative. Beneficial salinity effects were modest and could not overcome the adverse effects
of restrictions to marine organism access.
The FR was revised as suggested.

5

Totals in FR Table I-2 have been corrected.
The effect of relative sea level rise (which by definition includes subsidence from any
cause) on existing interior marshes is discussed in FEIS Section 4.10.1.2.1. Existing coastal
marshes appear to have adapted to gradual changes in sea level rise, and in recent years
there has been a decrease in the loss rate in the Sabine-Calcasieu area. The text has not been
revised.
See USACE response to Comment 1.

6

The FEIS was revised as suggested.

7

The FEIS has been revised.
Salinity monitoring is conducted by many state and Federal agencies throughout the SNWW
study area. It is expected that this data will be available for use in assessing future
conditions within the study area.
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James E. Herring, Cllairll/all
Lew is H. McMahan. Member
Edward G. Vaughan. Memher

J. Kev in Wa rd
£'fl!t:. lltive

Admil1islrufor

Jack Hunt. f'ice Chairmnn
Thomas Wl!ir Laban III. Alemher
Joe M. Crutcher. Member

March 18, 2010

Janelle Stokes
Regiona l Environmental Specia l ist
Corps of Engineers, Galveston Di strict
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553
Ms. Stokes,
The Texas Water Development Board (TWDB), as a member of the interagency
coordinati on team for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement Project
(SN WW C IP) and as a member of the Coastal Coordination Counc il (CCC), concurs
that the tentatively recommended pl an for the S WW C IP is consistent with the
Texas Coastal Management Program' s goals and po licies regarding Dredging and
Dredged ,\!la/erial DisposaL and Placement (TAC §50 1.25).
We have reviewed the anal ysis of com pli ance for the goal s and policies re lated to
T AC §50 1.25 Dredging and Dredged Material Disposal and Placement (Appendix
I-I of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement) and agree that the plans for
benefi cial use of dredged materia l meet the goals and policies of the Texas Coastal
Management Plan. If yo u have furth er questi ons, please contact me at 5 I 2-9360825 or at junj i.matsumoto@twdb.state.tx.us.

1

Sincerely,

n

VVlvv~u"",~

Junji Matsumoto , Ph.D. , P.E.
Engineer, Bays & Estuari es Program

Dll r Missio"
To provide leadership. plcullliHI?. /inancial assislal/ce. ill/orllla/iotl, alld edllcation fo r Ihe conservation Clnd responsible developmel1l q(warer j or Texas.
P.O. Box 1323 1. 1700 N Congress Aycnuc • Austin. Texas 787 11-323 1
Te lcphonc (5 12) 463-7847 . r:a.~ (5 12) 475 -2053 . I-SOO-RELA YTX (for Ihe heari ng impair..:dl
\vww.twdb.statc.tx.us . i n fo@' twdb . s tate . L~ . us
TNR 1S · Tcxas Natural RC SD LUC":S lnfonnation System • www . lnris . s t ate. l~ . u s
A A·Jell/ber oJlhe Texas Geographic IIIJor1llll1101I Co/met! ( rGIC)

~~NRI5

Mr. Junji Matsumoto, Ph.D., P.E.
Engineer, Bays & Estuaries Program
Texas Water Development Board
1700 N. Congress Avenue
Austin, TX 78711-3231
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Comment
No.
1

Response
Thank-you for your comment.

_BO)J~BY JINDAL

.. SCO'I'-T-A~-A:N6EJ:~J:;·E---

GOVERNOR

SECRETARY

~tate

of Jroui!)iana

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

OFFICE OF COASTAL MANAGEMENT
March 25, 2010
Dolan Dunn
Chief, Planning, Environmental & Regulator Division
Dept. of the Anny
Galveston District, Corps of Engineers
P. O. Box 1229
Galveston, TX 77563-1229
RE:

C20090667, Coastal Zone Consistency
~u.s. Army Cor.psof-Engineers~ Galv~-ston-District - ... - - ~
Direct Federal Action
Draft EIS for the Sabine-Neches WatelWay Improvements Project, Southeast Texas and
Southwest, Louisiana

Dear Mr. Dunn:
This office has received the above referenced federal application for consistency review
with the approved Louisiana Coastal Resources Program in accordance with Section 307(c) of
the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended. NOAA Regulations on Federal
Consistency, at 15 CFR '930.41(a), allow 60 days for the review of Direct Federal Activities, and
at '930.41 (c) (b) allow additional review time upon mutual agreement between the Federal agency
and the State Coastal Zone Program. Please be advised that, by this letter, Interagency
Affairs/Field Services Division and the Galveston Corps District have mutually agreed to extend
the State review time to March 31, 2010.
A final determination will be made within the authorized time period, ending March 31,
2010. If you have any questions please call Brian Marcks of the Consistency Section at (225)
342-7591.
Sincerely yours,

fttJtr

Gregory J.
Cote
Administrator
Interagency Affairs/Field Services Division
GJD/JDHlbgm
cc: Janelle Stokes, Galveston COE
Post Office Box 44487 • Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804~4487
617 North Third Street • 10th Floor· Suite 1078 • Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70802
(225) 342-7591 • Fax (225) 342-9439 • http:/ /www.dnr.louisiana.gov
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1

Mr. Gregory J. DuCote
Administrator, Interagency Affairs/Field Services Division
State of Louisiana
Department of Natural Resources
Office of Coastal Management
617 North Third Street, 10th Floor, Suite 1078
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-4487
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Comment
No.

Response

1

The review period for the Federal application for consistency review was extended to March
31, 2010 for LDNR-OCM.

Stokes, Janelle S SWG
William Schubert [William.Schubert@tpwd.state.tx.us]
Monday, March 29, 2010 12:35 PM
Stokes, Janelle S SWG
RE: Consistency Determination for SNWW Channel Improvement Project

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Jan,

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department concurs that the Tentatively Recommended Plan for the
Sabine Neches Waterway Channel Improvement Project is consistent with the goals and
policies of the Texas Coastal Management Program.

Jamie Schubert
Upper Coast Ecosystem Assessment Team Leader
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
phone (281)534-0135
fax

(281)534-0122

________________________________
From: Stokes, Janelle S SWG [mailto:janelle.s.stokes@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2010 2:00 PM
To: Tammy.Brooks@GLO.STATE.TX.US; William Schubert; Junji.Matsumoto@twdb.state.tx.us;
Robert Hansen; rcantu@dot.state.tx.us
Cc: Murphy, Carolyn E SWG
Subject: Consistency Determination for SNWW Channel Improvement Project

Dear Tammy/Jamie/Junji/Robert and Raul,
The consistency review for the proposed SNWW CIP project will be conducted pursuant to
the Coastal Coordination Act’s Implementation Rules 31 TAC §506.28 “Guidance for
Conducting Consistency Reviews in Coordination with an Interagency Coordination Team,”
issued on December 11, 2003. The Corps of Engineers, Galveston District, has established
an interagency coordination team (ICT) that includes as voting members representatives
from the following Coastal Coordination Council member agencies: Texas General Land
Office, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, Texas Water Development Board, Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality and the Texas Department of Transportation.
Please provide by return email your agency’s concurrence that the Tentatively Recommended
Plan for the SNWW CIP (as described in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement and Draft
Feasibility Report, issued on 24 December 2009) is consistent, to the maximum extent
practicable, with the Texas Coastal Management Program goals and policies. Please respond
to this request as soon as possible because the deadline for receiving comments on the
Texas consistency determination is 12 March 2010.
Thank-you
Janelle Stokes
Regional Environmental Specialist
Corps of Engineers, Galveston District
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553
1

1

Mr. Jamie Schubert
Upper Coast Ecosystem Assessment Team
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
1502 FM 517
Dickinson, TX 77539
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Comment
No.
1

Response
Thank-you for your comment.

PEGGY M. HATCH
SECRETARY

BOBBY JINDAL
GOVERNOR

~tate

of Jrouisiana

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

MAR 30 Z010

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers- Galveston District
CESWG-PE-RE
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, TX 77553-1229
Attention: Janelle Stokes
RE: Water Quality Certification (WQC 100330-01/AI 104985/CER 20100001)
Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvements Project
Cameron Parish

Dear Ms. Stokes:
We have received notice of your application for a 401 Water Quality Certification to dredge
waterbottoms and place spoil material for marine vessel access improvements, along Sabine Pass
in southwestern Cameron Parish. Prior to processing the certificate, this office requires:
1. A proof of publication of the Public Notice in THE ADVOCATE of Baton Rouge.
2. A proof of publication of the Public Notice in THE AMERICAN PRESS of Lake
Charles.

1

3. Assurance that any excavated material will be, to the best of your knowledge, free of
contaminants and/or will be disposed of in an approved landfill.

2

4. A list of'landowners, adjacent to the project site.

3

Be sure to include our reference number (WQC 100330-01lAI 104985) on all responses. Please
send all correspondence to the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality to the following
address:
Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality
Water Permits Division
P.O. Box 4313
Baton Rouge, LA 70821-4313
Attn: Water Quality Certifications

Post Office Box 4313 • Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70821-4313 • Phone 225-219-3181 • Fax 225-219-3309
www.deq.louisiana.gov

Enclosed are copies of public notices to be published by you one time in the official State
Journal, THE ADVOCATE of Baton Rouge and THE AMERlCAN PRESS of Lake Charles.
(As provided for by LRS 30:2074 A(3), the cost of this publication is to be at your expense).
PLEASE REQUEST THAT THESE NEWSPAPERS FURNISH US WITH PROOFS OF
PUBLICATION OF THIS NOTICE TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS:
Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality
Water :permits Diyision
P.O. Box 4313
Baton Rouge, LA 70821-4313
Attn: Water Quality Certifications
A ten-day period after the date of publication will allow for public comment. After this ten-day
period has expired, a decision as to whether to grant the certificate will be made in accordance
with LAC 33:IX.1507.A-E and provisions of Section 401 of the Clean Water Act.
If we haven't received this information within 30 days from the date of this letter, your
application will be considered inactive. If you have any questions, please call Jamie Phillippe at
225-219-3003.
Sincerely,

-<- ·lffl-

Tom Killeen, Environmental Scientist Manager
Municipal and General Water Permits Section
TKljjp

\

;

PUBLIC NOTICE TO BE RUN IN

THE ADVOCATE OF BATON ROUGE
P.O. Box 588
Baton Rouge, LA 70821
Phone: 225-388-0128
Fax:
225-388-0164
Attn:

Public Notices

Notice is hereby given that the Corps of Engineers- Galveston District has applied for a 401
Water Quality Certification to dredge waterbottoms and place spoil material for marine vessel
access improvements, along Sabine Pass in southw~stern Cameron Parish. The applicant is
applying to the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality, Office of Environmental
Services for a Water Quality Certification in accordance with statutory authority contained in the
LAC 33:IX.1507;A-E and provisions of Section 401 of the Clean Water Act.
Comments concerning this application can be filed with the Water Permits Section within ten
days of this notice by referencing WQC 100330-01/AI 104985 to the following address:
Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality
Water Permits Division
P.O. Box 4313
Baton Rouge, LA 70821-4313
Attn: Water Quality Certifications
225-219-3003
A copy of the application is available for inspection and review at the LDEQ Public Records
Center, on the first floor of the Galvez Building, Room 127 at 602 North Fifth, Street Baton
Rouge, LA 70802 from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

I j'

PUBLIC NOTICE TO BE RUN IN

THE AMERICAN PRESS OF LAKE CHARLES
P.O. Box 2893
Lake Charles, LA 70602
Phone: 337-433-3000
Fax:
337-494-4008
Attn:

Public Notices

Notice is hereby given that the Corps of Engineers- Galveston District has applied for a 401
Water Quality Certification to dredge waterbottoms and place spoil material for marine vessel
access improvements, along Sabine Pass in southwestern Cameron Parish. The applicant is
applying to the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality, Office of Environmental
Services for a Water Quality Certification in accordance with statutory authority contained in the
LAC 33:IX.1507.A-E and provisions of Section 401 of the Clean Water Act.
Comments concerning this application can be filed with the Water Permits Section within ten
days of this notice by referencing WQC 1Q0330-01/AIJ04985 to the following address:
1,.1

Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality
Water Permits Division
P.O. Box 4313
Baton Rouge, LA 70821-4313
Attn: Water Quality Certifications
225-219-3003
A copy of the application is available for inspection and review at the LDEQ Public Records
Center, on the first floor of the Galvez Building, Room 127 at 602 North Fifth, Street Baton
Rouge, LA 70802 from 8:00 a.m. t04:30 p.m.

Mr. Jamie Phillippe
Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality
Water Permits Division
P.O. Box 4313
Baton Rouge, LA 70821-4313
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Comment
No.
1

2

3

Response
Public notices meeting the requirements of Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality
(LDEQ) have been published in the these newspapers.
Information on the potential for contaminants in the dredged material is provided in FEIS
Section 3.4 and Section 4.5. In consideration of LDEQ requirements, Sabine Pass sediment
was compared to Louisiana’s RECAP non-industrial Screening Standards. All detected
analytes were below the lowest value for the respective standard. PBS&J also compared
water and elutriate results to the Louisiana Water Quality Standards (WQS), and found no
exceedances.
Information on adjacent landowners is provided in FEIS Section 5.5.4.2, page 5-28 and FR,
Appendix 4, Section 21.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
RE PlYTO

GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON , TEXAS 77553·1229

,tIITTE/'tTI()", OF

Aprd 07. 20 10

Env ironmental Sectio n

Mr. Jami e Phillippe
Loui s iana Department of Env ironmen tal Quality
Water Penni IS Division
P.O, Box 4313
Baton Rouge. LA 7 0821-4313
Attn : Water Q uali ty Cert ificat ions
Dear Mr. Phillippe:
Refe rence is made to yo ur letter dilled March 30. 20 I 0 regarding Galveston Di stri ct's
request for §40 I Water Qua lity Certl fi calion for the proposed Sabin e· Neches Walen ay Channel
Improvement Projcct (SNWW CI P). We o ffer the fo llowi ng infol1nation to assi st in your
continui ng rcv ie'>v.
•

re(lll ested proof of publication for publ ic notices in T HE A DVOCATE 01"
Baton Rouge and TH E AMERICAN PRESS of Lake Charles. Upon review , we
found that Galvesto n Di st ri ct' s o ri gi nal publ ic notice publi cat ions had not included
the Balon Rou ge newspaper, and hud not required Ihat comments concerning water
qu ality cert ifi cation be sent dircctl y to your agency. Therefo re. we have ini tiated
new notices in both newspapers util izing the dmft language you provided. The
pub lic notices were publi shed in TH E ADVOCATE of Baton Rouge on April 5,
20 10. and in T HE AMER ICAN PR ESS of Lak e Charl es o n April 6 . 2010. Wc
have req uested that both newspapers fUl11ish your office proofs of publication. and
the public notice directs that comments be sen t direc tly to yo u.

•

You requested assuranct· that any exc.w<ltcd material will be. to the best of ou r
knowlcdge. free o f cOlllalllinallts andlor di sposed of" in an approved landti II. The
SNWW C IP Draft Envi rolllllental impact Statement (DEIS) Section 3. 4 and
Sec ti on 4.5 discuss sediment anulyses co nducted for Ihe proposed project and
concl ude Ihal tllere ,u e no causes fo r cone em related to con taminant s. We have
compared the Sabine Pass sediment data present ed in the DEIS wi th the Loui s iana
RECAP non-industrial Sc reening Sta ndard s. All detected analytes were be low th e
lowest va lue fo r the respective standarJ . The DE IS cO lllpan:d '>, ~lter and e lutria te
resu lts to the Loui siana water qualit y standards. and round no e.'<ceedances. Thi s
informat ion will be ,u.lclcd to th e SNWW C IP *404(b)(l) eva luation, Sect ion II.d
(Contarninant Determination s).

YOll

•

You req uested a list or landowners adjacen t to the proj ect sit e in Louis iana - the
Sabine Pass Channel and Placement Area 5 in Cameron Pari sh. Th e SNWW CIP
DEIS Section 5.5.4.2 and Draft Feasi bilit y Report, Append ix 4 (Rea l Estate 1>lan)
prov ide adjacent landowner inronnatioll.

In conclusion, we hope this additional infollnation wi ll be helprul in your rev iew. \\le
trust that we have pro vided sufficient inromlation for yO ll \0 provide §401 State Water Quality
certificati on. I-! owever, we would be hap py to meet with you to provid e. rllrther information ir
needed. Please do not hesi tate to contact Ms. Janell e Stokes al 409/766-3039 shou ld you need
run her assIstance.
Sincere ly.

~

Carolyn Murphy
Chi ef. Environmenta l Section

Coastal Coordination Council
P.O. Box 12873

♦

Austin, Texas 78711-2873 ♦ (800) 998-4GLO ♦

FAX (512) 475-0680

Chairman

March 30, 2010
Jerry Patterson
Texas Land Commissioner

♦
Members
Karen Hixon
Parks & Wildlife Commission
of Texas

Jose Dodier
Texas State Soil & Water
Conservation Board

Ms. Carolyn Murphy
Chief, Environmental Section
Corps of Engineers, Galveston District
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553
Re:

Sabine - Neches Waterway Improvements Project
CMP # 10-0048-F2

Dear Ms. Murphy,

Edward G. Vaughan
Texas Water Development Board

Ned Holmes
Texas Transportation Commission

Elizabeth Jones

As required by 31 T.A.C. § 506.28(b), the Coastal Coordination Council (Council)
issues this consistency agreement for the Sabine - Neches Waterway Improvements
Project (Project), a federal development project conducted by the US Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE).

Railroad Commission of Texas

H. S. Buddy Garcia
Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality

Robert R. Stickney
Sea Grant College Program

Robert “Bob” Jones
Coastal Resident Representative

Jerry Mohn
Coastal Business Representative

USACE established an interagency coordination team (ICT) for the Project pursuant
to 31 T.A.C. § 506.28(b). Its duties included advising the USACE on the
consistency of the Project and included among its voting members a minimum of
three Council member agency representatives. A majority of the Council member
agency representatives on the ICT found the Project to be consistent, to the
maximum extent practicable, with the CMP goals and policies. USACE adopted the
ICT consensus position on consistency and submitted it to the Council as its
consistency determination for the Project. None of the Council member agency
representatives on the ICT objected to USACE's consistency determination in
writing within 15 days after the close of the public comment period.

George Deshotels
Coastal Government
Representative

Bob McCan
Agriculture Representative

♦

Therefore, the Council accepts and adopts the consistency determination for the
Project as submitted by the USACE in accordance with 31 Texas Administrative
Code § 506.28(b).
Sincerely,

Tammy Brooks
Council Secretary

Jesse Solis, Jr.
Permit Service Center
Corpus Christi
1-866-894-3578
Permit Service Center
Galveston
1-866-894-7664

Tammy S. Brooks
Consistency Review Coordinator
Texas General Land Office

1

Ms. Tammy Brooks
Coastal Coordination Council Secretary
Consistency Review Coordinator
Texas General Land Office
P.O. Box 12873
Austin, TX 78711-2873
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Comment
No.

Response

1

The FEIS has been revised to note that the TX CCC accepts and adopts the consistency
determination for the proposed SNWW CIP as submitted by USACE in accordance with 31
Texas Administrative Code § 506.28(b).

B OBBY J [NDAL

SCOTT A . ANGE LLE

GOVERNOR

SECRETARY

~tate

of 1Louisiana

DE PARTMENT OF N ATURAL RESOURCES

OFFICE OF COASTAL RESTORATION AND MANAGE MENT
March 12, 2010

Dolan Dunn
Chief, Planning, Env ironmental & Regulatory Division
Dept. of the Army
Galveston District, Corps of Engineers
P. O. Box 1229
Galveston, TX 77563-1229

RE: Draft Feasibility Report and Draft EIS for the Sabine - Neches Watenvay
lmprovements Project, Southeast Texas and Southwest Louisiana

Dear Mr. Dunn:
The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, Office of Coastal Management (LDNR OCM).
has reviewed the above-referenced Draft Feasibility Report and Draft EIS for the Sabine Neches Wate-rway Improvements Project, and we offer the following comments. The
Consistency Determination submitted by your agency for the proposed activity continues to be
under review by this Office; the issues noted below w ill have to be resolved prior to the
construction phase, in order for OCM to concur that the final design is consistent, to the
maximum extent practicable, with the Louisiana Coastal Resources Program in accordance with
Section 307(c) of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended.
In addition, the Louisiana Office of Coastal Protection and Restoration (OCPR) has commented
to LDNR that there are significant uncertainties about the compliance of the Draft Report's
Tentatively Recommended Plan (TRP) with the attached " Louisiana' s Integrated Ecosystem
Restoration and Hurricane Protection: Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast"
(Master Plan). Since conformance with the Master Plan is an enforceable policy of the State of
Louisiana's coastal management program, it is essential that these uncertainties are addressed so
that Master Plan compliance can be more accurately determined prior to final project design.

Storm Surge:
• Effects of the deeper shipping channel, Gulflntracoastal Waterway (GJWW) deepening, and
borrow area excavation in Sabine Lake may be significant and have not been modeled
thoroughly enough to identify all potential impacts .
• Upland confmed disposal sites on the Texas side of the project may create a barrier to s tonn
surge, redirecting water to Louisiana that under present circumstances goes to Texas. Though
Coastal Management DiVIsion • Post Oflice Box 44-1-87 • BatOD Rouge; Louisi..ana 70804-4487

(225) 342-7591 ' f.x (225) 342-9439 • http://www.dru.smre.laus
An Equal OpportunIty Employer

oeM acknowledges that the areas which are threatened by this potential inundation are not
heavily populated, stonn surge does adversely affect coastal resources.
• Offshore disposal sites from the bar channel dredgi ng may alter stonn currents, potentially
increasing set~up and erosion on Louisiana shores.

Bar Channel deepening:
• Modeling of potential impacts on wave climate and resulting shoreline impacts was not
performed. There is no objective means of estimating potential impacts to the Gulf shoreline
due to the bar channel deepening.

Salinity:
• Modeling of potential salinity changes used questionable asswnptions and boundary
conditions. and data coUected over a short and non-representative time pcriod~ casting doubt on
the reliability of the model results.
Borrow Site in Sabine Lake:
Specific site locations must be identified.
Flotation access channel route must be identified.
Disposal plans fo r material removed from the access channel ro ute must be described.
Disposal plans for access channel material and overburden, if any, from borrow site(s) must be
described.
• Mitigation must be accomplished for submerged aquatic vegetation and oyster seed ground
impacts to the sati sfaction of LDWF.
• Effects of excavation on wave and tidal cli mate and potential shoreline erosion must be more
thoroughly mode led and evaluated.
Geotechnical infonnation on borrow quality should be collected and evaluated.
• Royalty payments and license issues over sediment resources must be resolved with LDWF.
Borrow Site in Gulf Intracoastal Waterway:
Geotechnical data must be collected and analyzed for sediment suitability.
• Geotechnical data must be collected and analyzed for slope stability.
• Shoreline stabili7..ation plans must be proposed.
• The location and configuration of the channel bol1om to be left undisturbed to prevent salt
water intrusion must be fuU y described. Analysis of its response to routine scour as well as
storm surge, over the project life, must be presented.
Mitigation:
• Ln general, the details of proposed mitigation are insufficient to determine whether all potential
losses to the coastal n::suufI.;I;:S of Louisiana will be adequately compensated.
• Disposal site fin al locations and design are not identified.
• Geotechnical data for disposal site design must be collected and evaluated.
• Mitigation project lifetime maintenance and repair must be addressed. Can the Local Sponsor
do such work in Louisiana?
• Average Annual Habitat Units (AAHUs) generated by proposed mitigation fall at least 318
AAHUs short of replacing the anticipated habitat losses to Louisiana. Additional mitigation
will need to be perfonned in Louisiana to offset this deficit.
• 210 AAHUs are claimed to be created by the shoreline deposition of bar channel maintenance
material onto the Gul f shoreline east of the Sabine jetties. The material has only 18% sand; it

is unlikely that such fine grained material will remain in place for the project life and the DEIS
notes that the effects of large storm systems were not included in the consideration.. Even with
periodic maintenance. the ability of such a deposit to provide 210 AAHUs is questionable.
Additional mitigation in Louisiana "ill be required to make up for those AAHUs unless an
acceptable technical justification of the projected benefits is provided.
Pipelines:
• Plats shO\ving all pipelines affected by the deepening of the navigation channel. G IWW~
flotation access channe l and borrow site must be provided. The Galveston District must also
provide a plan for the re-Iocation of any pipelines that might be required as a result of the
recommended plan and each of the alternatives .
• Any potential impacts to Louisiana industries as a result of pipeline re-Iocations or other
construction and/or maintenance related activities must be fully evaluated. and minimized
andlor mitigated.

As ever, the Office ofCoastai Management appreciates the opportunity to comment on this
proposed project. and we look forward to working with your statfto resolve these many issues.
[f you have any questions please call me at (225) 342·5052.

Sincerely yours,

Gregory J. DuCote
Administrator
Interagency Affairs/Field Services Division

GID/JDHlbgm
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ATTACHMENT

Office of Coastal Protection and Restoration Master Plan Consistency Comments on
Tentatively Recommended Plan for Sabine-Neches Waterway Chaunclimprovement
Project
March 11,2010
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' (USACE) Galveston District is conducting a feasibility
study of the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement Project in Southeast Texas and
Southwest Louisiana. Louisiana Office of Coastal Protection and Restoration (OCRP) staff
reviewed the December 2009 Draft Environmentallmpact Statement eElS) and Draft Feasibility
Report (Draft Report), and had telephone conversations with USACE Galveston District
personnel about aspects of those documents. That review indicates there are stil1 significant
issues and uncertainties relative to the consistency of the Draft Report' s Tentatively
Recommended Plan (TRP) with «Louisiana' s Integrated Ecosystem Restoration and Hurricane
Protection: Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast" (Master Plan). While we are
not stating at this time that the TRP is inconsistent with the Master Plan, it is essential that these
issues and uncertainties be sufficiently addressed prior to fmal proj ect design so Master Plan
consistency can be more accurately determined.

The following comments identify key uncertainties and deficiencies and offer reconmlcndations
for addressing them prior to a final consistency determinatjon to be provided by the USACE to
the Louisiana Department of Natural Resources pursuant to the Coastal Zone Management Act.
These comments are grouped by relevant components of the Master Plan.

Master Plan Objective #1
Reduce economic losses from storm based Dooding to residential, public, industrial, and
commercial infrastructure, assuring that assets are protected, at a minimum, [rom a storm
surge that has a I % chance of occurring in any given year.
OCPR technical staff has serious concerns about the adequacy of the modeling of storm surge
impacts on the Louisiana portion of the study area. The current standard for storm surge impacts
to stiH water elevation and waves during tropical storm events uses " coupled)'
ADCTRC/STWAVE modeling. To date, such evaluations have not been performed for the TRP.
Such modeling should include the project's "'annual" impacts not only occurring under the
"normal" tidal conditions, but also considering statistically based eval uations using appropriate
sets of storms to establish the project's impacts for mUltiple return interval conditions so that the
total damageslimpactslbenefits are established (integrated over the full realm of return intervals).
Verbal communications with USACE personnel suggest that three storms (with two scenarios)
will be modeled. OCPR staff does not believe that the number of storms currentl y planned for

modeling is sufficient to adequately assess impacts. Thus, formal assurances by the USACE are
needed, ind icating that sufficient modeling of project-related storm surge and wave impacts wiU
be performed prior to completion of final design, and that the results and methodology will be
provided to the State of Louisiana for further review.
The USACE modeling has not demonstrated that spoil placement and consequent increased
elevation of upland confined disposal sites on the Texas side wilJ not deflect storm surge to the
Louisiana side. Such modeling is needed to determine whether project-induced changes to stonn
surge and wave conditions could cause economic damages Lo Louisiana infrasLructun:. Offshore
disposal sites created from dredging the bar channel may create partial barriers to Slonn currents,
potentially increasing set-up on Louisiana shores under "normal " annual conditions and under
larger tropical storm events.

Master Plan Objective #3
Provide habitats suitable to support an array of commercial and recreational activities
coast-wide.
Adverse habitat impacts are to be offset via restoration 0[2,783 acres ofmarsh~ no urishment of
4,355 acres of existing marsh. and improvement of957 acres of shallow water habitat. However,
we are concerned that, under the TRP, adverse impacts to coastal wetlands in Louisiana will not
be fully mitigated within Louisiana. The TRP assigns 318 Average Annual Habitat Units

(AAHUs) of"excess benefits", resulting from the beneficial use of dredged material in Texas. Lo
Louisiana in order to mitigate impacts to wetlands on the federally owned Sabine National
Wildlife Refuge, located in Louisiana. From a Master Plan consistency standpoint~ we believe
that it is inappropriate to apply " excess benefits" in that manner; those impacts will still occur
within Louisiana's boundaries, so the mitigation should occur within those boundaries.
OCPR technical staff also has concerns abom the amount of mitigation projected to result from
beneficial use of dredged material along the Gulf shoreline near Louisiana Point. Since the
involved materials are predominantly days and silts (less than 20% sand), OCPR technical staff
are not convinced this project feature will achieve a net benefit of21 0 AAHUs. A full
explanation ofthe calculation of these benefits should be presented, as additional mitigation in
Louisiana will be required if those projections cannot be adequately justified.
Elevation surveys and geotechnical information/analysis/design will be required to determine if
the borrow quantities and fill areas are adequately designed to help ensure the success of the
mitigation plan in fully compensating for project impacts.
Given the above issues and uncertainties, the USACE should provide written assurance that the
final mitigation project p lans and designs wiII fully offset project impacts to Louisiana' s coastal
wetlands (including impacts to federal lands within Louisiana); that assurance should provide for
review and concurrence by the State of Louisiana.

The Ecological Model assumes that the marshes in western Cameron Parish will recover to
existing conditions fo llowing a stonn event; based on observations following Hurricane Rita,
OCPR technical staff do not believe that asswnption is correct.

OCPR has concerns that project ' s alteration of seafloor. lake and channel topography may result
in significant adverse effects on additional marshes in Louisiana ifstonn surge into those
marshes is increased by the project's enlarged channel dimensions.
The Ecological Mudd slates that drainage in the Chenier Plain marshes (under normal
conditions) is" ... impaired by numerous hydrologic modifications such as the GIWW [and] the
SNWW," These marshes are primarily brackish and intermediate types. OCPR technical staff
has concerns that removal of borrow material fo r marsh creation from the Grww channel
bottom, as well as some of the borrow excavation within Sabine Lake, will introduce greater
levels of salinity into tbe.s e marshes during normal tidal conditions, possibly resulting in marsh
vegetation die-offs and conversion of marsh to open water.
Changes to the tides, storm surge and wave conditions associated with the project could
potentially _increase shoreline erosion rales, and increase storm surge and salinity-induced
changes to surrounding marshes.
Of the 16 total hydrologic monitoring sites, 7 were located in Louisiana. Of those 7 sites 1 3 sites
(#7, # 9, and # 12) experienced equipment malfunctions resulting in 1.5 to 8 months of lost data,
thus limiting comparison of the data to other sites.
The salinity model repon concludes that the project would result in only a 0 to 2 parts per
thousand (ppt) salinity change impact. However, OCPR technical staff has several concerns
regarding use orthe modeling results referenced in the December 2009 Draft Report to reach
conclusions on project impacts and related habitat mitigation needs for the TRP. USACE
Galveston District personnel have indicated that there is no plan to perfonn additional mode ling
work . Key OCPR concerns include:

1. No access to data repons on which some of the initial and boundary conditions were
based.
2. Data collection involved very short periods to judge the effectiveness of model
calibration and verification.
3. Modeling used little salinity information outside the channels to perform the
calibration and verification.
4. The model generally performed poorly in salinity predictions as compared to salinity
measurements in the channels and lakes. In some cases, differences between
predicted and measured salinity ranged from 5 to 15 ppt. Attempts were made to
reconcile the differences by " introducing salinity" into the modeling effort,

5. The model domain ignored the boundary/interaction between the Calcasieu and
Sabine basins.
6. It appears that most afthe marsh in Louisiana was not modeled and only limited areas
were considered in an ad hoc way (ignoring over-marsh flows); this approach will not
capture project impacts on the marsh for larger tropical stann and hurricane salinity
impacts_
7. The project will deepen the channel to 48 feet, not including 2 more feet of advanced
maintenance and another 2 feet of allowable over-depth. Thus, during larger tidal and
tropical stonn events the channel could be 52 feet deep rather than 48 feet.
Loui siana's marshes are susceptible to damages from salinity increases during larger
tropical stonns, so it is very likely that this modeling approach will underestimate
damages to the marshes resulting from the channel deepening. The modeling effort
also ignores the potential impacts associated with major hurricane (Ike/Gustav) years.
Complicating the evaluation is the use of future relative sea level rise conditions that
lend to " muddy the waters" regarding the estimated project impacts.
8. Pool 3 in Sabine National Wildlife Refuge was not included in the study (p. 4-26)
because it has historically been a freshwater impoundment, hydrologically isolated
from the surrounding marsh. The containment levees were breached in 2005 as a
result of Hurricane Rita. Therefore. this area should be considered in the model
since it will be impacted by the project. Because of extensive landscape
alterations resulting from Hurricanes Rita and Ike (land loss, vegetation stress and
instability of the soils), the conditions in the model may not apply.
9. The modelers were apparently not aware oftbe existence of Louisiana' s
Coast Wide Reference Monitoring System. OCPR has 15 CRMS sites in the
impacted area. It would be prudent to review the available data to assess the
reasonableness of model baseline assumptions compared to the 2007 non-stann and
2008 stann (Ike/Gustav) years.
We recommend that the USACE provide a wrinen commitment to rectify the above deficiencies
in their Dec. 2009 salinity modeling not later than the engineering and design phase of the
project, and to include language in the final feasibility study report indicating that additional
adverse salinity impacts to wetlands anticipated as a result of that additional salinity modeling
wiII be fully mitigated at project cost.

Master Plan Recommendations
The Master Plan recommends stabilizing key areas along tbe CbcnierPlain's bay and lake
shorelines that. if breached. would have catastrophic results for the landscape.
It is not clear that the USACE has evaluated the potential effects of excavating marsh creation
material at the proposed borrow sites on shoreline erosion and bank stability. The results of
those evaluations should be provided, and included in the impacts and mitigation analyses. The
borrow source(s) may need to be moved to eliminate such impacts, depending on the results .

Tbe Master Plan seeks to maintain the integrity of freshwater resources by fortifying and
maintaining spoil banks along the Glw\V and placing saltwater barriers at deep draft
shipping channels to manage salinity levels
Potential effects of excavating the GIWW borrow source, such as on shoreline erosion and
slope stability. should be evaluated and included in the impacts and mitigation analyses. The
recommended project plan should include installing shoreline stabil ization measures along the
GIWW borrow site. or avoiding use of that si te, if those evaluations disc lose such a need. The
recommended project plan should also ensure the continued functjon of the salinity pl ug at the
western boundary of the G IWW segment to be used as a borrow site.
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DEPART MENT OF NATURAL RESOU RCES

OFFICE OF COASTAL RESTORATION AND MANAGEMENT
March31 , 2010
Dolan Dunn
Chief, Planning, Environme ntal and Regulatory Division
Dept. of the Army
Ga lveston District', Corps of Engi ncers
P. O. Box 1229
Ga lveston, TX 77563-1229

RE :

C20090667, Coasta l Zone Consistency
Galveston District, Corps of Engineers
Direct Federal Action
Feasibility Study and Draft Envi ron mental Impact Stateme nt for the Sabine-Neches Watenvay Channel
Improvement Project, Cameron Parish, Louisiana

Dear Mr. Du nn:
The above referenced project has been reviewed for consistency with the approved Louisiana Coastal Resource
Program (LCRP) as required by Sect ion 307 or the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended. This
office finds that the project, as proposed in the application, is conditionally consistent with the LeRP.
Pursuant to NOAA regu lations 011 federal consistency at 15 CFR 930.4(a)( I), a conditional consistency
concurrence must include the conditions which IUUSt be satisfied; an explanation of why the conditions are
necessary to ensure cons istency with specific enforceable policies of the management program. and an
ide ntification of the speci fi c enforceable policies.

Explanation of necessity:
TIle Louisiana Department of Natural Resources (LDNR) Offi ce of Coasta l Management (OCM) has concluded,
based on staff review and comments fro m the Louisiana Office of Coastal Protection and Restoration, the
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fishcries, and other agencies, that the Draft Feasibility Study and
Environmental Impact Statement for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvem ent project is genera lly
con sistent with the LCRP provided that the condit ions described hcre in are met. As outli ned in our comment
letter of March 12, 20 I 0, the project as described lacks many significant detai ls as to design feature s and
locations, potential impacts, and the means by which these impacts will be avoided, reduced, min imized, and
compensated for. Thj s would inc lude, but not be limited to, the topics of storm surge, bar channel deepening,
sali nity, borrow from Sabine Lake, mitigation plans and adequacy, and pipeline relocation. Further, the
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adequacy of comp leted and planned model ing of potentia l sa linity changes. stonn surge, and other impacts is of
significant COI\cern. and must be conducted in a way in which this State can have full confidence in the
analytical results. Please note in particular that your response letter, dated March 19, 2010, does not constitute
an adeq uate resolution to the issues described.
Conditions:
In order to be consisten t, to the maximum extent practicab le with the LCRP, the Corps of Engineers-Galveston
District must prepnre an additional cons istency determination, whi ch will be submiucd to LDNR pursuant {Q IS
CFR 930 Subpan C, when thi s project has rcached a point in the planning or design process where all project
elements can be described in detail , but mod ifications may st ill be made if necessary to ach ieve full consistency
with the Le Rr. This will be no later than the time at which the draft Contract Plans and Spec ificati ons are
circliialed for internal Corps review. This subsequent consistency determination will include the draft Plan s and
Specifictltions as we ll as dotailed informati on suffi cient for the evalufllion of nil proposed action s for
consistency with the LCRP and the Master Plan .
Enforceable policics:
Louisiana's State and Local Coastal Resources Management Act (SLCRMA) and the Louisiana Admini strative
Code (LAC) address the requirements for infonnation necessary for the review of consistency detenn inations in
several places. Relevant enforceable policies may be found in Coastal Usc Guidelines in the Louisiana
Admin istmlivc Code Title 43, Part t:

§70J F In formalion regarding lbe followi ng general faclors shall be ulilized by lbe permitling aUlhorily
in evaluating whether the proposed use is in compliance with the guide lines:
I. type, nature, and location of use;

2. elevation. soil, and water conditions and flood and storm hazard characteristics of site;

3. technjques and materials used in construction, operation, and maintenance oruse;
4. existing drainage patterns and water regimes of surrounding area including flow, circulation.

quality, quantity, and salinity; and impacts on themi
5. availabili ty of feasible alternative sites or methods of implementing the use;
6. designation of the area for certain uses as part of a local program;

7. economic need for use and extent of impacts of use 0 11 economy of locality;
8. extent of resulting public and private benefits;

9. extent of coastal water dependency of the use;
10. existence of necessary infrastructure 10 support the usc and public coSts resulting from usc;
I I . extent of impacts on existing and traditional uses of the area and on future uses for which
lhc area is suited;

12. proximity to and extent of impacts on important natural features such as beaches, barrier
islands, tidal passes, wildlife and aquatic habitnts, and forest landsi
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13 . the extent to which reg ional, state, and national interests are served incl uding the national
interest in resources and the siting of fac ilities in the coasta l zone as identified in the coastal
resources program;

14 . proxim ity to, and extent of impacts on, special areas, particu lar areas, or other areas of
particular concern of the state program or local programs;

15. li kelihood of, and ex tent of impacts of, resulting secondary impacts and cumulat ive
impacts;

16. proximity to and extent of impacts on public lands or works, or hi storic, recreational, or
cultural resources;

17. extent of impacts on navigation, fishing, public access, and recreational opportunities;
18. extent of compatibility w ith natural and cultural setting;

19. extent of long term benefits or adverse impacts.
G. It is the po li cy of the coastal resources program to avoid the following ad verse impacts. To thi s
end, all uses and activities shall be planned , sited, designed, constructed, o perated, and
maintained to avoid to the maximum extent practicable significant:

2. adverse econom ic impacts on the locality or the use and affected governmental bodies;
4. alterati ons in tl1e natural concentration of oxygen in coastal waters ~

5. destruction or adverse alterations of streams, wetland, tidal passes, inshore waters and
waterhottoms, beaches, dunes, barrier islands, and other natural bio logical ly valuable areas
or protective coastal features;

7. alterations of the natural temperature regime of coastal waters;
8. detrimental changes in existing sal inity regimes;

10. adverse e ffects of cumul ative impacts;
II. detrimental discharges of suspended solids into coastal waters, including turbidity resulting
from dredging;

15. fostering of detri mental secondary impacts in und isturbed or bio logically highly productive
wetland areas;
16. adverse alteratio n or destruction of unique or valuable habi tats, critical habi tat for
endangered species, important wildlife o r fishery breeding or nursery areas, designated
wi ldlife management or sanctuary areas, or forestlands;

17. adverse alteration or destru ction of public parks, shoreline access points, public works.
designated recreation areas, sceni c rivers, or other areas of public use and concern;
18. adverse disruptions of coastal wildli fe and fi shery migratory patterns;
19. land loss, erosion, and s ubsidence;

20. increases in the potential for flood, hurricane and other storm damage, or increases in the
likelihood that danlage wi ll occur from such hazards;

21. reduction in the long term biological productivity of the coastal ecosystem.
NOAA Regulations at 15 CFR 930.4(a)(2) state that the Federa l agency shall modify its project proposal
pursuant to the State agency ' s conditions. The Federa l agency shall immediately notify the State agency if the
State agency' s conditions are not acceptable. Section 930.4(b) states that, if the requirements of §930.4(a)( I )
through (3) are not mel, all parties shall treat the State agency's conditional concurrence as an objection
pursuant to §930 Subpart C.

Finally, pursuant to §930.63(e), your agency has the opportunity to appea l this conditional
concurrence/objection to the Secretary of Commerce within 30 days after receipt of this conditional
concllrrence/o bjecti on .

oeM appreciates the opportunities provided by the Galveston District to review this important project. OeM

is

fully aware of the importance of navigation to thi s state and the nation and is commined to working together 10
enable the project to be completed in a manner which does not adversely affect the coastal resources of the state.
We antic ipate that our participation in future work by the Interagency Coord inat ion Team (lCT) will identify
those specific issues wh ich will require detai led assessment by the Corps prior to ou r final review for
consistency with the LCRP.
IfyOll should have any question s on this malter, please contact me at(225) 342·5052.

Sincerely yours,

Gregory 1. DuCote
Administrator
Interagency Affairs/Field Services Division

GJD/JDHlbgm

cc:

David Fruge, OCPR
Kyle Balkum, LDWF
Dave Butler, LDWF
Darryl Clark, USFWS
Janelle Stokes, COE, Galveston

Rickey Broui llette, OCPR

Keith Lovell, OCM
Rick Hartman, NMFS
Myles Hebert, Cameron Parish

Mr. Gregory J. DuCote
Administrator, Interagency Affairs/Field Services Division
State of Louisiana
Department of Natural Resources
Office of Coastal Management
617 North Third Street, 10th Floor, Suite 1078
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-4487
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Comment
No.

Response
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USACE does not consider the condition to be acceptable. USACE has concluded that the
proposed SNWW CIP is fully consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the
enforceable policies of the Louisiana Coastal Resource Program, though LDNR-OCM
objects. This agency has gone to great lengths to demonstrate that we have fulfilled these
requirements as demonstrated by nearly ten years of coordination with LDNR and LDWF
through the SNWW ICT, and extensive studies and modeling described in our letter of
March 19, 2010.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553-1229
REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF

March 19,2010

Environmental Section

Mr. Gregory J. DuCote
Administrator
Interagency Affairs/Field Services Division
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources
Office of Coastal Management
P.O. Box 44487
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804-4487

Dear Mr. DuCote,
Reference is made to your letters dated February 5, 2010 and March 12, 2010 regarding
the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement Project (SNWW CIP) Draft Feasibility
Study and Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), issued for public and agency review
on December 24, 2009. In response to several requests, Galveston District (District) extended
the public comment period to March 12, 2010. An Interagency Coordination Team (lCT)
comprised of Federal and State resource agency representatives from Texas and Louisiana has
assisted Galveston District in modeling and analyzing environmental impacts, and selecting
beneficial use (BU) and mitigation measures for the Tentatively Recommended Plan. The
Department of Natural Resources (LDNR) has had a representative on the ICT since its
inception in 2000 through the last ICT meeting on August 27, 2009. The District has consulted
with LDNR (as a member of the ICT) concerning most of the technical issues raised in these
letters, and many issues originally approved by LDNR as a member of the ICT are now being
reopened. Nevertheless, we would like to work with you in resolving the concerns of the
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, Office of Coastal Management (LDNR-OCM) and
the LDNR Office of Coastal Protection and Restoration (OCPR) and offer the following pointby-point response to issues discussed in both letters.

Storm Surge
LDNR asserts tbat the effects of the deeper shipping channel and the borrow of material from
the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (GIWW) and Sabine Lake may be significant and have not been
modeled thoroughly enough to identify all potential impacts. The Coastal Hydraulic Laboratory
at the Corps of Engineer's Engineering Research and Development Center (ERDC-CHL) was
consulted about the need to model the salinity effect of borrowing material from the GIWW and
Sabine Lake relative to salinity impacts. Neither feature was expected to increase salinity
impacts and so they were not included in the hydrodynamic salinity (HS) modeling.
ERDC was also consulted on the potential for offshore dredged material disposal sites
(ODMDS) to increase wave set-up and erosion on Louisiana shores. In a teleconference on
February 5, 2010, ERDC explained to LDNR personnel that the ODMDS sites are located too
far from shore and in water too deep to affect the Louisiana shore. Waves of any consequence
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present within a few hundred meters of the shoreline are generally depth limited because of the
mild nearshore slope and the presence of a soft mud (Pacific International Engineering, 2003,
Coastal geomorphology of a non-barrier Gulf of Mexico beach: Analysis for protection of
Highway 87 and McFaddin NWR in Jefferson County, Texas). The closest ODMDS (#4) is
located between 3.8 and 6 miles from Louisiana in 34-43 ft of water. It is used by the existing
project for maintenance dredging of the Sabine Pass Jetty Channel. MDFATE modeling (DElS
Appendix B) has shown that it will accommodate new work and maintenance material from the
proposed project with mounding to a maximum of 5 to 7.5 feet at the time of placement.
Previous monitoring of this ODMDS and studies of bottom ocean currents in the region have
determined that the material would disperse between placement cycles and not accumulate.
Therefore the height of material placed in this (and all other) SNWW ODMDS would not affect
wave set-up or erosion. Further modeling is not warranted.
ERDC has just completed a sensitivity analysis of potential storm surge impacts from the deeper
shipping channel and placement areas (Wamsley, Cialone and McAlpin, 2010, Surge Sensitivity
Analysis for Sabine Neches Water Navigation Project, ERDC-CHL). The results of this
analysis were also presented to LDNR in the March 3, 2010, teleconference. The analysis
clearly and unequivocally identifies no impact to Louisiana from the deflection of storm surges
by the higher P A levees or from the deeper navigation channel. Therefore, further modeling to
identify impacts is not necessary.

Bar Channel Deepening.
LDNR's assertion that modeling of potential impacts on wave climate was not performed is
incorrect. Modeling has been performed by ERDC-CHL as reported by Gravens and King
(2003, Shoreline impacts study for Sabine-Neches Project) and this fact was communicated to
LDNR in the 2/5/2010 teleconference; a link to the report was emailed to them that same day.
The report has been presented on SWG's SNWW webpage since 2003, and it is reported in the
DEIS in Section 4.6.2.2. Furthermore, the ERDC modeling report was reviewed and approved
by lCT (which included LDNR). The Gravens and King (2003) modeling report addressed the
changes in the wave climate that would be produced by a deeper and longer offshore channel,
including the Outer Bar Channel, to which we assume the comment relates. In the first two
miles east of Sabine Pass, the net eastward transport would be slightly reduced (by a maximum
of about 1400 yds 3/yr), and further east there would be essentially no change. For a 50 ft
project, between a half mile and 3-4 miles of the east jetty, the accretion would decrease by less
than 0.5 ftiyr, and further from the jetties than that, the change in the shoreline change would
decrease to zero. This small impact would be more than offset by the proposed Gulf Shore
beneficial use (BU) feature's regular shoreline nourishment at Louisiana Point.

Salinity
LDNR asserts that the SNWW salinity modeling used questionable assumptions and boundary
conditions, and data collected over a short and non-representative time period. Boundary
conditions and assumptions were developed by ERDC and coordinated with the ICT in
numerous meetings of the ICT and its modeling workgroup from 2000-2004, and the revised HS
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modeling presented at the last ICT meeting on August, 27, 2009. While LDNR participated in
most of the Modeling Workgroup Meetings, and all prior ICT meetings, no representatives from
LDNR attended the last ICT meeting. The ICT presented no objections to the revised modeling
at this meeting. The HS modeling (both original and revised) has been subjected to extensive
agency technical review (ATR) and Independent External Peer Review (IEPR). ATR identified
no significant concerns. The primary IEPR concern related to the need to include the effects of
relative sea level rise. This was added in the revised HS Model analysis (Brown and Stokes,
2009, Numerical Model Study of Potential Salinity Impacts Due to Proposed Navigation
Improvements to the Sabine-Neches Waterway, Texas, ERDC-CHL).
Borrow Site in Sabine Lake
LDNR lists several types of information that are needed prior to construction. In our Febmary
5, 2010 teleconference, the District stated that we would work with the ICT (which includes
LDNR and the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries [LDWFJ) to obtain all of the
information (i.e. geotechnical information on borrow quality, analysis of potential access
channels and disposal plans) needed to develop detailed engineering plans during
preconstmction, engineering and design (PED). The need for wave climate modeling to support
design considerations would be determined at that time. Designs would minimize impacts to the
greatest extent possible. The DEIS (Section 5.5.1) fully evaluated potential impacts of the
access channels and borrow area and determined that impacts would be minimal and temporary.

LDNR states that mitigation of oyster seed ground impacts must be accomplished to the
satisfaction of LDWF. DEIS Section 5.5.1 evaluates the potential impacts by the proposed
access route/borrow area. The dedicated dredging would take approximately 3.1 million cubic
yards of material from a 1.8-mile-long borrow trench in Sabine Lake. An access channel,
approximately 8 miles long, from the GIWW near the mouth of the Sabine River would be
needed for the dredge to reach the proposed borrow area. The exact locations of the borrow
trench and access channel would be determined in consultation with the ICT after PED bottom
surveys of potential locations. The proposed route of the access channel was chosen to keep
dredging· impacts to a minimum; it takes advantage of deeper water in the center of the lake,
thereby minimizing dredging and bottom impacts.
Benthic fauna would be removed when the borrow sediment is excavated; however, benthic
organisms can rapidly recolonize and no long-tenn effects are anticipated. Due to low salinity (1
to 6 parts per thousand [pptJ) in this area of Sabine Lake, live oyster reefs are not likely
(Fagerberg, 2003, Field Data Collection Summary Report for the Sabine-Neches Waterway
Study, ERDC). A study by T. Baker Smith, Inc. (2006, Oyster Assessment for Proposed
Locations, Flow Lines and Facilities to Serve the Ballard Well SL 17131 No.1 and the MF
102080 Well No.1, Sabine Lake, Cameron Parish, Louisiana, and Jefferson County, Texas)
found no live oyster reefs in this area. Submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV) is not likely to be
found in this area due to low salinities and shallow, turbulent water. Nevertheless, as stated in
DEIS Section ES.5 and Section 5.5.1 and in our letter dated March 4, 2010 to LDWF, we
propose that a water bottom survey of the borrow and access channel areas be conducted after
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approval of the Chief of Engineer's report, during the PED phase of the project. In the unlikely
event that oyster reef is encountered, plans will be revised to avoid impacts.
LDNR states that mitigation of SAV impacts must be accomplished to the LDWF. In our letter
dated March 4, 2010 to LDWF, the District agreed to reevaluate SAV impacts if additional
information on potential SAV impacts is provided. To date, no additional information has been
provided by LDWF or any other agency. DEIS Appendix C, Section 4.2 describes the Wetland
Value Assessment (WV A) modeling of the model variable "Percent Submerged Aquatic
Vegetation." The WVA model documentation described in DEIS Appendix C, Section 2.6.1.2,
defines SAV as any of the diverse array of floating-leaved and submerged aquatic plants that are
typically found in a study area. SAV coverage is included as a model variable because it
provides important food and cover to a wide variety of fish and wildlife. The model evaluates
the percentage of open water that is dominated by SAY, without consideration as to whether it is
native or invasive. The WVA modeling utilized an inventory of SAV species in the study area
that was prepared by the District using recent monitoring reports and other available scientific
literature. Potential project impacts would be related to the increase in salinity that would occur
with deepening of the SNWW navigation channel. As described in DEIS Section 4.2.1, one
native and one invasive SAV species out of 10 species present in LA 1 would be affected by the
predicted salinity change. It is expected that any SAV cover lost due to the gradual salinity
change would be replaced by salinity tolerant SAV species continuing to grow within their
tolerance ranges. As a result, no actual impact to percent SAV cover would be expected. The
best available scientific information was used to establish salinity ranges for the evaluation;
differences in scientific opinion regarding these ranges are readily apparent in the literature. As
no new information has yet been provided, we see no reason to revise the WV A modeling at this
time.
LDNR asserts that royalty payments and license issues over sediment resources must be
resolved with LDWF before the OCM can concur that the final design is consistent, to the
maximum extent practicable, with Louisiana Coastal Resources Program. The District
maintains that the United States is not bound by Louisiana statute (R.S. 56:2011) pursuant to the
Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution, and that Louisiana is not entitled to
compensation under the Fifth Amendment, pursuant to the doctrine of Navigation Servitude.
This servitude gives the Federal Government the right to use the "Navigable Waters" of the
United States without compensation for navigation projects. The applicability of the Navigation
Servitude has been interpreted broadly to include not only traditional navigation projects, such
as locks and dams, but also to apply when actions are in furtherance of aesthetic, ecological,
environmental, economic or commercial public interests in navigable waterways, United States
v. 967,905 Acres in Cook County, 447 F. 2d 764, 771 (8 th Cir. Min., 1971). The landmark
decision United Transmission Co. v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 772 F. Supp 952 (E.D.
Tex., Jul11, 1991), 7 F. 3d 436 (5 th Cir. Tex., Nov 18, 1993,512 U.S. 1235 (U.S. Jun 27, 1994)
Cert. Denied, upheld the Corps' authority to exercise the Navigation Servitude and its "§ 10
permit authority," as codified in § 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, 33 U.S.c. §401 et seq., to
effect the removal of obstructions to navigation, even though the Federal project was authorized,
not for navigation, but for flood control.

f
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Additionally, the State of Louisiana has no compensable interest under the Fifth Amendment,
because its interests are subservient to the dominant Navigation Servitude. This is illustrated in
a recent case before the United States Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit (July 31, 2009),
Northwest Louisiana Fish & Game Preserve Commission v. United States 2009 WL 2341986
(C.A.Fed.) In this case, the State of Louisiana alleged that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer's
construction and operation of the Red River Navigation Project caused a severe hydrilla and
coontail infestation in Black/Clear Lake, making some parts of the Lake useless for recreation.
The Court held that "the Government's navigational servitude is derived from the principle that
all navigable waters in the United States are considered public property, Owen v. United States,
851 F.2d 1404, 1408 (Fed Cir. 1998) (en banc). This court has acknowledged the extraordinary
priority given to navigable waters, noting that they are under the 'exclusive control of the
federal government.' Id. . .. The dominant servitude defines the limits within which Congress
can work to improve navigation without creating an obligation to pay just compensation under
the Fifth Amendment." Owen, 851 F.2d at 1408. The Court concluded that "because the
Commission's interest is subservient to the Government's dominant servitude, it is not
compensable under the Fifth Amendment, 2009 WL 2341986 (C.A.Fed.), p. 5. For the SNWW
CIP, an evaluation of the connection between the removal of fill material for the Willow Bayou
marsh mitigation areas and the navigation purpose of the underlying project is simple. But for
construction of the proposed project, the environmental mitigation and BU marsh restoration
would not be necessary.
Borrow Site in GIWW
LDNR lists several types of information that are needed prior to construction. In our February
5,2010 teleconference, the District stated that we would work with ICT (which includes LDNR)
to obtain all of the information (i.e. geotechnical information on sediment suitability and slope
stability, and complete an analysis of the "salinity plug" in the GIWW at its intersection with the
Sabine River) needed to develop detailed engineering plans. Designs would minimize impacts
to the greatest extent possible; instability of emergent shorelines is not anticipated because
dredging would remove accumulated maintenance material only, as described in DEIS (Section
5.5.2). In situ sediments beside and below the existing GIWW channel would not be disturbed.
However,
should analyses determine that stabilization of small areas is needed; the District
would propose stabilization plans at that time.
Mitigation
LDNR asserts that details of the proposed mitigation are insufficient to determine whether all
potential losses will be adequately compensated. The District disagrees - mitigation site
locations have been finalized despite the LDNR assertion to the contrary and conceptual designs
are sufficient to support ecological modeling ofthe compensatory mitigation. In our February 5,
2010 teleconference, the District stated that we would work with the ICT (which includes
LDNR) to obtain all of the information needed to develop detailed engineering plans, including
geotechnical data relevant to site design, during PED. LDNR was referred to DEIS Appendix J
for a description of the mitigation monitoring and contingency plan, which describes the role
and responsibilities of the non-Federal sponsor, the Sabine-Neches Navigation District (SNND).
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LDNR asserts that the proposed mitigation plan falls "at least 318 Average Annual Habitat
Units (AAHUs) short of replacing the anticipated habitat losses to Louisiana" and that
additional mitigation will have to be performed in Louisiana to offset this deficit. The District
maintains that the proposed mitigation plan would more than compensate for all impacts of the
proposed SNWW CIP. Benefits of the BU measures are being used to offset impacts in both
Texas and Louisiana. DEIS Table 5.1-2 provides a summary accounting of BU benefits and
compensatory mitigation for the proposed project. In Louisiana, the benefits of BU measures
offset the loss of210 average annual habitat units (AAHUs) to private lands along the coast at
Louisiana Point, and the loss of 340 AAHUs to Federal land in the Sabine National Wildlife
Refuge. Although the net impact of the project as a whole after application of all BU benefits
(including significant other BU benefits in Texas) is the loss of 843 AAHUs, the proposed
mitigation plan would provide 1,181 AAHUs in order to fully and separately compensate for the
loss of 1,499 AAHUs to non-Federal lands in Louisiana. Exclusion of the Federal lands (i.e. the
Sabine National Wildlife Refuge) is based upon the definition of "coastal zone" in the Coastal
Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended. "Excluded from the coastal zone are lands the use of
which is by law subject solely to the discretion of or which is held in trust by the Federal
Government, its officers or agents (16 U.S.C. § 1453)." Furthermore, the Louisiana marsh
mitigation measures would compensate for the predicted loss of 691 acres in Louisiana over 50
years by the restoration of 2,783 acres of emergent marsh, the improvement of 957 acres of
shallow water habitat and the nourishment of 4,355 acres of existing marsh. Since the marsh
restoration is several times greater than the predicted marsh loss, there would be no net less of
wetlands.
LDNR also questions the benefits of the Gulf Shore BU feature at Louisiana Point, and asserts
that additional mitigation in Louisiana will be required unless acceptable technical justification
of the projected benefits is provided. The benefits of the BU feature in Louisiana were
established by WV A modeling accomplished by the ICT, of which LDWF and LNDR were a
part. The technical justification presented in DEIS Appendix C, Section 8.3.1.2 and WVA
modeling were reviewed and accepted by the ICT. The monitoring plan (DEIS Appendix J)
would determine if benefits are being reached as predicted.
Pipelines
All pipelines in project construction areas would be identified during PED. Plans for pipeline
relocations would also be developed at that time. Costs of pipeline relocations have been
included in the economic analysis of potential project benefits. Direct and indirect economic
benefits of the proposed deepening will accrue to all users of the SNWW, including the energy
industries, and to the regional economy in Louisiana as established by an independent economic
analysis (Martin Associates, 2006, Economic Impacts of the Sabine-Neches Waterway and
Economic Benefits of Maintenance Dredging of the Waterway). The District's economic
analysis presented in FR Section V.F establishes that there would be a net economic benefit to
the country from the proposed project. Minimal impacts to Louisiana industries are anticipated
because construction would work around pipeline relocations as needed to accommodate all
parties for a safe, effective and minimally disruptive working plan.
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Attachment "Office of Coastal Protection and Restoration Master Plan Consistency
Comments on Tentatively Recommended Plan for Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel
Improvement Project, March 11,2010.
Many of the comments in this attachment repeat or expand on bulleted comments in the letter.
Responses below address comments that were not already addressed by responses to LDNROCM comments above.
Master Plan Objective #1
LDNR states that OCPR technical staff have serious concerns about the adequacy of the storm
surge modeling of potential impacts to the Louisiana portion of the study area. The storm surge
sensitivity analysis of two "worst case" storms ((Wamsley, Cialone and McAlpin, 2010, Surge
Sensitivity Analysis for Sabine Neches Water Navigation Project, ERDC-CHL) was provided to
LDNR by email on March 2, 2010. The analysis clearly demonstrates that the proposed project
would have no impacts in Louisiana, so there is no need to perform the full scale
ADCIRC/STWAVE modeling requested by LDNR. This modeling would be needed to fully
evaluate impacts, if impacts had been identified. Since none were identified using a worst-case
analysis, further modeling is not justified. The sensitivity analysis clearly demonstrates that the
proposed SNWW CIP would not contribute to economic losses in Louisiana from storm based
flooding to residential, public, industrial and commercial infrastructure, and thus complies with
MasterPlan Objective # 1.
Master Plan Objective #3
The majority of the LDNR comments under this objective are covered by District responses to
the OCM comments. However, the OCPR comment also contains a number of specific
questions and assertions regarding the HS salinity modeling, demands for additional salinity
modeling, and a demand that the feasibility study include language "indicating that additional
adverse salinity impacts to wetlands anticipated as a result of that additional salinity modeling
will be fully mitigated at project cost." The District maintains that the HS modeling (Brown and
Stokes, 2009) is technically and scientifically sound and that salinity impacts have been
adequately addressed by the DEIS. The District would be happy to arrange for ERDC-CHL to
present and discuss details of the modeling effort with your staff at your convenience. The HS
model has undergone several technical reviews (by the ICT, the US Army Corps of Engineers
Center of Deep Draft Navigation, and an independent peer review by outside academics) and we
are confident that it is a technically sound tool for the evaluation of project impacts. With the
proper execution of the proposed mitigation plan and BU features, the proposed SNWW CIP
would not conflict with Objective #3: "provide habitats suitable to support an array of
commercial and recreational activities coast-wide."

•

LDNR asks that USACE provide written assurance that the final mitigation project plans
and designs will fully offset project impacts in Louisiana's coastal wetlands. Additional
assurance should not be necessary, as the FE IS and Record of Decision will obligate the
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•

•

•

•

•

•

District and non-Federal sponsor to provide the compensatory mitigation described in
these documents.
One of LDNR's assertions relates to the previous HS modeling report (Brown et al.,
2006) in which calibration and verification differences were reconciled by "introducing
salinity." These problems were resolved by the revised HS modeling (Brown and
Stokes, 2009). The LDNR claim that they were not given access to the latest HS
modeling report is incorrect. LDNR did not request access to the report and a final
version of this report was not available until late February, 2010. A copy of this report
is provided with this letter.
The LDNR comments question issues such as model calibration and verification, the
duration and extent of data collection, and the treatment of marshes in the model.
ERDC employed a state-of-the-art model to evaluate potential salinity impacts, and the
technical adequacy of the HS modeling has been sustained by ATR and IEPR.
LDNR asserts that "most of the marsh in Louisiana was not modeled." All of affected
marsh in Louisiana was modeled, and the lCT (including LDNR representatives) were
involved in determining what areas were modeled.
LDNR asserts that the HS Modeling did not include the actual dredging depth (48 ft plus
2 ft advance maintenance and 2 ft allowable overdepth). This assertion is incorrect. The
full 52 ft of potential dredging depth is included in the modeling
The LDNR asserts that inclusion of predictions of relative sea level rise (RSLR)
conditions "tend to muddy the waters" regarding estimated project impacts. Inclusion of
RSLR is required to appropriately determine future without project conditions, a
requirement of the US Army Corps of Engineers planning process.
LDNR asserts that Pool 3 in the SNWR must be included in the HS model because
breaches to the containment levee caused by Hurricane Ike would result in impacts from
the proposed project. In a recent communication with the SNWR and US Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) personnel, that agency reports that the only hurricane-caused
breach, a 6 to 7 foot opening in the SE comer of Pool 3, was repaired 3 to 4 months ago
by an oil company doing work on the SNWR. Two 6-foot wide bays on each of two 14bay variable crest weir water control structures located in the northwest and eastern
containment levees of the Pool are currently left open for fisherman access and rainwater
discharge. Salt water intrusion at these locations is not an issue because most of the
water flow is discharging out of the Pool and because of the bay's small size (6 feet
wide). It is possible for tidal surges from tropical storms or hurricanes to enter the Pool,
but on average tides, water can only currently enter via the two 6-foot wide bays per
water control structure. These openings are not sufficient to cause salt water intrusion
problems in the Pool. There are no current plans for the USFWS to maintain or raise the
Pool levees. They have been inspected and future maintenance noted but, to the
knowledge of the SNWR manager, the levee maintenance has not been funded.
The major salt water intrusion route to the Pool is from Ca1casieu Lake to the east. This
is not an issue because the southeast gap has been repaired and the fisherman boat bays
are not significant in size (2, 6-foot wide bays). The projected salinity increases from the
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SNWW CIP would not be a threat to increasing salinities from the west into the Pool
because of its hydrologic isolation. Pool 3 was originally eliminated from the SabineNeches project area because it was, and remains, hydrologically isolated from the west
via the Pool levees even though it contains two water control structures operated as
weirs. The model predicted that net salinity increase caused by the Sabine-Neches
project in the hydrologic units surrounding the Pool would be from 0.5 ppt to 1.0 ppt
(Southeast Sabine = 0.5 ppt, Southwest Gum Cove = 0.9 ppt, Sabine Lake Ridges
brackish marsh = 0.6 ppt, East Johnsons Bayou = 1.0 ppt). These salinity increases
would not be likely to cause saltwater intrusion in the Pool under the current scenario of
intact levees with 2, 6-foot wide bays opened at each of 1 water control structures.
Therefore, Pool 3 remains hydrologically isolated from the Sabine-Neches influence
area. Furthermore, USFWS believes that re-doing the Sabine-Neches hydrologic model
for this reason is not warranted.
Master Plan Recommendations

The exact location of the proposed borrow trench in Sabine Lake would be determined during
PED by the District in consultation with the lCT. It would be sited so as to avoid increasing
erosion to the shoreline, and therefore would not result in breaches to the Chenier Plain's bay
and lake shorelines. The need for wave climate modeling to support design considerations
would be determined in consultation with the lCT during PED.
The proposed SNWW ClP would not adversely affect "spoil banks" along the GlWW or the
freshwater resources protected by them. Geotechnical investigations during PED would obtain
all information needed to evaluate the stability of the emergent GlWW shoreline during
proposed borrow activities. If an adverse effect is identified, the borrow activity would be
modified to avoid those impacts. Similarly, geotechnical information would be obtained to
support the detailed design of the "salinity plug" in the GlWW near the Sabine River.
In conclusion, I hope this additional information will be helpful in resolving your
concerns regarding the proposed SNWW CIP and the studies report in the DElS. The DElS has
provided sufficient information, including numerous scientific analyses and numerical modeling
studies, to demonstrate that the proposed DElS complies with the National Environmental
Policy Act and that the proposed SNWW CIP is in compliance, to the maximum extent
practicable, with the Coastal Zone Management Act, and other applicable laws and regulations.
Several other state and federal agencies have found that the DElS provides sufficient
information for their reviews. The USFWS (letter dated February 5, 2010), National Marine
Fisheries Service (letter dated March 8, 2010), Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (letter
dated March 11, 2010), and the Environmental Protection Agency (letter dated February 18,
2000) have expressed no outstanding concerns with the proposed project.
If, after review of the information provided herein, your agency still has concerns, I
request that you explain how the proposed activity would be inconsistent with the specific
enforceable policies (including citations) of your coastal management program, and provide
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alternatives, which if adopted would allow the proposed SNWW CIP to proceed in a manner
consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the cited enforceable policies. I would like
to reiterate that Galveston District has been working through the ICT process with LDNR and
12 other state and Federal agencies for 10 years to perform the appropriate scientific studies and
modeling needed to ensure that the proposed proj ect avoids and minimizes environmental
impacts to the greatest extent practicable. We stand ready to continue working with ICT during
the PED phase to resolve your concerns and develop detailed designs for the Louisiana
mitigation- measures and BU feature. Please do not hesitate to contact Ms. Janelle Stokes at
409/766-3039 should you need further assistance.

Enclosure
Report

CF:
David Fruge, OCRP
Rickey Broulliet, OCRP
Ismail Merhi, OCRP
Jeff Harris, OCM
Darryl Clark, USFWS
Rick Hartman, NMFS
Kyle Balkum, LDWF
Dave Butler, LDWF
Myles Hebert, Cameron Parish

Deputy District Engineer,
for Project Management

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
G ALVES TON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS

P . O. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553·1229
ATTENTION OF

April 26, 2010

Environmenta l Sect ion

Mr. Gregory J. DuCote

Administrator
Interagency Affa irs/ Field Services Di vision
Louisiuna Department of NalUral Resources
Office of Coas wi Mnnngcment
P.O. Box 44487
Balon Rouge. Louisiana 70804-4487
Dear Mr. DuCote:
Reference yo ur letter dated March 3 1. 2010 to Mr. Dolan Dun n army slarr. The
leiter discusses the Louisiana Coasta l Resource Program (LCRP) consistency review of
the U.S. AllllY C0'1)5 of Engineers, Galveston Dis trict (the Dist rict) consistency
dctennination for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement Project (SNWW
CI P). The Lo ui si an a Department of Natu ral Reso urces. Office of Coastal Manageillen t
(LDN R-OCM) foun d that the proposed SNWW C [P is conditio nally cons isten t wi th the
LCRP . The finding requires that USACE submit an addi tiona l cons istency determi nation
no later than the time al which dra n co ntract plan s and specific'Hions are c ircu lat ed ror
internal District review .
A requirement or lhe cond it ional cons istency is the s ubmission or acldit iona l
detailed inr01l11ation on top ics thaI "wou ld include. but not be limited \0, the topif.:5 of
5t0I111 surge. bm channel deepening, sa lin ity. borrow rrolll Sabine Lake, mitigation p lans
and adequacy. and pipeline reloca ti on." The District has gone to great lengths to
coordin<lIc the proposed project and support ing envi ronmen tal studi es addressing these
issues wi th LDNR, as demonstrated by ncarl y ten years of anal ysis and coordinat ion with
LDNR through the SNWW Interagency Coordination Team , T hro ugh this coordination
process we ha ve successrull y reso lved llumerouS iss ues raised by th e Slate or Loui s ian a.
State or Texas, and Federal agencies that parti cipated in the rev iew orl he project.
The District has eva luated the proposed SNvVW C IP for consistency wi lh the
LeRP, and has co ncluded lhat the Recommended Plan is cons isten t to the maxim um
exten t practicable with the enforceab le policies of' Loui siana 's coastal Ilwllagelll cnl
program , Conditio na l consistency as proposed in yo ur lettcr is n01 acccptubl c. and you
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are hereby notifi ed that , in comp liance wi th 15 e FR 930.43 (d) (2), thi s age ncy fin ds th at
the proposed acti on is consistent 10 the maximulll extent practi cabl e wi th the enforceabl e
policies orl he Louisiana program , and we will proceed with the projec t.

Sincerel y,

Co lonel, Corps oC Engineers

District Commander

Copies Furn ished:
David Fruge, LDNR -OC PR
Jeff Hmi" LDNR-OCM
Randall Reese, SNNO
Hubert Oxford. III , SNN D

BOBBY JINDAL

SCOTT A. ANGELLE
SECRETARY

GOVERNOR

~tate

of ]Louisiana

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

OFFICE OF COASTAL MANAGEMENT
5 February 2010
USACE - Galveston District
Attn: Ms. Janelle Stokes
P. O. Box 1229
Galveston, TX 77553

RE:

U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Galveston District
Notice of Public Meeting ofthe DraJtEnviroTImentallmpact- Statement (DEIS)
for Sabine-Neches Waterway Proposed Channel Improvement Project, Southeast
Texas and Southwest Louisiana

Dear Ms. Stokes:
This office has received your December 19,2009, letter stating that the referenced
Draft report was prepared in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) of 1969, Section 102(2)(c) as amended. This document is presently under public
review, with written comments to be postmarked by February 10,2010. This Department
would like to request to extend the comment period an additional 90 days to May 10,
2010, in order for this Office to fully evaluate the project and all appurtenant
documentation. It is a large body of information and we are trying to be very diligent and
thorough in our review. We are particularly concerned about modeling for storm surges,
and salinity, the proposed mitigation for unavoidable impacts to wetland habitats, and the
potential impacts to extant energy infrastructure and any potential for disruption of
services/delivery of product that Louisiana's industries rely on. A more detailed, though
not necessarily complete, list of areas of concern is attached.
Please let us know as early as possible if such a time extension for our comments
meets with your approva1.
If you have any questions please contact me at 225.342.5052 or
Gregory .ducote@la.gov.

Sincerely yours,

~trJIa~ {/;r
Administrator
Interagency Mfairs/Field Services Division
Post Office Box 44487 • Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804-4487
617 North Third Street· 10th Floor· Suite 1078 • Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70802
(225) 342-7591 • Fax (225) 342-9439 • http:/ /www.dnr.louisiana.gov
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Storm Surge:
- Effects of the deeper shipping channel, deeper GIWW, and borrow area in Sabine Lake may be
significant and have not been appropriately modeled.
- Upland confined disposal sites on the Texas side of the project may create a barrier to storm
surge, redirecting it to Louisiana.
- Offshore disposal sites from the bar channel dredging may create partial barriers to storm
currents, potentially increasing set-up on Louisiana shores.
Bar Channel deepening:
- Modeling of potential impacts on wave climate and resulting shoreline impact must be
performed.
Salinity:
- Modeling efforts are still under review by staff.
- Existing data from CRMS stations evidently was not used in modeling.
- Input parameters may not have been optimal.
Borrow Site in Sabine Lake:
- Justify the selected floatation access channel route. What alternatives were evaluated?
- Describe the disposal of material removed from the access channel route. Were impacts (e.g.,
SAYs) evaluated & mitigated?
- Mitigation for SAV s and oyster seed ground impacts is required by LD WF. These must be
successfully addressed.
- Effects of excavation on wave climate and potential shoreline erosion should be evaluated.
- Geotechnical information on borrow quality should be collected and evaluated.
- Royalty payments and license issues over sediment resources must be resolved with LDWF.
Mitigation:
- Disposal site design must be presented.
- Geotechnical data for disposal site design must be collected and evaluated.
- Mitigation project lifetime maintenance and repair must be addressed. Who will perform? Can
the Local Sponsor (TX) do such work in Louisiana?
GIWW deepening for borrow:
- Geotechnical data must be collected and fuJ.alyzed for sediment suitability.
- Geotechnical data must be collected and analyzed for slope stability.
- Shoreline stabilization plans must be proposed.
- The design and analysis of the proposed salt water plug must be presented.
Pipelines:
- Plats showing all pipelines affected by the deepening of the navigation channel, GIWW,
floatation access channel and borrow site must be provided.
- Discussion of impacts to this energy infrastructure and plan for addressing same
- Impacts to Louisiana industries must be fully evaluated and minimized.

Stokes, Janelle S SWG
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brian Marcks [Brian.Marcks@LA.GOV]
Thursday, February 04, 2010 9:38 AM
Stokes, Janelle S SWG
Jeff Harris
FW: C20090667 COE- GALV

Attachments:

Document.pdf

Document.pdf
(615 KB)

Janelle,
Attached please find the LDWF comment letter on the DEIS for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Improvement Channel
Project. Our agency has a Memorandum of Understanding with the LDWF whereby this agency requires that the applicant
agree to the specifications included in their official comment letter to us to obtain consistency concurrence with our agency
on a given project. Please provide information that you will comply with these LDWF specifications, revise the project to
meet these specifications, or work with LDWF to resolve any differences you may have with them that are agreeable to
LDWF. LDWF normally informs us when they are in agreement with such resolutions of any differences you may have.
Brian Marcks
Consistency Analyst
LDNRlOCM
-----Original Message----From: CMDUSER [mailto:CMDUSER@dnr.state.la.us]
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2010 9:24 AM
To: Brian Marcks
Subject: C20090667 COE- GALV

Please open the attached document. This document was digitally sent to you using an HP Digital Sending device.

To view this document you need to use the Adobe Acrobat Reader. For more information on the HP MFP Digital Sending
Software or a free copy of the Acrobat reader please visit:
http://www.hp.com/go/HP_Digital_Sender_Module.com
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Bryan W. Shaw, Ph.D., Chairman
Buddy Garcia, Commissioner
Carlos Rubinstein, Commissioner
Mark R. Vickery, P.G., Executive Director

TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Protecting Texas by Reducing and Preventing Pollution

April 15, 2010

Ms. Janelle Stokes
Regional Environmental Specialist
1hl1ted StatesArn~y Corps of Engineers, Galveston. District
P.O. Box :1229
Galveston, Texas 77553-1229
Re: General conformity concurrence for the Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvement Project
Dear Ms. Stokes:
This letter provides general conformity concurrence for the proposed Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel
Improvement project. The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) reviewed the project in
accordance with Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part 93, and Title 30 Texas Administrative Code
(TAC) § 101.30 of the TCEQ general rules. The proposed project is located in the Beaumont-Port Arthur
(BP A) area and is classified as moderate nonattainment for the 1997 ozone standard, and emissions are
expected to be above the 100 tons per year de minimis threshold. Therefore, a general conformity analysis
is required.
The TCEQ has determined, pursuant to 30 TAC § 10 1.30(h)(1 )(E)(i)(I), that emissions from the proposed
project will not exceed the emissions from the applicable state implementation plan, the BP A Rate-ofProgress adopted by the TCEQ Commission on October 27, 2004, and approved by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency on February 22,2006. This general conformity determination is based
upon information provided in a September 2009 Draft General Conformity Determination prepared for
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE).
In support of the ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standard, the TCEQsuggests the USACE adopt

pollution prevention and/or reduction measures inconjrinction with this and future projects, such as the
following:
encourage construction contractors to apply for Texas Emission Reduction Plan grants;
establish bidding conditions that give preference to clean contractors;
direct construction contractors to exercise air quality best management practices;
direct contractors that will use tugboats during construction to use clean fuels;
direct operators of the assist tugboats used in maneuvering dredge vessels to use clean fuels;
select assist tugs based on lowest nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions instead of lowest price; or
purchase and permanently retire surplus NO x offsets prior to commencement ofoperations.
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Thank you for providing the necessary information and staff assistance for our review. We would also
appreciate update(s), as appropriate, as this project moves forward. I look forward to working with you in
the future on any upcoming projects you may have that affect air quality in your district. If you require
further assistance on this matter, please contact Mr. Koy Howard at (512) 239-2306 or
kohoward@tceq.state.tx.us.
Sincerely,

David Brymer, Di ctor
Air Quality Division
DB/KH/kb

cc: Ruben Velasquez, P.E., PBS&J

Bryan W. Shaw, Ph.D., Chairman
Buddy Garcia, Commissioner
Carlos Rubinstein, Commissioner
Mark R. Vickery, P.G., Executive Director

TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Protecting Texas by Reducing and Preventing Pollution

April 19, 2010

Ms. Janelle Stokes
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers
Galveston District CESWG-PE-RE
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, Texas 77553-1229
Re:

Sabine-Neches WatelWay Channel hnprovement Project §401 Water Quality Certification

Dear Ms. Stokes:
This letter is in response to the United States Anny Corps of Engineers - Galveston District (Corps)
correspondence dated March 19, 2010, requesting §401 State Water Quality Certification and the
Public Notice dated December 18,2009, on the Sabine Neches Navigation District proposal tq deepen
and widen the Sabine-Neches WatelWay (SNWW). The SNWW Channel hnprovement Project (CIP)
is located along the Texas and Louisiana border, in Jefferson and Orange counties in southeast Texas
and Cameron Parish, Louisiana.
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) has reviewed the public notice and related
application information provided by the Corps. On behalf of the Executive Director and based on our
evaluation of the information contained in these documents, the TCEQ certifies that there is
reasonable assurance that the project will be conducted in a way that will not violate Texas surface
water quality standards.
The Sabine Neches Navigation District proposes to increase the authorized depth of the channel from
40 to 48 feet along the entire 64-mile-Iong existing channel and add a 13.2-mile extension to the
offshore channels into the Gulf of Mexico. The purpose of the CIP is to improve the transportation
efficiency of the SNWW's deep-draft navigation system and support industry at ports within the
SNWW navigation channel system.
SNWW CIP proposed mitigation incorporates the Neches River and Gulf Shore Beneficial Use
features of the Dredged Material Management Plan (DMMP) and all components of Best Buy
Mitigation Plan 6, including emergent marsh restoration in two areas of Willow Bayou (totaling 607
acres) and three areas in the Black Bayou region (totaling 2,096 acres).
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The TCEQ has reviewed this proposed action for consistency with the Texas Coastal Management
Program (CMP) goals and policies in accordance with the regulations of the Coastal Coordination
Council and has determined that the proposed action is consistent with the applicable CMP goals and
policies.
This certification was reviewed for consistency with the CMP's development in critical areas policy
{Title 31, Texas Administrative Code (TAC), Chapter (§) 501.23} and dredging and dredged material
disposal and placement policy {31 TAC §501.25}. This certification complies with the CMP goals
{31 TAC §501.12(1, 2, 3, 5)} applicable to these policies.
No review of property rights, location of property lines, nor the distinction between public and private
ownership has been made, and this certification may not be used in any way with regard to questions
of ownership.
If you require additional information or further assistance, please contact Mr. Robert Hansen, Water
Quality Assessment Section, Water Quality Division (MC-150), at (512) 239-4583.

CWMlRSH/sp
Attachment
cc:

Mr. Ben Rhame, Secretary, Coastal Coordination Council, P.O. Box 12873, Austin, Texas
78711-2873
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WORK DESCRIPTION: As described in the public notice dated December 18, 2009, and additional
information provided by the Corps, dated March 19, 2010.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS: None
GENERAL: This certification, issued pursuant to the requirements of Title 30, Texas Administrative
Code, Chapter 279, is restricted to the work described in the December 18, 2009, Draft Environmental
Impact Statement and Draft Feasibility Report. This certification may be extended to any minor revision of
the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) when such change(s) would not result in an impact on water quality.
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) reserves the right to require full joint public notice on
a request for minor revision. The applicant is hereby placed on notice that any activity conducted pursuant to
the EIS and CaE project authorization which results in a violation of the state's surface water quality standards
may result in an enforcement proceeding being initiated by the TCEQ or a successor agency.

STANDARD PROVISIONS:

These following provisions attach to any permit or project authorization
issued by the CaE and shall be followed by the permittee or any employee, agent, contractor, or subcontractor
of the permittee during any phase of work authorized by the CaE.
1.

The water quality of wetlands shall be maintained in accordance with all applicable provisions of the
Texas Surface Water Quality Standards including the General, Narrative, and Numerical Criteria.

2.

The applicant shall not engage in any activity which will cause surface waters to be toxic to man, aquatic
life, or terrestrial life.

3.

Permittee shall employ measures to control spills of fuels, lubricants, or any other materials to prevent
them from entering a watercourse. All spills shall be promptly reported to the TCEQ by calling the State
of Texas Environmental Hotline at 1-800-832-8224.

4.

Sanitary wastes shall be retained for disposal in some legal manner. Marinas and similar operations
which harbor boats equipped with marine sanitation devices shall provide state/federal permitted
treatment facilities or pump out facilities for ultimate transfer to a permitted treatment facility.
Additionally, marinas shall display signs in appropriate locations advising boat owners that the discharge
of sewage from a marine sanitation device to waters in the state is a violation of state and federal law.

5.

Materials resulting from the destruction of existing structures shall be removed from the water or areas
adjacent to the water and disposed of in some legal manner.

6.

A discharge shall not cause substantial and persistent changes from ambient conditions of turbidity or
color. The use of silt screens or other appropriate methods is encouraged to confine suspended
particulates.

7.

The placement of any material in a watercourse or wetlands shall be avoided and placed there only with
the approval of the Corps when no other reasonable alternative is available. If work within a wetland is
unavoidable, gouging or rutting of the substrate is prohibited. Heavy equipment shall be placed on mats
to protect the substrate from gouging and rutting if necessary.
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8.

Dredged Material Placement: Dredged sediments shall be placed in such a manner as to prevent any
sediment runoff onto any adjacent property not owned by the applicant. Liquid runoff from the disposal
area shall be retained on-site or shall be filtered and returned to the watercourse from which the dredged
materials were removed. Except for material placement authorized by this permit, sediments from the
project shall be placed in such a manner as to prevent any sediment runoff into waters in the state,
including wetlands.

9.

If contaminated spoil that was not anticipated or provided for in the permit application is encountered
during dredging, dredging operations shall be immediately terminated and the TCEQ shall be contacted
by calling the State of Texas Environmental Hotline at 1-800-832-8224. Dredging activities shall not be
resumed until authorized by the Commission.

10.

Contaminated water, soil, or any other material shall not be allowed to enter a watercourse.
Noncontaminated stormwater from impervious surfaces shall be controlled to prevent the washing of
debris into the waterway.

11.

Storm water runoff from construction activities that result in a disturbance of one or more acres, or are a
part of a common plan of development that will result in the disturbance of one or more acres, must be
controlled and authorized under Texas Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (TPDES) general permit
TXR150000. A copy of the general permit, application (notice of intent), and additional information is
available at: http://www.tceq.state.tx.us/nav/permits/wq_construction.htmlor by contacting the TCEQ
Storm Water & Pretreatment Team at (512) 239-4671.

12.

Upon completion of earthwork operations, all temporary fills shall be removed from the
watercourse/wetland, and areas disturbed during construction shall be seeded, riprapped, or given some
other type of protection to minimize subsequent soil erosion. Any fill material shall be clean and of such
composition that it will not adversely affect the biological, chemical, or physical properties of the receiving
waters.

13.

Disturbance to vegetation will be limited to only what is absolutely necessary. After construction, all
disturbed areas will be revegetated to approximate the pre-disturbance native plant assemblage.

14.

Where the control of weeds, insects, and other undesirable species is deemed necessary by the
permittee, control methods which are nontoxic to aquatic life or human health shall be employed when
the activity is located in or in close proximity to water, including wetlands.

15.

Concentrations of taste and odor producing substances shall not interfere with the production of potable
water by reasonable water treatment methods, impart unpalatable flavor to food fish including shellfish,
result in offensive odors arising from the water, or otherwise interfere with reasonable use of the water in
the state.

16.

Surface water shall be essentially free of floating debris and suspended solids that are conducive to
producing adverse responses in aquatic organisms, putrescible sludge deposits, or sediment layers
which adversely affect benthic biota or any lawful uses.
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17.

Surface waters shall be essentially free of settleable solids conducive to changes in flow characteristics
of stream channels or the untimely filling of reservoirs, lakes, and bays.

18.

The work of the applicant shall be conducted such that surface waters are maintained in an aesthetically
attractive condition and foaming or frothing of a persistent nature is avoided. Surface waters shall be
maintained so that oil, grease, or related residue will not produce a visible film of oil or globules of grease
on the surface or coat the banks or bottoms of the watercourse.

19.

This certification shall not be deemed as fulfilling the applicant's/permittee's responsibility to obtain
additional authorization/approval from other local, state, or federal regulatory agencies having
special/specific authority to preserve and/or protect resources within the area where the work will occur.

BOBBY JINDAL

PEGGY M. HATCH

GOVERNOR

SECRETARY

~tate

of ]Louisiana

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

APR Z1 2010
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers- Galveston District
CESWG-PE-RE
P.O. Box 1229
Galveston, TX 77553-1229
Attention: Janelle Stokes
RE: Water Quality Certification (WQC 100330-01lAI 104985/CER 20100001)
Sabine-Neches Waterway Channel Improvements Project
Cameron Parish

Dear Ms. Stokes:
The Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality (the Department) has reviewed your
application to dredge waterbottoms and place spoil material for marine vessel access
improvements, along Sabine Pass in southwestern Cameron Parish.
Based on the infonnation provided in the application, the Department made a
detennination that the requirements for a Water Quality Certification have been met and
concludes that the placement of the fill material will not violate water quality standards of
Louisiana as provided for in LAC 33:IX.Chapter 11. Therefore, the Department hereby
issues a Water Quality Certification to the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers- Galveston
District.
Sincerely,

CM/jjp

Post Ofhcc Box 4313· Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70S21-4313· Phone
WW',,\,:decI.louisiana.gov

225-219~3181

• Fax 225-219-3309

